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After all of our pleading, you still won't subscribe. We've made

wonderful offers, trying to get you to plunk down a few wrinkled bills for a

subscription to the finest info-source this side of the galaxy, but you won't bite. T ell

us - is it just a matter of pig-headedness? Are you too stubborn to grab a good thing

when it’s waved in front of your damn nose? Pardon our language, but we’re mad
- hopping mad. We’ve been nice too long, now we are going to MAKE you pay!

We’ve stolen your brain. It’s sitting in a vat of oxygenated nutrient liquid in a

warehouse somewhere in the industrial zone of Singapore. One night, while you

were sleeping, we hired some out-of-work space aliens to whisk you into their

spaceship equipped with an advanced surgical station. They cut the top of your

III skull off with a laser. They then attached a radio transceiver to the freshly

severed trunk of your spinal cord and stitched the top of your cranium back

onto your head. They flew to Singapore and put your brain in vat of liquid.

Then they connected a similar radio transceiver to your brain, so it could

communicate with your body. They flew back to your place and dumped you

into bed before the sun rose. When your brain woke up in Singapore, it sent

signals to your body to rub its eyes and open them. The signals from your body

were sent via radio to your brain, tricking it into thinking that it was in still inside

your head.

But this can't be, you say. I know my brain is in my head, I can feel

it thinking up there!

That just goes to prove what a fine job we’ve done. My friend,

we’ve got your brain hostage and we are going to squash it with

a 20-ton weight unless you send us$ 14. You’ll never know when

it might happen. You could be talking to an attractive human

with whom you’d like to exchange DNA in order to satisfy a

base urge, when suddenly your body collapses like an unstrung

marionette, because we’ve given one of our minions the signal

to drop the weight. Wouldn't that be embarrassing?

But if you send us the money right this minute - we’ll get Xnork

and Fubfub to retrieve your brain and stick it back in your head,

safe and sound. So what’ll it be: life ... or death by having your

brain trash compacted? The choice is yours.

i 1

Ok, you’ve got me this time. I can’t sleep, I can’t eat, even

Marmaduke doesn’t seem funny anymore. Please, bOING-

bOING
,
give me back my brain. Here’s my money. ($14

USA, $19 elsewhere

)
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It’s a consequential time for the hu-

mans of this country. They must soon

pick a leader to rule them for the next

four years.

The either/or choice of democrat Vs.

republican was temporarily upset by a

crafty old alpha male. This sly new-

comer first duped the present chiefs

minions into buying his overpriced toys,

filling his pockets with bushels of wam-
pum. He then duped approximately one-

third of the pink primates into believing

he wanted to “serve” them. When these

bamboozled believers realized it was all

a joke, they took it hard. Many of them

are still crying in the streets, like a herd of

hurt walruses, knowing their lives have

been ruined forever.

The rest of the USA tribe is buzzing

with confusion. They’ve been knocked

back into the either/or election. The

staunch neophobes are siding with the

current leader. He’s a good stone

thrower, and has many brave henchmen

who will bully any tribe or mutant human
that doesn’t go along with the pack. He also has

a half-witted sidekick who makes everyone

laugh. He’s been the chief for four years, and

since many of the primates are still breathing,

“why make waves?” Most others are rooting

for a younger, bumbling simian, who fibs when-

ever he’s caught doing a no-no.

But few tribe members are REALLY happy

about the choice they’ve been given. Why
should they be? Neither one of the remaining

candidates is performing the most important

primate practice—having fun. They’re poker

faced apes! (See issue #7 for definition)

If either candidate had the “What—me

worry?” philosophy, all the meta-monkeys

would be smiling as wide as the gapped-tooth

red-head who coined that phrase—Alfred E.

Neuman. Okay, okay, so Alfred was just a

cartoon mascot for Mad magazine. But William

M. Gaines and Harvey Kurtzman (creators of

Mad) were real people, who had real fun.

The fun began at EC comics, owned by Bill’s

father Max Gaines, where Bill had his first job.

In the beginning, Bill worked more or less as a

gofer, inadvertently teaming about the busi-

ness. This was back when EC stood for Educa-

tional Comics. But shortly after his dad died in

a boating accident, Biff took over the company,

changedECto Entertaining Comics, and revo-

lutionized not only the world of^omics, but

Ameriwn h^ as well.

Beginn ing with The Crypt of Terror add The

VwkpfHorrorw \ 950, Gaines launched a new

g^re pf comic books—horror and suspense

(along with science fiction and the satirical

Mod). As EC’s gloriously grisly tales clutched

the imaginations of American youth, comic

book sates boomed at an astounding rate—and

the reigning American chief and his cohorts

stomped their feet with fanatic rage. Why, the

human sheep were squirming wi^pdevilish

delight over these horror comics—they were

having too much fun! EC had to be haled

immediately.

The idea that horror comic books should be

censored fit in perfectly with 'the mindset of

the era. The media was already worshipping a

name-calling, finger-pointing, life-destroying,

morphine junkie named joe McCarthy. Para-

noia was tres chic. By 1954, the hooting hench-

men got their way, and Gaines’ fine of hor^it

comics collapsed.

But with Mad already in progress, Gaine^i

shifted gears, and yet another genre was boh

the American satire magazine. Scripted by Harvey
; ;

Kurtzman and illustrated by Will Elder, Wally

Wood, Jack Davis, John Severin and Kurtzamn •

himself, Mad pokedlfon at other comic books.

Soon it broadened it’s scope and took aim at any

2- or 3-dimensional character that happened t$l

be in the way. It was a tremendous success. A0
the domesticated primates started having fun

once again.

We at bOING-bOING greatly appreciate the

madness of Mad. Its dramatic impact on Ameri-

can humor influenced big wigs such as Saturday

Night Live, Robert Crumb, satirical films like

Airplane and Naked Gun, and yours truly, bOING-

bOJNG.

This issue, therefore, is dedicated to the late

Bill Gaines, who left our planet this June after

circling the sun 70 times. We’ll miss him, but his

“What—me worry?” attitude will live on.

(jQxllou

William M Gaines
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^Dear bOING-bOING

Yesterday, I glanced over a New Dawn
magazine from Melbourne, Australia (which

arrived last November, unsolicited, and went

into the midden where I keep all such

documentia until I find time to look at them.)

I found a list of people seen by German

reporters at last year's Bilderberger confer-

ence (June 6-9, 1991). All the usual and

expected ones, of course - Kissinger and

David Rockefeller and Queen Beatrix etc. ~

and then guess who I found? "Gov. Bill D.

Clinton of Arkansas.” Yes, indeedy - the man

who suddenly "emerged” from "nowhere”

with the $150,000,000 it takes to run a Presi-

dential campaign these days.

Robert Anton Wilson

California

'©’Dear BB

I was talking to Todd Moore the other

day and he said the only thing wrong with VR

as it exists now is there isn't a decent porno-

graphic program out there yet. This does

bring up a question, though: if you were to

have an orgasm during a VR experience would

it be in your head, or all over your clothes?

Oberc

Chicago, IL

t^Yo Mom an Dad

Questionnaire get SILI near END you

crazy FUCKERS!

After perusing *8, I do deem bOING-

bOING one of the all-time best things I read.

Honest.

The one thing I'd like to see more of is

the writing style employed in your "subscrip-

tion page!” That was very far out and wild.

The silly and the stupider, the better.

Hope you's liking CA.

Blop 8 Plop,

Don 8 Stephen

Baby Sue

Decatur GA

f^Dear bOING-bOING

I must testify that issue #8

saved what is left of my mind

while on board a transconti-

nental flight to Newark. While operatives of

the airline were attempting to sedate me with

bizarre oral fixes (virtual food?) and an on-

board (bored) film I found bOING-bOING to

be a more than adequate antidote. Thanks for

the neuralstim -

Tim Spears

Tucson AZ

'C’Dear bOINGers

Greetings and thanks and congratula-

tions to you and your magazine for being "like

Mondo 2000, onlyworth reading, ” as a friend

described issue eight of your most enjoyable

organ this evening.

One thing. Could you give my old mate

Mike Gunderloymy fond regards, tell himand

Steve Ellis White that "Llwybr Llaethog” means

"Milky Way.” Also recommended for their

delectation are two discs setting turntables

alight across the UK: The hair and Skin Trad-

ing Company's dynamite first release "Jo in

Nine G Hell” (Situation Two), which occupies

that dangerous territory where Coil meet

Controlled Bleeding and curve to drink wine

frombroken bottles; and Chumbawamba's "Shhh”

which contains eleven light, boppy, feel good

pop songs about hardcore anarchy and the

glories of forging money.

Question: do you really think Factsheet

Five vol2 will be better simply because it's

digital? Hudson Hayes Luce's first issue

sucked so hard that it'll take more than a

change offormat to regain all the ground

it's lost. And for the record we don't

want it in hyperstacks or dBase for-

mat, we want it on our doormats

bimonthly. On-line? Really? Let's

assume that an issue is 200k

(400k archived - still small,

compared to Gunderloy is-

sues). That would take me

twenty minutes to download. At 50p a minute,

connected to a US BBS, that $10. Assuming I

get a clear transatlantic line, which is un-

likely. Thanks a friggin' bunch.

Will send a sub to bOING-bOING as soon

as I get more $$ notes. Alternatively I will

trade for Kinder Eggs; the ultimate brain toy.

40p each for a sugar rush, a few minutes of

constructive pleasure and something small

and plastic for your mantlepiece.

James Wallis

London
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bOING-bOING #9

"Mutating Simian Brains Since 1
988

"

Editors-in-Chief

Carla Sinclair

MarkFrauenfelder

Senior Editor

Gareth Branwyn

Art Director

MarkFrauenfelder

Editors

Barry Atkinson, Associate Editor

Barry Barrows, Funnybook Editor

Richard Kadrey, Music Editor

Jon Lebkowsky, Cyborganic Jive Meister

Valerie Ann Lionel, Associate Editor

Paco Xander Nathan, Consciousness

Technologies Editor

Contributors
Kevin Banks, Dave Borcherding, Robert

Campanell, Darick Chamberlin, John

Dinan, EHEL, Grade, Danny Heilman,

Chris Kindler, Debrah LeMattre,

LMNOP, Thomas Lyttle, Donna

McLaughlin, Robin Moore, Claudia

Newell, Patti Parisi, Clifford Pickover,

Jerod Pore, Rudy Rucker, Spiros, Bruce

Sterling, Don Webb, Shawn Wolfe

We are seeking submissions for a

bOING-bOING video. Please send

us video interviews, articles, music,

documentaries, etc. Submissions will

not be returned unless accompanied

with return mailer and sufficient

postage.

mONDO mONDO Parody

Concept & Design: Carla Sinclair

Front cover photo

:

Debrah LeMattre

mONDO mONDO Logo:

Mark Frauenfelder

I'm Gonna Morph You Up:

Mark Frauenfelder

R.U. Delerious beanie art:

Donna McLaughlin

Worked-Up Women: Mark Frauenfelder

Dymergy Reeks: Gareth Branwyn (using

DadaPoet, a Mac word-derangment tool.

Source text was a paragraph from 'Synergy I

Speaks' in Mondo 2000 #3)

Dark Person & Sandi Shoreline advertise-

ment: Mark Frauenfelder

IrreversibleJournalism:

Paco Xander Nathan

Virtual NeuralJacks: Gareth Branwyn.

Monk Review: Don Webb
Mandelbrot #5: Robin Moore

Elvis Interview: Jon Lebkowsky

Various Ideas: Barry Atkinson

I l

Advertisers!

bOING-bOING is read by

umpteen thousands of spend-

happy rich folk. Why not

divert a little of their

disposable income in your

direction for a change? Call or

write for a complete media kit!

We've Moved Again!

The bOING-bOING ball continues to

bounce its office and hapless staff

through the American landscape.

Here's our new, new address:

bOING-bOING
11288 Ventura Blvd., #8 1

8

Studio City, CA 9 1 604

telephone 8 1 8/980-2009

fax 8 1 8/908-0902

e-mail mark@well.sf.ca.us

otices
The Extropy Institute (PO Box 57306,

Los Angeles, CA 90057-0306. 213/484-

6383. email: more@usc.edu) is a group

of folks who are into “Boundless

Expansion, Self-Transformation,

Dynamic Optimism and Intelligent

Technology.” If you are interested in life

extension, cryonics, AI, computers,

personality uploading, smart drugs,

nanotech, memetics, space migration and

otherLeary/Wilson/Lilly/Dawkins/

Hoffstadter stuff, you’ll want to check

them out. We’ve plugged their zine,

Extropy , in past issues of bOING-

bOING.

Death to Vitamin Pushers! On May
6th, 1992, FDA agents and police broke

down the door of a holistic health clinic

in Kent, Wash. The cops kept their

pistols trained at die employees’ and

clients’ heads as the FDA agents

confiscated supplements, equipment and

patient records. The FDA commissioner

said of the bust: “[The clinic] was

engaged in the illegal manufacture of

drugs, illegal drugs and stuff that was

being used to inject into people.” The

drugs in question - vitamin B, which is

not illegal - yet. But two bills were

recently introduced that would give the

FDA the power to impose fines of up to

$1 million for violations of the Nutrition

Labeling and Education Act (NLEA) of

1990.

CHI '92 was held this year in Monterey,

CA. I was all hepped to go learn about

human-computer interaction and

experience the thrill of having a

Quicktime movie made of my head, but

my car broke down in Bakersfield. I got

a rental car and made it for the last half

hour of the five-day show. The party

that night was fun. Yesterday my car

was stolen! Cars suck. $

bOJNG-bOING is a quarterly publication. All rights reserved forever by the contributors. Single copy price $4 USA, $6 elsewhere. Four-issue

subscription $14 USA, $20 elsewhere. Unsolicited submissions must include an SASE or we can't return them. Don't send any poetry or

fiction. All correspondence becomes the property of bOING-bOING. "Three-fourths ofphilosophy and literature is the talk ofpeople trying to

convince themselves that they really like the cage they were tricked into entering. "—Gary Snyder
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There is no substitute for bOING-

^ ^^^bO/NG-Approyed merchandise. We've
lift combed the Earth to select only the

l*!L# finest info-dense delicacies for your neuro-

pr consumption. Please, we ask that you take a

^long gander at the wares offered here, and buy

as many items as you can possibly afford.

Beyond Cyberpunk! A Do-It-Yourself

Guide to the Future

This 5.5 Megabyte interactive multimedia Hyper-

Card stack uses the guiding metaphor of an

information machine, illuminating the world as

seen from the edge. It's turf? - the intenone

where high tech hits the street. This massive stack

has essays and hundreds of reviews on post-

modern science fiction, critical theory, under-

ground culture, street tech and lots more (over

325 items). BCP! was created by Peter

Sugarman and bOING-bOING '

s

own Gareth Branwyn and has

lots of stuff by Mark Frauen-

felder and other bOING-

% bOING collaboratos. BCP!

also features essays and

reviews from some of the

major figures in science fic-

tion and the emerging cyber-

culture including Bruce Sterling,

Rudy Rucker, Richard Kadrey, Stephen

Brown, Hakim Bey, Mike Gunderloy, and Robert

Anton Wilson. Thefuture's leaking into the present,

it's already here, almost gone. Catch up with the

future before it catches up with you! Requires

2Meg Ram
,
HyperCard 2.0

$29. 95
,
includes five 800K floppy disks w/minicomic

$ 1.00 for the minicomic only

bOING-bOING T-Shirt

Your enemies will quake in

fear when they learn

that Kata Sutra of

the neo-Wobblies

is your friend. She

will be yourfriend

only ifyou buy this

thick cotton T-

shirt.

$12. Large or Xtra-

large

0€T
W1MJNATEP.

Transreal!

by Rudy Rucker

Rudy Rucker is the author of eight novels, four widely

popular mathematics books, and several software

packages. This collection contains all his short

stories together with selected essays and amazingly

nifty poems. The impressive range of his astonishing

literary imagination is reflected throughout the col-

lection in the graphics he produced with his software.

$15, paperback, 534 pp

Smart Drugs & Nutrients

by Ward Dean, M.D.

& John Morgenthaler

This introductory guide

to new developments

in neuroscience ex-

plains how to use cog-

nitive enhancement

substances and how to

get them. It lists the

addresses of overseas

mail order pharmacies

for products which are

not available in the

United States. Although tfie“

FDA is clamping down on many of the sources listed

here, this book is still very useful for the budding

smart drug user.

$ 12 . 95
,
paperback, 221 pages

Send Check or Money Order to

bOING-bOING I 1288 Ventura Blvd.,

#818, Studio City, CA 91604

bOING-bOING Back Issues

#5: Smart Drugs,

Memetics, and inter-

views with Paul Di

Filippo and Peter

Lambhorn Wilson.

Only a few copies

left! $15

#6: Robert Anton

Wilson interview,

Dan Clowes inter-

view, Chaos: The

Software. $10 JTL
#7: Build your own Brain Toy, Robert Anton

Wilson article. Supplies are running low. $15

#8: The editor of PIHKAL bares all, Lewis Shiner

interview, Antero Alii interview, Motorola's Urine-

Sniffin' Facists. $6

PIHKAL
by Ann & Alexander Shulgin

Part autobiography, part psychedelic cookbook.

"There has never been a book like PIHKAL and... we

may not soon see another of its kind. No library of

psychedelic literature will henceforth be complete

without it"-David Nichols, Ph.D

$ 18. 95
,
paperback, 978 pp

Gopod Yes! Gimme this stuff:

# Item Each Total

Beyond Cyberpunk $29.95

T-shirt (L_ XL_J $12.00

Transreal! $15.00

Smart Drugs $ 1 2.95

Back Issues $6-$l5

PIHKAL $18.95

Shipping (per item) $1.00

Calif residents please add 8.5% sales tax

Grand Total

Name

Address

City, ST ZIP

fcOlllG itJlllG 5



artinformationoise
Going Gaga is Gone!

For those of you who have no idea what I'm

talking about, Going Gaga was a zine 1

published in 8 issues fromJanuary 1990 to its

recent death at the hands of bOING-bOING.

Well. . ok. . I'm not going to actually blame bb

for killing Gaga, but it did pound the final nail

in the coffin. My principle distraction from

r

Gaga was
|

Beyond Cyberpunkl| and the 9

months that it took frommy life and certainly

from such frivolous (read: non-money-making)

pursuits as zine publishing. When the BCP!

stack was done, I was left with a strong

addiction to Mark and Carla F. that needed to

be "fixed" in some ongoing way. Mark took

the opportunity ofmywithdrawal to dangle a

flashy-sounding editorial title in front of me.

I took the bait.

Gding Gaga blossomed in the fertile soil

tilled by Factsheet Five during its heyday.

With true do-it-yourselfverve, I looked at the

zines I ordered through Factsheet Five and

thought (if they were bad), "I can do A LOT

better than this!," or (if they were good), "I

want to do something this cool." The simple

desire to have fun through a modest publish-

ing effort actuallychanged my life. I had been

freelance writingfor manyyears and running

a graphic arts business, but I was always

working for someone else, writing or design-

ing to please a lot of less-than-inspiring cus-

tomers. Going Gaga was a lawless territory

where I could do whatever the hell I wanted.

I had no one to answer to but me. Lo and

behold, as 1 sent out my first humble Xeroxed

creations, the response was overwhelmingly

positive. People actually liked what I had to

say when I shot from the hip. The initial

feedback egged me on and Gaga quickly

became a vehicle for other writers and artists

who wanted to do some playful reality hack-

ing. Although the editorial policy was wide

open, I focused in on several areas of inter-

est: a) experimental art, poetry, and writing,

L
b) obliqueand seemingly irrational approaches

n

to a subject, and c) improvisation in art and

writing (action art). The other thing I endeav-

ored to do was create the feeling that Gaga

was a wacked-out free style entity, an

"exomorph," that could assume many differ-

ent shapes. Each issuewould surprise readers

by how the form had evolved/changed. One

issue came on a cassette tape in a hollowed-

out book, another was found among the bits

and pieces of cultural litter inside a ziploc

bag. All print issues included booklets, stick-

ers, and other gee-gaws. "A great deal of

head -scratching fun," as one subscriber

opined.

Going Gaga Returns

So what does this all have to do with

bOING-bOING? Well, as the new [flashy title

alert] Senior Editor, the interests and con-

cerns I brought to Gaga will certainly influ-

ence what Ido here. One overwhelming focus

of mine is looking at bigger and bigger pic-

tures (basic cybernetic thinking) and seeing

how things are interconnected. I'm curious as

to how the whole domain of alternative/

fringe culture relates to its constituent parts.

My interests outside of the cyberculture, the

zine scene, and civil liberties (already amply

covered in bOING-bOING) include the so-

called networking arts (mail art, Xerox art,

fax art, computer net art), experimental mu-

sic, concrete poetry, alternative lifestyles,

and a fascination with how academia inter-

prets underground cultures. These concerns

will undoubtedly affect the editorial cover-

age of the whole magazine to the extent that

I influence its direction. But, so as not to

totally dilute the focus of either bOING-

bOING or these above interests, Mark and I

thought we would contain some of this mate-

rial in a regular GoingGaga column. So...here

l l

you are. . . inside of Going Gaga's latest shape

change. And, who knows, it could be just

another temporary state. One day, Going

Gaga may decide to slip beyond the bounds of

the ol' bOINGeroo and seek out life in a new

host body. So. .
.
you better be careful or that

host body might just be yours!

Submit!

If you've been locked away in your base-

ment idea lab for years mixing metaphors,

synthesizing novel images, or gene-splicing

new languages, please share your test results

with us. Send all hazardous ideas and images

(in proper mailing containers, of course) to:

Gareth Branwyn, 2630 Robert Walker Place,

Arlington, VA 22207. FAX: (703) 527-6207.

Next Issue: "An Idiot's Guide to Donna

Haraway's Cyborg Manifesto." After reading

this thing about 4 times, I think I can translate

it from its native post-Marxist/post-feminist/

pomo-speak into common English. Some very

powerful and useful ideas are unearthed.

Issue *11: "Wacky Mind Models." I love a

good closed-system/reality tunnel. If you

have constructed any wacky models of real-

ity, please send them along. Keep ’em short,

so we can fit in a bunch. Examples: A friend

of mine has a theory that war is a way that

societies get all their bloodthirsty psycho-

paths to kill one another, or how about

comedienne Paula Poundstone's theory that

salted nuts are the cause of a nationwide

disease of stupidity. She has never eaten a

nut, but it seems that everyone else has and

this has caused them to buy the obviously

phoney reality of mainstream media and na-

tional politics. She thinks the nuts must con-

tain some type of toxin that dummies people

down. Airlines are the chief means by which

The Conspiracy delivers the coma-inducing

nuts. (There must be some ulterior motive for

getting people to eat them. It certainly has

nothing to do with taste, nutrition, or in

satisfying hunger.)

J
0> Beyond Cyberpunk!: A HyperCard stack about the cyberculture. See ad in this issue

6 taitehnte
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Tax Tips

The Social Security Trust fund has

been ravaged by spend-thrill Wash-

ington politicians to the tune of $272

billion. If they would have left the

money sitting there, as was intended,

the principle would have racked up to

$79.4 trillion by the Year 2027. In-

stead, the feds have cleaned out the

S.S. coffers, and they’re borrowing an

additional $300 billion a year. At this

moment, the federal debt is $3.4 tril-

lion ($14,000 per citizen).

Just a decade ago, the gov't was

housing 200,000 criminals. Now over

a million folks are in jail (most for

non-violent crimes) at a cost of$25,000
per year each. At these prices we
could send them all to the best uni-

versities in the country, or if they

aren't educable, then to a Mexico

vacation resort year round. (Why

would anyone want to cause any

trouble when she could buy all the

suntan lotion and alcohol she wanted

using plastic pop-beads?)

Fun Fungi!

A fungus named armillaria

ostoyae in southwestern Washington

is 2.5 square miles in size, giving it the

title ofworld's largest known organ-

ism. Between 400 to 1,000 years old

the old feller feeds on tree stumps

and produces tasty mushrooms.

Assholes in Action
St. Augustine County, Florida com-

missioners made a law that humans

can’t look at each other's butts in

public, unless they’re covered with an

opaque material. When the valiant

gov't heroes drafted their rule, they

wanted to define an ass in no uncer-

tain terms -

Buttocks: The area at the rear of

the human body (sometimes referred

to as the gluteus maximus) which lies

between two imaginary lines running

parallel to the ground when a person

is standing, the first or top of such

lines being one-half inch below the

top of the vertical cleavage of the

nates (i.e. the prominence formed by

the muscles running from the back of

the hip to the back of the leg) and the

second or bottom line being one half

inch above the lowest point of the

curvature of the fleshy protuberance

(sometimes referred to as the gluteal

fold), and between two imaginary

lines, one on each side of the body

(the outside lines), which outside lines

are perpendicular to the ground and

to the horizontal lines described above

and which perpendicular outside lines

pass through the outermost point(s)

at which each nate meets the outer

side of each leg...." (add another 150

words here)

Humans wearing shorts beware -

if you see a ruler-wielding goofball

sneaking up on you, run!

Conspiracy of the Month
The U.S. gov't has installed termi-

nals for linear beam weapons which

are going to ignite Earth's radioactive

belt for three days, reports the Phoe-

nix Liberator newspaper. The author

of the article recommends that when

you see the resulting flash of brilliant

light, go to the center ofyour house or

grab your kids and run into the closet.

The unprepared will be permanently

blinded. Keep plenty of aspirin on

hand ("one, headaches will be a prob-

lem and you want to keep your blood

from clotting quickly") and be sure to

outfit your entire family with the

"DARKEST welding helmets that you

can get. " Ifyou can't afford them, says

the article, buy one for yourself and

wrap bandannas around the kids'

heads tightly enough that they can't

pull them off. The article does not

explain why the government wants to

ignite the radioactive belt, nor why

anyone would want to survive on a

planet where all the land-dwelling

non-human animals are blind.

You know who did it.

Since 1986, Flatland has been a reliable

source for hard-to-find, 2-dimensional
pleasure. Imported or domestic, slick or

hand-made; ranging from Reich’s orgone,

situationist, media wrenchers, ranters,

fringe science, UFOs, mail art, prose,

design, and conspiracy, to contact resources

and catalogs. In-depth reviews, fair prices,

personal service, 100% money-back
guarantee. See the wide listing of books,

periodicals and pamphlets. New 1992 Fall

catalog features books on the JFK
assassination and The Conspiracy.

$5.00 (airmail $8.00)/year - 2 issues to:

FLATLAND
POB 2420, Dept. B9,

Fort Bragg, CA 95437-2420

The Audio Initiations Series

SEXUAL ENERGY
MEDITATIONS

an instructional cassette

with Antero Alii
(This is net a lecture.)

When fou ; vital currents in

the body con verge, alchemy

becomes tantra and sexuality,

an expression of the spiritual.

$12. (pstpd.) to ANTERO ALL!

BOX 45758 SEATTLE WA 98145
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YOU SIT OUTSIDE on your lunch break, enjoying the warmth of the sun and munching a mustard-

and-ketchup-drowned soydog. Lunch hour is nearing its end, and you still have half the dog to

down, yet. Taking a large bite, you squirt condiments down the front of your white shirt. No nap-

kin? No worry! You’re wearing the latest Brooks Brothers with Drexite controls. Even as you

watch, the microscopic robots that inhabit your shirt detect the stain and begin to remove it. Atom

by atom, they break down the stain and convert it to extra starch to be spread out evenly across

your garment, or maybe shipped directly to the collar for a little added sharpness.

We are

nearing the age of

programmable clothing.

Tomorrow we will get out of bed and

instead ofstaring at a closet full ofclothes,

we'll sit down at a terminal and bring up

our selection of outfits on the screen.

Once we decide on the basic design, we

can work with the colors, type in our

measurements (or perhaps just bring up

the macro that has all of these already

recorded), then hit the "Create" key. While

we shower and eat breakfast, the micro-

scopic robots in our CyberCloset will be

creating our

selected outfit. We fin-

ish our scrambled eggs, jog back to

the bedroom and get dressed for the day.

No need for undershirts or deodorants;

the Drexites (named for their creator, K.

Eric Drexler) will keep us dry and odor-

free. Or, as our suit is being finished, we

can program in whatever scent we wish

to wear that day. Select Lagerfeld, for

example, and the Drexites will continue

to exude that scent at whatever level we

choose, never fading or becoming too

strong as the day wears on.

Imagine, clothes that never smell of our

co-workers’ cigarette smoke at the day's

end. Dark suits that don't show dandruff.

Silky blouses that won't need armpit

shields to keep away sweat stains. And

we
won't sweat, for

the same technology that

keeps us scented and clean will also

keep us comfortable. A bit chilly in the

office? The Drexites automatically adjust

the weave of the cloth to be a bit thicker.

And when those goose bumps go away

and our skin temperature goes up, they

will loosen the weave until maximum

comfort is reached.

Our clothes will fit better, too. Program

our blouse to be tight in the morning, and

it will stay tight with no stretching, no

matter how sheer the fabric, from the

momentwe put it on until the momentwe

take it off. No more choking collars or

binding underarms. Comfort will be con-

stantly monitored and maintained.

How much would you pay for a pair of

shoes that always kept your feet cool and

comfortable, perhaps even massaging

them throughout the day? What if that
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same pair never wore out, polished its

own scuffs, changed color to match your

outfit? What if all your clothes acted this

way? Ties that are never too tight or too

loose, pants and skirts that adjust at the

waist to accommodate that extra burger

at lunchtime.

Once the practical end of it all is mas-

tered, nanotechnology will turn to style.

Whole new fields will be created in fash-

ion programming. Want Casablanca to

silently play across the back of your

leather jacket? Or how about having that

jogging suit flash red at the shoulders?

Not a problem for tomorrow's fashion

wizards. Ties will be created that cycle

through a variety of patterns during the

day, from paisleys to fractals, perhaps,

redefining the term "power tie." Blouses

and accessories will be able to gradually

change colors, working slowly through

all the hues that match the rest of our

outfit. Or they can flash through the

colors, changing every few seconds for

the ultimate party eye-catcher.

Our nanofashions will be better for the

environment. No more will we need to

have our clothes cleaned in toxic chemi-

cals, stored in plastic bags and mothballs.

And as we save the planet, we ll save

money in cleaning bills, justifying the

extra initial expense. We'll save time,

too, since we'll never have to wait for our

clothes to come back from the laundry or

out of the dryer.

If the environment continues to deterio-

rate, our nanofash will protect us. In the

same way it rids us of our ketchup stains,

it will convert toxics in the rain and dew

into harmless elements. Walk out into

the ultraviolet rays and our Drexite-en-

hanced shirt will shield us, storing up

energy for its little robots and reflecting

the excess.

Yes, our clothes will be powered by light.

Nanotechnology requires only

nanoenergy. Sunlight, neon light and

perhaps even moonlight will keep our

nanofash running smoothly, without the

need for batteries. And in lieu of light, it

will run easily off of our own body heat.

This is the future of fashion with

nanotechnology: NanoFash. Program-

mable clothing that's easy to use, fun to

wear, good for us and for the planet.

Never again will we have to face a closet

full of outdated styles or wonder where

we will store the winter clothes for the

summer. Our closets will be our disk

drives, full of outfits that fit us perfectly,

every time. Waste will be cut down, not

only in cloth, but in fashion catalogs. No

need for stores to have racks of clothes—
no need for stores at all! We will be able

to buy our fashions online and download

them, or create our own. The future of

NanoFash is as varied as our imagina-

tions.
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Cyberpunk has passed from

literary fad to manic

subculture, a vogue that's

touched a generation of

hackers and

(dis)infotainmentjunkies

whose ideal state might be

jacked into the matrix a la Gibson's Case, devouring data like so much spicy fruit. Market

droids, sensing the craze, commodified the trend (cf. the Peter Max acid-trip shower

curtains of the 60s), and (as always) attempted to divert psychic energies from exploration

to consumption. The cynical component of the hacker

mentality, however, seems above-average hype-

resistant.

No sooner have I discovered

something than I begin to

doubt it and have to destroy

it again . What we do is but

a shadow of what we want to

do and the only truth we can

point to is the ever-changing

truth of our own experiences.

- from Marat/Sade by Peter

Weiss

memes generated by radical shifts in

perception (Leary's experimentation with

psychotropics and McLuhan's vision of "the

new media matrix/' Buckminster Fuller’s

perception of "Spaceship Earth," his insight

that "up" is really "out "). Larry McCaffery,

in his casebook Storming the Reality

Studio, presents cyberpunk and related

fictional forms as

...the most concerted effort yet by artists

to find a suitable means for displaying the

powerful and troubling technological

logic that underlies the postmodern

condition. Mixing equal measures of

anger and bitter humor, technological

know-how and formal inventiveness,

postmodern SF should be seen as the

breakthrough “realism” of our time. It is

an art form that vividly represents the

most salient features of our lives, as

these lives are being transformed and

redefined by technology. It also seeks to

Mainstream culture, ever hungry for facile analogies,

seems to see cyberpunk and the hacker ethos as

forms of adolescent rebellion, a negotiable accommo-

dation. This worked in the 60s; the radical will was

broken not by violent suppression, but by a neat

combination of accommodation and trivialization

driven by market and fashion. The "revolution"

became another cultural commodity, with a "shelf

life" past which concerns evaporated and American

culture at large moved on to the next fascination,

having learned that you can package anything:

politics, lifestyle, war...

60s culture trivialized radical ferment among the

young, coining the term "generation gap" to assign

safe relevance to that which might otherwise feed

rage and rowdiness. The perceived gap kept journal-

ists and scholars happy for years as middle-class

youth assumed a new status — as a kind of cultural

elite, and an established source of revenue. At the

same time that we taught the youth demographic to

become "disaffected" (the Holden Caulfield act), we

created a market for cultural identification, a market

which split into factions (skaters, preppies, gangs),

each of which identifies with a particular strategy for

consumption.

Cyberpunk in the 80s was not so much a separate

literary movement as an extension of postmodern

experimentation reaching back to the first cultural

1
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empower us by providing a cognitive

mapping that can help situate us in a

brave new postmodern world that

systematically distorts our senses of who
or what we are, of what is “real” at all,

of what is most valuable about human

life.

Fiction — imaginative storytelling— is

fixated on bourgeois forms and ideas from

the 18th and 19th centuries, i.e. typical

novel and short story structures. The

emphasis on what fiction was, in response

to an archaic cultural milieu, has obscured

relevance to what's happening now in all

but the most visionary literary experiments.

Today's most interesting fiction will, like

cyberpunk, reflect new social and cultural

realities which are inherently linked to

evolving technologies and radical new

perceptions of the nature of reality. SF

author Rudy Rucker has proposed the

evolution of an avant-garde fictional form

called transrealism
,
a revolutionary form

dedicated to "the breaking down of

consensus reality,'' the myth of shared

reality which, according to Rucker, is "a

major tool in mass thought control." The

superficial acceptance of consensus is a

barrier to true community, in which

diversity of thought and perspective is not

only accepted and tolerated, but encour-

aged. If I must assume that you and I share

the same reality, there is a danger in

proximity: if we're close enough, I might

learn that your internal reality differs from

mine (which, of course, it inevitably will).

If, on the other hand, I buy the myth that

"we are all the same," the perception of

difference implies that one of us is crazy,

possibly evil. Extreme representations of

this kind of situation can be found in

historical accounts of Nazi Germany. A

fictional form that contradicts an assump-

tion of shared reality, then, contradicts the

fascist tendency which evolves from

prevailing styles of social control.

Experimental diversity in fiction, then, has

political as well as literary and cultural

significance. It is a non-threatening way to

acknowledge and share diverse perspec-

tives on reality, and thereby accommodate

flexible new-world transitions and

alternative modes of existence.

aw

O n Don Delillo’s latest novel

Aioo II, one of the main char-

acters is a photojournalism She

travels the world photograph-

ing wars, famine, coups, and
natural disasters. Trouble is, she’s too
good at what she does. Her “photographic

eye” is so refined that she inadvertently

transforms the depths of human suffering

into high art. People spend more time

studying her composition, her use of light

and contrast, than they do thinking about

the horrors she has recorded. Her desires

to bring the world’s suffering to the media
masses are strangely eviscerated by her

overwhelming artistic talent.

Multi-talented artist John Bergin is simi-

larly cursed. Everything thatJohn sees and

renders is elevated to a level of beauty. His

latest effort, Bone Saw, an anthology of

“cyber-horror” art co-edited by James
O’Barr is a perfect case in point. I got Bone
S^w in the mail the same day I bought the

latest Skinny Puppy record Last Rights. I

started listening to the CD as I thumbed
through the gorgeous perfect-bound vol-

ume. The third item in the book is Bergin’s

own ’’Monkey Fear,” a sickening portrayal

of vivisection and cruelty towards our
closest ancestor. Ogre’s equally powerful

“Killing Game” provided the soundtrack

to my reading and viewing of Bergin’s

work. After a while, I caught myself being

pulled deeper into the beauty of the im-

ages rather than the messages they con-

veyed. The impact of the piece was still

there, at least for the first reading, but I

spent much more time lost in the exquisite

illustrations, pouring over ever inch of

them. I started thinking about the paradox

of good art that attempts to show us the

darker sides of our existence. Is there a

problem in being so skilled at illuminating

that darkness that you make it somehow
more acceptable? Certainly we wouldn’t

want

Bergin or any of the other artists con-

tained in the this anthology to be less than

they are, but the dilemma remains. I don’t

know what to think about it. In Aiao II, the

photographer decides to turn her lens

toward people, writers in particular.

She wants to capture their beauty, their

complexity, and their eccentricity. While
I don’t think I want Bergin and company
to stop doing what they’re doing, I do
wonder what it would be like if they

worked in the light for a while. As
William Blake might have said, the beauty

of existence is found in the marriage of

heaven and hell, not in taking up perma-
nent residence in the depths of despair.

The Bone Saw collection is unique in

comic publishing in that it contains a

broad spectrum of media—from com-
ics, to sculpture, to collage, to short

stories. The subject matter is pretty

much described by the title. James
O’ Barr says that when he was in medi-

cal school, one thing unnerved him
more than anything else, the “high-

pitched grind of the blade ripping

through bone. “Each piece in this an-

thology (the successful ones, anyway)
give you similar willies. My favorites,

besides Bergin’s work, include Rene
Cigler’s industrial sculptures “Child with

Head Wound,” Francoise Duvivier’s

forensic collages, and Franz Henkel and
Mark Rogalski’s ribofunk tale of black

market organ running “Mimosa Sec-

tor.” James O’Barr’s main contribution

is a 32-page color comic called Slave

Cylinder. It’s a hilarious cyberpunksend
up ofWarner Brother’s cartoons, writ-

ten by Jeff Holland and colored by

Carloyn Bergin.

All in all, this is an awesome collection

combining cyberpunk, splatterpunk, in-

dustrial art, and experimental litera-

ture. Let’s hope that it will sell despite

its lack of a pigeon-hole so that Tundra
will see fit to produce Bone SawVolume
2-Gareth

BONESAWnl
Edited by John Bergin andJames O'Barr

Designed by Carloyn and John Bergin

Tundra Press, 1 992, / 44 pp. $14.95
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Home/ess Engineers Build Machines to Capture Children!

by PACO XANDER NATHAN

Stumbling into a local Texas

supermarket (Herbert £. Butt, Inc) I

look like someone who's ready to skip

parole. My target: the only place in

town with a lot ofcash on a Saturday

afternoon. Long hair falls on the service

counter and a mean security guard

begins to scowl. “Okay, I need all this

in small bills - really quick.” A service

teller stares at the wad of $50's in my

sweaty palms. “Look,” she sez, glaring

at the truly subversive Liquid Mice T-

shirt, “I wouldn't do this, but if it's for

kids...”

Mission nearly completed, I scurry back

across Austin, passing lots of upscale

retail shops, the kinds where proto,

pseudo and wannabe-Yuppies scramble

over themselves in a weird vain effort to

become cyber-Yuppies. Sharper Image

droids locked into overdrive. Socially

programmed masses eagerly consuming

the latest in glossy mags, feature films

and high-dollar shopping mall demos

just to bathe in the newest techno-

meme to infect neural systems of the

boomer bourgeois: Virtual Reality.

Hey, Look Over Here!

Back over on the low-rent side of town,

income may not flow as disposably, but

there's more than a few smiles on the

street corners today. The weirdos have

come to AusTex's Eastside, hauling beat-up

trucks full of surplus electronics and

hardware recovered from the dump. Never

mind what you've read in slick, four-color

journals, these homespun engineers and

artists DEFINE virtual reality out on the

Bleeding Edge, deforming its tectonic

collisions of technology and art. Low-rent,

anarchic, culturally counter to everything

clean, safe and liberal: The Robot Group.

Returning to mission control, breathless, I

ROBOT GROUP HIGH POINTS:

Apr 89. Alex I les and Bill Craig dragme offthe terminal to grab some

caffeine during a break at Motorola’s microprocessor design center.

Alex & Bill are ecstatic about a new project. Get this: a bunch of

artists and engineers gather over beers each Thursday nightto make

robots, courtesy of their ingenuity and City of Austin grants.

Later, it’s going swell. Lots-o weird robots under way. The same

three of us cruise out for lunch at Bill’s innocent 3BD in the burbs.

Fortunately, the local neighborhood assoc doesn’tgrokwhat’s really

happening in the garage... Alex holds a reversed vacuum to inflate a

mylar/kevlar blimp while Bill downloads a homebrewed HCI I

operating system to drive the sonar sensors. An ultralight undercar-

riage built by Craig Sainsott gives birth to John Lovgren’s neural

network autopilot. It’s a robotic blimp called “the Mark III enhanced

cybernetic airship, a platform for artificial intelligence.” Corporate

execs catch word and vie for licensing rights, while the Feds drop by

to ask a few pointed questions about ail the mail-orders placed for

super high-tech materials. “You have no plans of leaving the country

with these items, do you?”

Nov 89. Back on the other side of town, a guy named Brooks

Coleman is literally homeless, too busy wiringguitar pickups into old

discarded washingmach ines in pu rsuit ofrobot band members to get

a place to live. His band Liquid Mice has been pursuing the cybernetic

fringe with its own brand of acid jazz for a decade, but the enlistment
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fork over huge rolls of $1 bills to a Robot

Groupie who's been selling tix at the door

all morning and had run out of change. She

trades me a chocolate glazed donut for the

effort. Meanwhile a woman desperately

wrestles her wide-eyed kids from shooting

straight through the doors. ''But the paper

didn't say it would cost anything and I left

my wallet!" she laments amidst youthful

scrambles. "Oh well, don't worry about the

Ted's G(r)eek Corner on Congress Ave.

Robot Groupies will hold you down in the

chair, interrogate you for info/expertise,

volunteer you for the latest project, or

maybe even elect you as their president...

Look, nobody else there wants the insane

job of trying to run things; they're too busy

building strange toys. Ignore rampant

sociology professors espousing planned

"colonizations of cyberspace, " just get

Fringe Benefits

Back on Austin's eastside, our sensors focus

on Kealing Jr High where today the Robot

Group has taken over the gym for its

quasiannual RoboFest. And like the HEB

service teller mentioned, the effort is for

the kids.

Open your CyberBetty Crocker manuals to

page 23, the recipe is as follows: mix one

money, you all just go in."

Maybe you've read about The Robot Group,

or seen 'em on TV. But if you really wanna

catch a clue, drop in to Austin some

Thursday night around seven and swing by

involved. Oh yeah, if your transporter field

activates too late and you find the G(r)eek

Corner empty, buzz across the street to

Austin's local smart bar, High Time Brain

Gym, the apres-meeting hang. Say hi to

the nodtropic-mongers Phil G Cindy.

part starving artists (literally) who embrace

technology, with one part corporate

engineers who really wanted to be artists

instead, with one part city/state/fed grant

funds and business donations. Go scavenge

thru junkyards and surplus electronix

of new Robot Groupies lends critical mass.

Craig & Charlene Sainsott teach/weld their Shrinking Robot Heads

into an array of formidable musicians. Karen Pittman and John

Witham build their Sonic Silhouette VR dance studio out of Amigas,

Mandala, vidcams and light tables. David Santos launches the Bipedal

Omithopter , another robot blimp, butwith radio controlled dragonfly

wings and chicken legs/feet included

May 90. Projects have gone well and the first two major shows are

spreading the word like wildfire. Austin’s flurry of street tech draws

attention/participation of cyber aficionados like Mark Pauline’s Sur-

vival Research Labs and Eric Gullichsen’s Sense8... Allen Varney is

writing a play with the blimps as actors. Somezine called Mondo has

a reporter busy among the shows. The Smithsonian asks for an

exposition. An award-winning video comes out titled “Mice, Men

and Machines” with John Witham scrying on the closing trailer,

“These machines are gonna learn to play music with each other. And

what wegonna do then? Eitherwe sit backand enjoy it orget up and

jam with them.”

Dec 91. By now the chaos shows. A promise of commerce has

deflected most successful robot projects into the busy-ness ofGrant

Proposal Writing. Allen Varney sits next to me atTed’s, engaging his

habit of being a truly dead-on critic... “This thing is waning. Nobody

builds much lately, we concentrate on getting grant money to keep

the organization going.” True, the latest Newsweek has a nice spread
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catalogs. Pour several hundred cases of

Shiner Boch beer into the cauldron and

shake vigorously. Then open the doors to

cameras, kids and bewildered parents.

Looking around the Jr High gym, you see

just that: dozens of kids having a blast,

scattered clumps of parents, hoards of

camcorder junkies and more than a few

weirdos. The fun part about being in

AusTex is that the fringe and the parents

intertwingle. . . On one side of the gym we

spy Bruce Sterling smiling proudly at a cute

little brown-haired girl in a fractal shirt

who's chasing the Robot Blimps. In a far

corner cybernetic jeweler Vernon Reed has

a little mouseketeer named Clark clinging

desperately to his daddy's chest to avoid

the noise/music of the Shrinking Robot

Head Band.

Public Neural Jacks

Inside RoboFest-3 kids rule. Pushing

buttons, remotely piloting telepresence R/C

model cars, watching fractal animation,

screaming away from a mean looking

hydraulic robot dog, chasing robot blimps,

racing magnetic hovercraft, dancing

through virtual worlds of image/music in

front of the Amiga-based Mandala VR

system's cameras ...

Like I said, you want the scoop? Transport

to High Time Brain Gym and Ted's G(r)eek

Corner. Too remote? Call the Robot

Group's newsletter editor and Pixelvision-

telepresence hacker Glenn Currie for

subscriptions to The Robot Group Pulse.

Get involved. Otherwise, go back to the

mall.

Hey, yups may have money to blow on "VR

products'' to buy their way out of planned

obsolescence. But really, youth will

overcome. When you see a bunch of rich

boring people spend money in vain to get

what kids and freaks can find in junk piles,

well there you have it. Arrigato

gozaimasu, gomi no sensei.

You know, I get fun calls and letters and

email all the time from students asking

"Where can I go to major in Cyberspace?''

and from adults demanding "Where can I

go to buy Virtual Reality?" The answer is

found on the cover of the X/XX playbill:

"Improvisation, Electronics, Computers,

Robots."

What I enjoy best about the Robot Group is

the lesson implied by both their philosophy

and their history. Something that Alex 8

Bill mumbled as we were getting blasted

together a couple of years ago at my
bachelor party... Get with some friends,

have a couple brews or whatever it takes to

loosen the knob atop your shoulders, wire

together some weird junk, and make it

play.

The Robot Group
PO Box 164334

Austin, Texas 78716

512 462 3887

Ted*s Greek Comer
41 7 Congress Ave

Austin, Texas 78701

512 472 4494

High Time Brain Gym
3 1 4 Congress Ave

Austin, Texas 78701

512 479 0307

on Brooks and Dave Letterman has inquired about having the group

on his show. But contracts, interviews, marketing literature, grant

chasing, etc. all belie the real reason for the Robot Group. Privately,

some of the founders admit thoughts of leaving. Even so, Varney

lauds the “mythology” behind Robot Group, the important role it

serves in “rallying the minds of the young” to believe in their own

dreams and potential.

Feb9l. RoboFest II, the coming of age. Over 4500 visitors attend

to witness the explosive growth. Wirewrap gives way to custom

printed circuit boards. Robots now orchestrate on MIDI signals

insteadofad hoccables. Kids are going nuts. RobotGroup members

look exhausted but happy. They’ve really proved the point of street

tech, succeeding with homespun robotics where megabucks poured

into think-tanks have previously faltered.

Apr 92. Each year Austin throws a music party called South By

Southwest (SXSW). You pay $25 to get a Disneyland-styled

omnidubpass, then dozens of nightclubs pull four evenings of 8p-2a

shows - I hr/band. Robot Groupies, who are mostly musicians

anyway, throw an alternative three day fest for alternative music

called X/XX, organized by liquid mouse and Power-Glove/MAX/

MIDI musician James McCartney. Nevermind the grant proposals,

it’s time to play. By this time, their colleagues The Robots have

evolved to a point oftruly interesting, captivating performance. And

what do the biohazard-suited members of RG do? They get up and

jam with them, just like they’d always promised.
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Hcickrrs in Sta<kprtnuin
INTERVIEW WITH BRUCE STERLING By Jon Lebkowsky

Bruce Sterling's unparalleled reputation as a writer of bleeding edge science fiction and as a

spokesman for the cyberpunk literary flare is well known, but recently he's been wearing a new

hat, asjournalist, chronicler ofthe Operation Sun Devil and Chicago group raids on hackers and

phone phreaks. His new book, Hacker Crackdown, is an account ofthese operations, which

involved Secret Service and local police in raids on hackers and fellow travelers. Some may have

been guilty of computer crime, but others, such as Steve Jackson, an Austin, Texas game

designer, were innocent parties included fordubious reasons in operations that seemed designed

less to catch criminals than to seize equipment, an attempt to disembowel the computer

underground.

I spoke with Bruce at the Austin Robot Croup's annual Robofest on May 1 6, 1 992.

—Jon Lebkowsky

Bruce (right) shares some quality time with his pal Rudy Rucker.

bOING-bOING: What made you decide to

abandon science fiction for a while in favor of

journalism?

Bruce Sterling: Well, it was the Jackson raid.

It didn't take genius to recognize that if

federal agencies were declaring that cyber-

punkbookswere manuals forcomputer crime,

that sooner or later there was gonna be

trouble. And this in my own home town, no

less, that was the real kicker. I just had to

know what was going on. I felt that was too

important a matter to be left in the dark

about, Ijust had to get to the bottom of it. And

while I was investigating it, I figured I might as

well write a book about it, otherwise I would

have wasted my time! [Laughs]

bb: So how did you approach the story from

the time that you heard thatJackson had been

raided? I heard that you immediately started

mailing news clippings to people. .

.

BS: 1 believe mailing lists are voodoo, 1 really

do, they're a very important thing. Being a

'cyberpunk movement' guy. . . the 'movement'

consisted mostly of mailing lists, and I got

called 'Chairman Bruce' because I was the guy

who had everybody else's addresses. So I've

always maintained quite a wide circle of

correspondence, and, if anything, it's wider

now, because thanks to my investigations

into the hacker business, I now have an

Internet address and a FAX machine!

bb: So you immediately started getting the

word out to people about what had

happened... did you talk to SteveJackson right

away?

BS: Well, no, I didn't, actually. I thought the

whole thing was gonna blow over in a matter

of days, or at most, weeks. It just seemed to

me so utterlyabsurd that federal agents should

come in here and seize this game designer's

computers... he's such a harmless eccentric,

he couldn't conceivably pose anythreat to the

established electronic order [laughter]. At

least that's how it seemed to me at the time,

but then the thing just went on and on, and

there wasjust no end to it. And there were no

answers, and there were no apologies. His

machines were not returned. There were no

charges, and there was no resolution of the

situation.

I was doing a column for a British science

fiction magazine called Interzone at the time,

and I decided that I would do a column on

Jackson, so I actually went down to Steve

Jackson Games and interviewed some of the

principals. I wrote up a blow by blow account

of what happened on March 1, 1990 [the date

of the raid] from the point of view of the

raidees. Then I printed that, and havingcome

to discover just what had gone on, the enor-

mous scope of it, the bizarrity of it. . . federal

agents showing up in a white Chevy van

before dawn and breaking their way into a

place of business, a publisher's place of busi-

ness, and carrying off his computers. .

.
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bb: They visited Lloyd Blankenship (author of

Steve Jackson’s GURPS Cyberpunk Game) at

the same time, didn't they?

BS: Oh, they also raided Chris Goggans, Len

Rose [Alias Terminus] and Bob Izenburg. But

in all, they raided four different Austinites,

carried offtheir machines, and none ofthese

people were ever charged with any crime.

bb: Has anybody from any ofthese raids ever

been charged? Rose was...

BS: Yeah, Rose (Maryland Unix consultant) got

sent to prison. Jackson was never charged,

Izenberg (Austin Unix consultant) was never

charged.

bb: How did the Chicago authorities get in-

-Where Is your ][e

software? Do you
even know where

it Is? You know how
much money you

sank into that shit?"

volved in Texas operations?

BS: Well, you know, that's just the nature of

computer networking.

bb: Were there ever any jurisdictional dis-

putes?

BS: Well, I think there would have been, had

there been anyother lawenforcement people

who had the least idea what this guy was

doing, but most police are basically clueless

about computer abuse. The few police that

are not clueless all know one another. I

estimate there's maybe 40 or 50 of them,

although there's new ones coming in every

day. The thing is, it's not so much that there

aren't police that can do this, the real bottle-

neck is in prosecutors. These crimes are hell

to prosecute. It's really hard to get a jury of

twelve of one's peers, and start in with "Well,

this is what we call a bulletin board

system. . . have you ever heard the expression

’Random Access Memory? " You know, that's

very tough. Sometimes it's difficult to explain

what these crimes are, and when it is ex-

plained exactly what is going on, judges just

dismiss it, you know, the slap on the wrist.

That's one reason the hacker underground

has flourished as long as it has, and has

remained remarkably unmalicious for a crimi-

nal underground, because they're simply not

punished very hard. You can be a teenager,

you can be into this, and somebody will show

up and take away all your machines; you get

real sorry about it, and you promise that

you'll never never ever do it again, and they

say, "Okay, kid, you've got a high SAT and your

parents have three cars, so we're gonna let

you off...."

bb: Seems like a day would come when this

would reach some kind of critical mass, and

there would be a kind of regulatory backlash

if the right people were disturbed enough

about it. ..

BS: Oh, I don't doubt that that's the case, I

think that this was the situation the Chicago

group and the Operation Sun Devil people

both wanted to provoke. They wanted to

prove that the underground was into some-

thing really hairy and awful, namely the de-

struction of the 911 system. This is about the

worst thing a policeman can imagine, when it

comes to telephone abuse. I mean, that's the

cops' phone, right? 911, that's cop phones. If

"the underground's into our phones," that's

just too much.

bb: What's the main difference between Op-

eration Sun Devil and the Chicago operation?

BS: Mostly it was the tactics. Sun Devil was

mostly Arizona, that was the assistant attor-

ney general of Arizona, the now well-known

Gail Thackeray, pretty much the motivating

spirit behind Sun Devil. She was interested in

bulletin boards. She was into pirate bulletin

boards, and she wanted to raid these boards

because she felt that they were chock full of

evidence and that they were just sort of neat

things to have if you're a cop. They're worth

owning, if they're being used for criminal

purposes, with credit card numbers and hot

phone numbers on them. So she got her

buddies nationwide, especially US Secret Ser-

vice, and a few of the dedicated computer

crime units all pitched together and decided

they were all going to go out and kick ass and

take names on May 8, 1990. They set up loose

coordination, and went out and seized every

pirate bulletin board they could get their

hands on, about 25 of them.

bb: Had theybeen infiltrating bulletin boards?

BS: Well, Thackeray had informants. There

isn't a hacker cop around who doesn't have

lots ofinformants. The minute you bust one of

these guys, theyjust tell everything. Theyjust

spill their guts. I mean, a lot of them secretly

idolize cops. Lots of hackers are under the

mistaken impression that they can grow up to

be big-deal computer security experts and

make tons of money, so if the Secret Service

shows up at their door, they're really over-

awed, they say "Wow, at last they've come to

us!" I've actually had people tell me that. One

Legion ofDoom member said, when raided by

the Secret Service, that his immediate impres-

sion was that they had come to him for advice.

bb: How do you think "cyberpunk” as a cul-

tural meme relates to the hacker aesthetic/

hacker ethic?

BS: Well, it depends on what you mean by

"hacker." I'm a great believer in the hacker

ethic, as it were. I think empowering the

individual is nifty, and I think the hands-on

imperative is a useful way to go about things.

On the other hand, I don't think that computer

intrusion really serves anybody's purpose

very much. Conceivably it might be useful, it

might have been a nifty thing for the Ruma-

nian underground to do against the Securitate,

but you never see that happening. I don't

know of a single hacker case where some-

body has broken into a government com-

puter, or some big-deal computer system, and

found some horrendous misdeeds going on,

and then come out and said, "For you see, the

Trilateral Commission is trying to destroy us

with their mainframe!" That never happens.

They're always breaking in on hospitals and

universities and other sorta helpless institu-

tions. It's like computer viruses. The people

who suffer most from computer viruses are

not big deal heavy corporations. The suffer-

ingare little people, people who barely know

how to operate their computers and have no

idea ofcomputer hygiene and computer secu-

rity. Spreading viruses really plays into the

hands of large organized groups with comput-

ers, because they know how to fix it, they've

got guys on the staff full-time. It hurts the
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individual, it's a very anti-hacker act to shove

viruses around. Basically, when it comes to

the underground, I have very little sympathy

with a lot oftheir activities. They strike me as

being silly and annoying and very immature.

Like other things teenagers have done through-

out history, like teenage males doing peep-

ing-tom stuff, or panty raids. When you're

doing a panty raid, I'm sure it seems really a

cool, groovy thing, but once you've actually

lost your virginity and seen panties in action

[laughter], you no longer get completely bent

out of shape about the amazing allure of this

garment. So while I don't think this is a good

thing to do, 1 don't think that people ought to

be crucified for going on panty raids. I don't

thinkthat going on a panty raid ought to mean

that your entire life is forfeit, or that there

ought to be whispering campaigns around

about you for the rest ofyour life so that you'll

never be hired.

bb: How does the general paranoia about

hackers fit into all this? Do you get the sense

that the cops and other people who were

involved in Operation Sun Devil and in the

Chicago group didn't really understand what

they were dealing with?

BS: The people in the Chicago group, I think,

were misled by their own propaganda. They

were suffering from wishful thinking, and

they really were sort of looking for reds

under the bed. And who knows? There might

have been reds under the bed! In the Cuckoo's

Egg case, there were reds under the bed —
we're not kiddinghere, these guys were in the

pay of the KGB! And that's not ajoke. And for

all the Chicago people knew, the entire Le-

gion of Doom was in the pay of the KGB. I

know that people who were interviewed by

Secret Service and so forth, one of the first

things they asked was "Do you know people

from foreign intelligence apparats? Are you a

communist?'' But you're asking if the activi-

ties of the police are motivated through igno-

rance. No, I don't think that 's the case. On the

contrary, I think the police know a lot more

than the people in the underground know.

When it comes to paranoia, the sort of un-

thinking, knee-jerk fear fantasy, the

underground's a hundred times worse than

the police. There are people around who

seriously believe that the Trilateral Commis-

sion runs everything. There're people who

are hackers who are nuts. They believe in

UFOs, they take the Church of the SubGenius

seriously [laughter]. There are people out

there who think that the NSA monitors every

Internet post, and that the NSA has nothing

better to do than read license plates from

orbit. That’sjust not the case. There’s plenty

of silliness to go around.

bb: Are you going to continue to write nonfic-

tion?

BS: I'm trying to back off of the whole com-

puter crime thing now. I know more about

hacking now than any sane person should

have to know. After the book comes out, I'm

sure I'm going to get a lot of ridiculous phone

calls fromangry phone phreaks demandingto

know "Why isn't my group in this?" They're all

glory hounds, every one of them has got his

own scrapbook.

bb: You've been doing a lot of speaking

engagements, too. Do you plan to do more of

that?

BS: It depends on how the book goes. If the

book is a big deal, I'll probably be trans-

formed into a recognized authority. .
.
you can

see what happened to [Cliff] Stoll (author of

The Cuckoo’s Eggl. Stoll is not a real computer

crime expert, hejust happened to be a thought-

ful guy who was paying attention. So now he

gets called to lecture and do all this stuff... I

don't want to do that, I really want to go back

to writing science fiction novels.

bb: Have you got something in the works?

BS: I'm working on a new novel already. It's

going to be called HeavyWeather, it's about

hacking tornadoes in the early 21st century.

bb: I recall you saying that Hacker Crack-

down would have a disk included.

BS: That's still a possibility. There may be a

disk given away with the promotional stuff. I

don't know what kind of promotional effort

they really want to make, but I do plan to

distribute the text of the book... I plan to

publish the book to the Internet when it

comes out in paperback, which will be about

a year and a half from now. I want this book

to be given away free for download.

bb: Is this something you want to disclose

publicly?

BS: Yeah, I don't mind talking about it now. At

least I don't mind talking about it to bOING-

bOING . I would point out to peoplewho think,

"Oh great, I can wait for the disk," that it won't

have the handy index, nor will it have the

handsome author's photo on the back flyleaf,

[laughter] Plus, screens are a bitch to read,

let's face it. But, I don't know, I might lose

some money from doing this, but I don't

believe that every pixel in cyberspace ought

to be made into a sales opportunity. I really

felt that this was something I had to do in

order to be a good citizen, something that I

was sort of uniquely qualified to do, and felt

a moral obligation to do. I would have done it,

really, had no one paid me at all.

bb: Had you never been involved with bulle-

tin boards, would you have been as interested

in this story?

BS: I would have been interested in it, but

there's no way I would have devoted so much

time to pursuing it. I probably lost a good

novel doing this, I'll die without having writ-

ten that book. This has not been without

sacrifice.

bb: You've been pretty active on bulletin

boards for a long time. When did you start

using BBSs?

BS: I think it was in '86, whenever SMOF went

up. I was on SMOF. I'm not really that active on

bulletin boards. The only bulletin board I use

with any regularity at all is the WELL. I mess

around in the UT Catalog sometimes, but

mostly I just go down to the library and look

at it. That's not a system anyway, you can't

leave anything there. Boards are a very dif-

fuse medium, it's like listening in on phone
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calls... it's like CB radio. I really need my

information a lot more dense than that. I

need bouillon cubes, I don't need soup.

bb: I recall hearing you talk to Steve Jack-

son about electronic books. You said you

thought that they were just throwaways.

BS: Yeah, software is throwaways. Where is

your Apple software right now? Where is

your He software? Do you even knowwhere

it is? You know how much money you sank

into that shit? What can you do with it now?

Zilch. Nothing. People just don't keep that

stuff the way that they keep books. It's

profoundly disposable. I’m not worried for

the future of literacy, though. Some people

think that nobody's going to read books in

the future. I think that's ridiculous. You can

learn stuff from books that you can't get

from video, period. For one thing, without

books you're not going to know anything

about the past 5,000 years of history. They

didn't have video in the 18th century, okay,

pal? And if you want to know anything

about the 18th century and what went on in

it, say, why the American republic was

started and what people meant when they

wrote the constitution, you gotta know

about books. You're not going to get that

out of a HyperCard stack, I'm sorry. And if

you know that, you're going to have some-

thingvery valuable. . . notjust culturally and

artistically valuable, but practically valu-

able. Knowledge will forever govern igno-

rance. Ifyou put a guywith 800 channels of

TV next to a guy who knows how to go to a

library and do serious research, there's no

question who's gonna know the skinny. .

.

bb: Do you have any recommended read-

ing?

BS: Well, yeah. I think people oughtta read

bOING-bOING [laughter]... and I think ev-

erybody oughtta get Mark Ziesing's catalog,

and get what he recommends.

[At this point, we were drowned out by

robot soul music.] €*

Mark Zeising Book Catalog

PO Box 76

Shingletown CA 96088

Steve Jackson Games
Box 18957

Austin TX 78760

“A certain anarchical tinge deep in the

American soul delights in causing confusion

and pain to all bureaucracies, including

technical ones/'—from The Hacker Crack-

down

I’ve only met Bruce Sterling once, but you

can tell a lot about a person from watch-

ing them operate even for a little while.

Bruce is talkative, witty, and highly

opinionated. He’s also a good listener. He

likes people, and he’ll buy the beer if you

have a good story. That’s probably one

reason why The Hacker Crackdown is such

a good book. Sterling lets people know

he’s interested in their stories, and like

hackers, most people are natural brag-

garts. If given the opportunity, they’ll honk

their horns until their batteries die.

The Hacker Crackdown is divided into four

sections. Each section represents a

community involved with computer crime:

“Crashing the System’’ (the country’s

4000 phone companies), “The Digital

Underground,” “Law and Order,” and

“The Civil Libertarians.” Sterling physically

entered these circles—visiting computer

cops, electronic communications rights

activists, phreaks and hackers for face-to-

face interviews. Sterling pays special

attention to the hacker raids—Steve

Jackson Games, Operation Sundevil, and

the Phrack bust, since these were what

originally piqued his interest.

A second reason the book succeeds is

that Sterling possesses another skill

besides his ability to loosen lips. He’s

quite a hacker himself. But he’s not a

hacker in the sense of being a computer

freak—he’s a reality hacker,
always testing

established limits and concepts. When he

went to Phoenix, Arizona for a Federal

Computer Investigations Committee

conference, he noticed that there were a

lot of trees in the street full of ripe

grapefruits and oranges. Walking under

the trees were lots of homeless people,

undoubtably hungry ones. Putting two and

two together, Sterling tried to eat one of

the fruits and found it “unbearably bitter.”

Later, when Sterling was told that he

couldn’t attend one of the confer-

ence meetings for security reasons,

he decided to spend his free time by

“trashing” a hotel office. (Trashing is

the term used by phreaks and

criminal hackers when they go

through the dumpsters of companies

to find passwords, technical manuals,

employee lists, glossaries, phone

numbers, etc.) By trashing the hotel

waste bin and retrieving a torn-up

phone bill, a bank statement and

several drafts of a love letter, Sterling

was able to reconstruct a wealth of

information about a woman’s

personal and financial life. While

plenty of armchair journalists would

have been content to conduct phone

interviews and make some trips to

the library, It’s Sterling’s deep level of

reality hacking that gives The Hacker

Crackdown the smell of truth and

leaves the reader with a sense of

getting a big part of the whole

picture.-Mark

The Hacker Crackdown : Law and

Disorder on the Electronic Frontier

Bruce Sterling

Bantam Books

Publication Date October 15, 1992

$22.50 Hardcover Edition, 352 pp

ISBN 0-553-08058-X
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IT’S JUST A BOOK. IT WON’T HURT YOU BADLY.

'

Hardcover First Edition

First Publication/Jacket Art by Amie Fenner

$25.00

Signed Slipcased Edition: $65

MARKV. ZIESING BOOKS
PO Box 76 Shingletown, CA 96088

"John Shirley is an adventurer, return-

ing from dark and troubled regions with

visionary tales to tell. WETBONES is a

wild and giddy ride, confronting the

reader with marvels and horrors in

equal measure. I heartily recommend a
journey with John Shirley at your side.

"

-CLIVE BARKER

"In his new horror novel, Shirley serves

up the bloody heart of a sick and rotting

society with the aplomb of an Aztec

surgeon on dexedrine...

"

-ALA BOOKLIST

"John Shirley is the possessor ofan

imagination like a ticker tape machine

from Gehenna. He seems able to excel

in any genre but it is at horror that he

most excels. And he has excelled

indeed in WETBONES. Strongly recom-

mended. "-AMERICAN BOOK REVIEW

"A compelling, nightmarish descent

onto an addictive hell where pain and
pleasure are fused by powerful prose

and propulsive plot... Pleasure is the

operative word when you're reading

WETBONES because every page offers

the writer at his best, his most per-

sonal..."

-SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE

"For several years now, John Shirley

has been one of the best writers in the

dark fantasy genre. WETBONES is a

blend of the classic horror elements of

supernatural fiction, and the all-too-real

horrors of contemporary life on the

streets. The book quickly accelerates

to a feverish pitch. The settings,

characters, and dialogue literally vibrate

with authenticity. WETBONES is one of

those rare books that you'll remember
long after reading the final page.

"

-CEMETERY DANCE

"Shirley writes at the neon-lit frontier of

sensory experience.

"

-PUBLISHERS WEEKLY

It’s ... WETBONES by JOHN SHIRLEY



Cosmic rays periodically

flip random bits of the robots’ pro-

grams, so there is a kind of mutation.

Even more important for genetic di-

versity however, is the force of sex.

Often two robots will pool the scion

parts they have amassed and build a

shared scion, using parts of each of

their software to program the child.

My current job is with GoMotion Un-

limited of Santa Clara, California.

GoMotion got its start sell ing kits for a

self-guidingdune-buggy called the Iron

Camel. The kit is a computer software

CD that is like an interactive three-

dimensional blueprint along with as-

sembly instructions. GoMotion kit

software can use electronic mail to

order all the parts you need, and it will

guide you step by step through the

Every spring when the

fruit-trees blossom i think

of Swarthmore, of standing with

Audrey on the President’s lawn shak-

ing a plum tree to make the petals

snow down on us. How did it feel

to leave Swarthmore? “And ifyou

ask how I regret that parting:/ It is like

the flowers falling at Spring’s end/

Confused, whirled in a tangle.” (Ezra

Pound, “Exile’s Letter.”) It took me
about ten years to realize that I really

wasn’t somehow going to get to go

back.
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assembly, calling in registered building

helpers if you need them. Once you

get the thing built, our kit loads intelli-

gent software into the vehicle’s pro-

cessor board, and you’ve got a dune-

buggy that can drive itself. Various

models of the Iron Camel have sold

one and a half million units worldwide!

It is indeed true that mechanical de-

signs do not always translate effec-

tively from cyberspace to the machine

shop. The cyberspace “physics” obeyed

by simmies is, after all, only a limited

model of Nature’s true laws. A more

specific problem is that actual materi-

als tend to have small nicks, resonant

vibrations, casting strains, thermal

noises, transient voltages, and various

other sources ofunexpected chaoticity.

This means that some virtual reality

designs fail catastrophically when first

incarnated by Lumpie Karan. After

Lumpie Karan fixes the hardware bug,

he paints epoxy messages on our wind-

shields about what we have to do to

bring our specs into line with reality.

In the Middle Ages, the GreatWork of

humankind was the erection of the

cathedrals. Artisans from all over Eu-

rope gathered to, for instance, the Isle

de France towork on the Notre Dame.

Yesterday Russ Zwerg
was showing me a com-
puter game he’d gotten off the

Net. I was in a low-ceilinged tunnel.

Hideously primitive groany-moany

MIDI organ music swelled about. The

walls were texture mapped with a

rough pixel ization which got bigger the

closer you approached. I surged for-

ward, looking for air. But there was

not air. In this cyberworld there was

nothing but the endless fucking pas-

sages and the wood doors with locks

and pixelated skulls and bones. Behind

one door we found a rat, and a steel

sword point popped up in front of our

invisible body like a hard-on. The

cornered rat reared up and the sword

touched him, he turned into a puddle

of blood next to the drumstick he’d

been gnawing. Zwerg acquired the

food. “Are you going to eat food with

ratblood on it Russ ?”
“It goes over

here.” He moved it to the mouth part

ofthe body icon. “Come on, Russ, let’s

get out of here. This is really depress-

ing.” “Wait, wait, you haven’t seen

how they do water.”

Due to computational

round-off errors, the geom-

etry of the corner was imperfect: the

corner had a pinhole at its center.

When we’d finished shrinking, we were
small enough to crawl through the

hole. There were a lot of pissants on

the other side. My ant touched her

feelers to the feelers of each of the

other ants she met. When the other

ants noticed me, they showed their

su rprise by sharply j erking thei r gasters

upward, which is how an ant chirps.

The stiffback edge ofthe petiole scrapes

against a washboard-like membrane on

the front of the gaster. The process is

called stridulation, and is similar to the

way thegrasshopper saws his legs against

his body to sing a summer song.

There is a kind of spectrum of orderli-

ness that runs from something like a

solid atone end to something like afluid

atthe other. At the “solid” end we have

lattices, constancy, point attractors.

1 I—
One step up from that is periodicity.

Atthe “fluid” end ofthe spectrum isfull

non-computable randomness [ifindeed

anything in our universe is really non-

computable]. One step down from

this is the pseudorandom grunge of

fullblown chaos. Complexity is thought

of as a critical transition region in the

middle.

In the Valley, I soon came to feel that all

of us together were working, in one

way or another, on the Great Work of

bringing truly intelligent robots into

existence. Some hackers feel the Great

Work is simply the striving towards a

perfect human-to-human interface in

cyberspace, but I feel that the real

payoff has to be something more me-

chanical and concrete. To me, the

GreatWork is to create anew form of

life, an artificial life that lives in real

machines that we can see moving

around.

“What took you so long to help me,

Studly? You stupid piece of shit.

Couldn’tyou hear that I needed help?”

“You were not saying help. I am not a

stupid piece of shit. In time I convolved

seventeen ofyou r incorrect utterances

to filter out the correct conclusion

that you wished to say help. You are

a stupid piece of shit, Jerzy.”

“You’re with the ants now, aren’t you

Studly?”

“The ants mean you no harm,” an-

swered Studly.
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,
ast Friday I

4 took two hits

of California

acid, I was

drunk and out

of pot and I

craved a massive rush,

so I dug out those little scraps of

soft paper and ate them. Bang.

I’m 44. My old lady was on my
case for drinking a pint and a

twelve-pack, and slowly I mobi-

lized. First I’m sitting on the curb

saying “finally I’m a Californian,’’

and then I drive with her to a

yuppie bar. The marble table

tops. Tim Leary. Vienna. The

simple humanity of sitting with a

dark beer among the marble

table tops voices all around. On
my right is a piece of gold

astroturf on the floor. The

rushes come in like surf, and with

each rush her face gets dark and

important, and with each rush the

astroturf turns into seaweed or

little men reaching up. The rush

goes away and we’re drunk

desperate middle-aged people,

tho it's bearable, flaked out there

knowing I’m waiting for another

rush, keeping an eye on the

astroturf there to see when I will

get back to being very high.

We’re short on funds, you know,

so by midnite we’re back home,

how great to close down the

windows and crank up the one

22M tOlUG

and only Ramones. I can’t find

the Ramones Mania CD, so I dig

out the old weird plastic disks

that used to be called records.

How odd to put this big physical

piece of plastic on a spinning

wheel, and how odd to not be

able to punch buttons to change

the song, like there is some actual

physical needle taking the tone

off the spinning plastic. All night

while I’ve been heavily rushing

and trying not to literally shit in

my pants, all night the thing that’s

been carrying me has been the

image of Joey. Joey in hideous

acidfreak wideangle closeup, bad

skin and all, Joey and Johnny and

Marky and DeeDee, DUDE, so

great to crank up the music,

tripping now I really fully UN-
DERSTAND where they are

coming from, fucked up on acid

late at night making loud perfectly

chiming noise. The main thing’s

been carrying me is to think I’m

Joey Ramone. The great sludge

magic of the sound washes over

me, carrying me back to slamming

at the Greek two weeks ago with

my children, slamming at the

Ramones gig at One Step Beyond

with my son the year before,

slamming at the Ramones gig at

One Step Beyond the year before

that with my daughter, and

before that cranking the Ramones

records through the Killeville

years, always always the

Ramones.

All night I can’t sleep. First it’s

Fi resign Theatre routines, then

tragic guilt, then visions of the

human troops marching in to

humanity, someone is carrying a

duck, there’s a spot the size of a

dot, someone touches it, THERE,

or takes a picture of the duck,

ordinary people doing ordinary

things. I worry that my father is

dead. Dawn rises, I spend a day

of suicidally depressed horror on

the Santa Cruz beach.

I started smoking cigarettes again

on the trip, imagining my fingers

like poor black people’s fingers,

holding the fuming butt. I real-

ized what a selfish California

yuppie I’ve become, I opened my
heart to those all around me.

How much we hate...how little

we love.

Today I kept having flashbacks

about the duck and the spot the

size of a dot, and then I came

home and listened to the

Ramones. The Ramones are so

much better than anything else in

the entire spectrum of art.

When my kids and I saw Joey at

the Greek, he did just like he

always does when he comes out,

he picks up the mike stand and

turns it upside down and threat-

ens— bad boy! and then Johnny

and the changeable other guitarist

get up on boxes and there is dry

ice and bright colored lights, they



by Jerzy Rugby

hunch over, they play faster than

anyone, they play 22 songs in 40

minutes, and, oh man, that is rock

and roll. Down in the pit slam-

ming it feels so good, the only

self-preservation thing really

necessary is to keep your feet

lively so that nobody is standing

on your foot when someone else

crosschecks you. A little Charlie

Manson Susan Atkins girl sez to

me, “Throw me up,” and I throw

her up, other hands grab her, she

gets up near Joey, divine tuneful

white white skin black black hair

Joey, stoned on acid always

always full of wonderful noise.

Someone took a picture of a

duck the size of a dot. Whilst

marching to Arabia. The war on

drugs. I touched a dot, I got a

job, I bought a car. I didn’t see

god, and when I closed my eyes

all I saw was used-up fractals and

Paul Mavrides’s poster for the

Church of the SubGenius. My
face was oily in a wideangle lens.

There was earthquake waterjelly

waves in the floor. I understood

at last how to be a greasy punk

acidhead. I understood how to

see things like Joey Ramone. I

listened to big chunky Ramones

records and the air was full of

beautiful noise.

I’m old and getting older. I want

to take more acid, I want to hear

the Ramones. 4P
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Machines of Loving Grace are

the new kids on the pop indus-

trial block (Trent Reznor's

artistic neighbors?). On their

self-titled debut, they're not

afraid to play it hard and fast

(X-lnsurrection and Terminal

City), but they're also not afraid

to venture into other musical

territories. If you insist that your
industrial music stays behind the

chain link fence, constrained to

a small repertoire of sounds and
poses, you'll hate Machines. If

you're more open-minded than

that and only care that music is

honest, relevant and good, you
might want to give this band
some eartime.

This interview took place at La

Luz de Jesus Gallery (exhibiting

Gareth: Oh yeah, one of those deals.

Scott: He heard our Rite ofShiva remixes and

he liked them. We got together with him in

Tucson and we really hit it off. He helped us

out a lot, not only in terms of the remixes, but

also in dealing with the business end of

things. You have to understand, we're naive

now, but we were REALLY naive then. We've

only been at this for a year, so we still have a

lot to learn. Not knowing our stuff, we were

letting the record company call a lot of the

shots. They wanted Cicciolina to be the next

single remixed by Scott Litt who's worked

with REM, B52s. We're like "Oh.... OK." ’cause

we didn't know. We just assumed. ..

Mark: You think because they have more

experience, you can let them make the big

decisions for you.

Scott: Exactly. Releasing that as the single

would have alienated us from our core audi-

was us in there messing around, trying to

figure out what the fuck we were about and

what direction we wanted to go in. We just

threw songs out left and right. I mean, don't

get me wrong, I think Cicciolina is a fine song,

I just don't think it represents the direction

we're headed in.

Gareth: I loved it and thought it was really

ballsy of you all to put it on the record.

Anyone whose music comes under the rubric

of industrial and does somethingoutside that

strict genre is gonna get shat on, or worse,

will be accused of ripping it off in a pop sell-

out. NIN got hit with that. So, I thought it was

cool that you all did such a seriously non-

industrial thing. I mean ...my god ...there's

acoustic guitars and cello on the fucking

song!!! [laughter] I also think the song cap-

turesmy feelings toward Cicciolina. The irony

and the melancholy of it. I'm really fascinated

by her.

Scott: YES!, me too.

Gareth: It's such bullshit what's

»-r
“

*

Gareth: How did you hook up

with Trent Reznor (of Nine Inch Nails) for the

Brilliant Trash remixes?

Scott: Through a mutual friend. A friend of a

friend, actually.

ofthe step-child

of this record. Sort of the odd . ah. ..

Gareth: Odd woman out?

Scott: [laughter] Yeah. We don't play it live

anymore. What made it on the record is all the

same stuffwe did in our home studio. I don't

know if you know it, but this record was all

done in a home studio in Mike's bedroom. It

happened with the

snobbery of industrial. Industrial, in many

ways, arose out of a desire to shock people

out of sheepish, conformist thinking. But,

now it's become its own brand of conformity

and all you have to do to stir it up is do

somethingoutside the very limited aural pal-

ette of the genre.

Scott: I really appreciate that you GOT what

Cicciolina was all about. Most people don't

get the irony of it. We don't do the song live
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'cause we get such a horrible reaction. People

have thrown beer cans and bottles at me.

They hate it!

Mark: It s like they want to be shocked, but

only in ways that they're used to.

Scott: Yeah. .
.
ya gotta have Ogre up there tying

off his arm or whatever.

Gareth: Playing with his plastic intestines.

[laughter]

Scott: And there's validity to the intensity of

those bands... I respect that purity, but - it's

like you were saying - there's no room for

anything else. The genre which was supposed

to encourage experimentation has become so

codified and rigid. People are actually scared

to break the code. Tekno is interesting in this

way in terms of totally breaking down what

used to be thought of as music. I really like

that. Everything is stripped down to a pulse

with a cool break now and again. It's not so

much about listening - in the old way of

listening - it's not about active listening. It's

all about texture.

Gareth: I'm convinced that tekno is actually

some form of audio drug that people are

getting addicted to. I know people who insist

on havingthat 4/4thumpa-thumpa tekno beat

going day and night. They feel "ungrounded"

without it. With its heart-pounding electronic

pulse and its random samples from radio, TV,

and other sources, it's sort ofbecomingthe

rhythm ofthe technosphere. I think that

obsession with cut-and-paste, "found

audio," sampling, and the creative

use of "white noise" is a major reason

why I'm attracted to both industrial

and tekno. Although, I still like in-

dustrial much more— the dystopian mood

of it speaks more strongly to me than the

sort of bliss-ninny attitude of tekno.

Scott: I think tekno represents a new

use for music and noise in the same

way that new age represented a new

use... music to make your plants grow, or

whatever [laughter].

Gareth: Tekno: the chant of urban zombies.

Mark: Gibson said once that his writingtalked

about the present in an accelerated way so

that it would seem that the world around you

was moving slower so that you wouldn't get

vertigo or nausea from its pace. Tekno might

have a similar function.

Scott: The other thing I like about Tekno is the

anonymity of it. There’s these producers work-

ing under lots of different names and no one

is quite sure who's doing what. It represents

a break with the whole rock star god thing.

Gareth: I like how on your CD you are listed

as programmers. Do you all hack outside of

music?

Scott: Mike [Fisher] is the

hacker in the band. I wish he was here... he

would love to talk to you guys. He was big into

hacking in his teen years. He actually got into

quite a bit of trouble. He and his friends

hacked into a credit report service and got

credit info on people... including Ronald

Reagan. One thing they discovered is that

Reagan had several social security numbers.

They thought that was odd.

Gareth: [cynically] Hey, there's some intel

you can use.

Mark: Ron was into monkeying with num-

bers. When they moved up to Bel Air their

street address was 666 and they had it changed

to something else. So maybe his early SS

number added up to some weird Satanic/

Kabbalic code, so he made them change it.

Gareth: Speaking of Satanic messages...what

does Lipstick 66 mean?

Scott: That's actually a lipstick color number.

Gareth: Hey, Carla was right. Good guess.

Scott: But we also did like having the 666

reference in there. And on Rite of

Shiva... that’s a reference to R.A. Wilson's

Illuminatus! We like messing around with

that stuff.

Gareth: Another song I got a big kick

out of was Content [with lyrics like:

"This song is content/This song's gonna

change your life."] It's such a perfect

expression of the paradox inherent in trying

to say anything important in a pop song.

Scott, [laughs] It's really so great to talk to you

all 'cause you really seem to understand what

our music is all about. Sounds like you lis-

tened to the record and ACTUALLY thought

about it.
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Gareth: Well it seems sort of obvious. You

mean other people didn't GET Content?

Scott: You'd be surprised. One reviewer in

Phoenix said she didn't like Content 'cause

she thought "its claims were inflated." She

totally missed the irony. She thought we were

saying the song could change your life!!

Gareth: That really scares me.. . how people

seem so incapable of understanding irony,

contradiction and paradox. It especially scares

the shit out of me as our world seems to be

getting more paradoxical, complex, and

riddled with contradictions It's at least en-

couraging to me that the cutting edges of the

sciences are understanding more about how

these complex dynamics work, but the culture

seems to crave a return to simple black and

white certainties that just aren't there any-

more.

Scott: Yeah... I totally agree! You know, one of

the reasons we decided to make this record is

that we saw it as a good excuse to meet up

with interesting smart people [laughs]. We
never intended it to get as big as it has, to go

national. Wejust released it on ourown label,

EGO Records... total home publishing. We at

least wanted to reach a few people who

would be into similar cool stuff.

Gareth: Well, that's also why we re doing

bOING-bOING. And look. . it works. . here we

all are!

Scott: I love all the stuffthat's happening with

zines. Mainstream magazines are so boring.

All the interesting stuff is happening in things

like bOING-bOING. Everything gets pre-coded

so quickly. Even the "alternative" stuff finds

an approach that works and tries to stick

with that. It’s so hard to stay fresh.

Mark: That's something we've been talking

about in terms of bOING-bOING...how to

grow without getting too predictable.

Gareth: One of the most brilliant things that

the Dadaist Tristan Tzara said was "The ulti-

mate goal of Dada is the destruction of Dada

itself." That whole notion of the "self-de-

structing manifesto" is the key to keeping

things fresh and on the edge.

Mark: It's the danger of hardwiring the cir-

cuits.

Scott: It's the same with music. It probably

applies to all cultural systems. Bands can get

so formulaic that you know what the music's

gonna sound like before you buy it and you

know exactly what the music's goingto do for

you, so buying it almost becomes irrelevant!

Mark: So have you come up with any methods

for staying fresh?

Scott: Well, one thing I do in lyric writing is to

use a lot of ideas from what I'm reading. If

you'll notice, most ofthe songs on this record

have literary or topical references. Terminal

City refers to Burroughs, Weatherman refers

to the Weather Underground. I wrote X-

Insuirection after seeing the movie DryWhite

Season. So keeping up on literature, films, or

whatever, I can keep the concepts of the

songs fresh. And musically, we’ve come up

with various ways to subvert our own in-

stincts. I think one thing that helps this is the

home studio environment where we can take

the time to play around with lots of options.

In a rented studio there's this tremendous

pressure to produce on demand. You can

experiment more if it's on yourown time. The

new Beastie Boys record is a good example of

this. It was done entirely in a home studio.

Mark: That's what the whole do-it-yourself

thing is all about. It allows you more control

and freedom to experiment, to dick around,

and to discover lots of happy mistakes.

Scott: As a for instance with us: the keyboard

line in Rite of Shiva was a mistake, but we

liked it so much we kept it Stuff like that is so

great 'cause it's not planned. It doesn't come

from the conscious mind. I've been havingfun

making "happy mistakes" on the computer. I

just got a Power Book. So, I've been playing

around in Paint. I don't know if you all want

any illustrations...

Mark. Sure!

Gareth: One aspect of Machine’s music that

intrigues me, and it's something that seems to

get hyped in your press materials, is your

juxtapositions of harder, discordant sounds

with fragile, soft voices and melodies, specifi-

cally on X-Insurrection. What's the woman's

name who sings on that?

Scott: Shannie.

Gareth: That produces such a tension that I

find very beautiful. The new Skinny Puppy

song Love in Vein has a similar, although

obviously more extreme, structure with lots

of samples and audio barbs, with this sweet

oboe melody over the top. It actually made

me cry the first time I heard it. Again, because

of the whole codification of industrial, using

these "pretty" melodic elements is so frowned

upon. It’s refreshing when people break out

of that.

Scott: I haven't heard the new Skinny Puppy

yet . I'll have to check it out. But that's defi-

nitely something we are really attracted to

and want to pursue more on the next record

By the way, we never feel constrained by the

industrial genre 'cause we’ve never person-

ally identified with it. We consider ourselves

a band that has been influenced by a bunch of

different things, includingindustrial and elec-

tronic music. Song structure is very important

to us, almost too important. I was in a straight-

forward chomp-chomp industrial band be-
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fore Machines called Climate Control and we

were into a loud sonic approach that created

that trance thing we were talking about ear-

lier. But Machines never gets to that point, we

have all kinds of other stuffgoing on, more in

the realm of pop structure, which is good and

interesting too. I like both and would like to

continue to pursue both. The Swans [Ma-

chines' recent tour-mates] taught us a lot

about how to achieve that trance environ-

ment. It's the most immense feeling when it

works. ..and when it doesn't it sucks!

Mark: It's interestingwhen you repeat some-

thing over and over again, the mind starts to

IT

by Barry Atkinson

Why should you want to make your own CD?
First of all it’s far more impressive and just plain

cool to be able to hand someone a CD of your

music as opposed to a demo tape. For radio

airplay, reviews, label consids and gigs, it puts

you way ahead ofthe crowd and it’s a lot cheaper

than you might think. Believe it or not, you can

have 1 000 CDs pressed for under $3K, including

jewel boxes, full color inserts and shrink-wrap.

Here’s what’s involved:

First you need an edited version of your final

product on either analog tape or DAT, including

proper song order, spacing between the songs,

etc. Make sure you keep a copy (preferably on

DAT) of this before proceeding any further.

yourstu
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project variations. John Lilly, in his work-

shops, used to have a tape with one word on

it that would repeat over and over again.

After an hour or so, people would start to

hallucinate on it and begin to hear sentences

form.

Scott: Oh, that's wild!

Gareth. What is your live show like?

Scott: We try to get pretty intense, to come on

hard. We've learned a lot about ourselves and

the songs through performing live. You learn

a lot about the character of a song...what

works and what doesn't by playing it live.

Duchamp said that the audience finishes the

art. Closing that feedback loop changes ev-

erything. You get to find out more about what

the song is about. We've found for ourselves

that the loop connects much better if the

music is played harder. The harder stuff on

this record works better live, so we re prob-

ably going to have a lot harder stuff on the

next record. It's just a natural evolution of

where we’re going.

Second you need to generate a digital master on

a Sony PCM- 1 630 recorder. Contrary to popular

belief, you cannot make CDs directly from a DAT.

For mastering, you must have a 1 630 tape (this is

actually a 3/4 inch video tape that couples your

music with SMPTE timecode in digital format).

Cost: < $500.

Now it’s time to seek out a replicator shop (see

below) that will take your 1 630 master, generate

a “Glass Master,” press your CDs, print your tray

inserts, print on your CD, and deliver your shrink-

wrapped jewel boxes. For 1000 CDs this costs

about $2K for single color artwork and imprint.

For 4 color add $500 - $700 for separations and

additional printing costs. If you’re doing single

color then you need only supply camera ready art.

Shop around and ask to see and hear samples. The

quality should be indistinguishable from major

label offerings. The time required for this whole

process is between two and six weeks.

What do you do with 1000 CDs? Sell 400 of

them via mail order at $10 ea. to recoup your

costs (a cheap ad in a big fanzine can be very

effective!), give 100 to friends, mail 200 to

(maga)zines and record companies for reviews

and label consids (some should be in the UK),

send 1 00 to college radio stations and sit on the

remaining 200 for unexpected opportunities and

/ or local record store sales.

Alshire Custom Service

1015 Isabel St.

Burbank, CA 91506

8001423-2936

Rainbo Records and Cassettes

1738 Berkeley St.

Santa Monica CA 90404

310/829-3476

From the farthest reaches of the
universe, to your own backyard

.

From the distant past ofmankind,
to the improbable societies of the
future

.

From fantastic dreams and fantasies

,

to horrifying nightmares and realities.

From the instant of birth,

to the moment of death...

and beyond -

comes STRANGE DAYS magazine.

Single Issue: $5.95 USA; $6.95 Outside USA
1 Year Subscription* (4 issues) $16.95 USA

1 Year Subscription* (4 issues) $19.50 Outside USA
(Price Includes postage)

'Please indicate subscription starting number.

Send Check or Money Order only, along with name and address to:

STRANGE DAYS MAGAZINE
Broken Arrow Publishing

P.O. Box 564
Worcester, MA 01613

All orders must be paid in US currency only.
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not funny haha

bv Barry Barrows

The following reviews are positive. There are many different kinds of

comic books and they all have different sorts of appeal to different sorts of

people
,
but some are simply done better than others. The comics reviewed

in this column are determined by the reviewer (that's me) to be ofsuperior

quality. You may not like a title reviewed because a certain subject matter

may just bore you to tears
,
but if a title looks at all appealing

,
chances are

you'll like it. These titles should be available at most comic shops.

-Barry

TROPO
Blackbird Comics

1202 Levison

Albert Lea, MN 56007

Irregular publication

B lack-and-white magazine

Jon Macy writes and draws this other-

worldly, dark, and pithy comic. Four is-

sues have come out since it started about

two years ago, and it was the fourth issue

that finally obliterated any ofmy doubts as

to whether the comic was any good or not.

This one blew me away.

The first issue had really gotten my
attention, though. It opened with the sui-

cidal overdose of a bald woman. We join

her in the afterlife where she is depressed to

discover that life just goes on. In her own
words: “When do I get to heaven?! When

Tropo © 1992 Jon Macy

do I get my share? ! When do I finally stop

paying rent?!!” In this “afterlife,” people

age backwards until they get small enough

that they find a woman of child-bearing

age and crawl up into her womb. What
happens after that, nobody knows.

Issue four, using wholly new characters

and situations, relates a tale about several

women, one of whom Satan will select to

be his bride. The chosen one’s job will be

to make his life “hell,” which is all part of

God’s punishment of Satan. Essentially,

Macy makes the connection that Eve was

the luckiest person to ever live because she

got to live in Eden, collaborate with the

Devil and eat ofthe Tree ofKnowledge, yet

still go to Heaven. The bride of Satan will

have much the same benefits in her new
job. Satan would have been nowhere with-

out Eve. The symbolism ofEve as the true

power behind the serpent is furthered by

the grotesque appearance of the limbless

“caterpillar girl,” a circus freak whose

misanthropism is deep and calculated.

This last story is the best but all of them

have been characterized by a lyrical sad-

ness and poetic pacing that enriches, if not

makes secondary, the plots. Macy’s art

looks sloppy and unprofessional at first

glance, but his proportions and skewed

faces speak apoetic language of their own.

As characters question the meaning oftheir

lives, they do not reflect cliches as they

easily might; rather, they succeed in the

difficult and frightening feat of making

you feel that life may be just a bitter cliche.
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"Sidetrack City" From Snake Eyes © 1992 Kaz

SNAKE EYES
Fantagraphics Books

7563 Lake City Way NE
Seattle, WA78115
Published annually

Black-and-white bound anthology

Snake Eyes is ugly. The jagged doodlings and swirling ink threaten in various ways.

Close the last page and realize you’ve been breathing a little fast. The stories take place

underneath your bed amidst the dustbunnies and forgotten crap that haunts you. Why
can’t you just throw this junk away? It’s easier not to touch it. Why do you sleep on top

of it every night ? Ugly.

Kaz and Glenn Head are the editors of this anthology series ofwhich two volumes have

come out so far. Their work sufficiently sets the tone for the bulk of the content: only a

couple of contributors have not had an overtly nightmarish and disturbing flair to their

work. Unlike Raw
,
Drawn and Quarterly or Weirdo

, Snake Eyes has a more specific

agenda in mind. Like some twisted road atlas, each story provides a map to a different

landscape populated by filthy creatures you hope to never meet but already have.

Kaz’ s Sidetrack City is one such place, where Jesus turns out to be a dead moth; Mack
White’ s Goat Island harbors a tenuous prison for paganism; Roy Tompkins’ junkyard is

a euphemistic way of referring to it; the doodled nightmare world ofMark Beyer’s Amy
and Jordan is particularly detailed here. Other cartographers include Jonathon Rosen,

David Sandlin, Mark Newgarden, Doug Allen, Krystine Kryttre, J. Bradley Johnson, and

Julie Doucet. The first volume features a mesmerizing jam by Charles Bums, Gary

Panter, and Tom DeHaven, as well as a prose piece by Bukowski. My favorite locale of

dementia is Bob Sikoryak’ s meshing of Shakespeare’ s Macbeth with Mary Worth : royal

madness in a living room. In the first volume he fused Camus with Superman. But of

course.

Snake Eyes fills a much needed void. If ugliness is part of life, then it may as well be

viewed with a little whole-hearted ambition. This is an underground comic that you could

put on your coffee table. The coffee ring stains would blend right in.

My Favorite Comics—Mark

Available at your local trash-culture outlet

or from the Mutant Home Shopping

Network.

Hate #9, By Peter Bagge (Fantagraphics)

Sleazy sex, roommate wars, and rock V
roll on the road.

Yahoo #6, By Susan Catherine and Joe

Sacco (Fantagraphics)

The autobiography of an erotic dancer, as

rendered by Joe “Fisheye Lens” Sacco.

Real Stuff#7, By Dennis Eichhorn

(Fantagraphics)

True stories about draft avoidance

through gluttony, meat stealing, hideous

sports fanatics, and bum-flavored

bratwursts.

Peep Show #2, ByJoe Matt (Drawn &

Quarterly)

Joe Matt turns us all into voyeurs again as

he presents for our reading pleasure the

recent disintegration of his relationship

with his girlfriend.

Slutburger#3, By Mary Fleener (Drawn &

Quarterly)

More real-life, this time about wife-

beating/coke-snorting/shoe-fetishistsand

clairvoyant dreams.
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SABOTAGE IN THE AMERICAN WORKPLACE (Edited by

Martin Sprouse. Pressure Drop Press
,
PO Box 460754,

San Francisco CA

94146, $ 12.00, 176 pages, perfect bound. ISBN 0-9627091-3-1)

Ever have a job you really hated? Ever have to suck up to some anal-

retentive jerk just for that paycheck and marginal benefits? Ever do anything

about it?

You are not alone.

Sabotage in the American Workplace is an excellent collec-

tion of "Anecdotes of dissatisfaction, mischief and revenge." The

owners and managers of far too many American companies have

two overriding goals, profit and control over the workers. Sabotage tells

how the workers fought back. Honest confessions from the timecard

padders, long-lunch takers and office supply lifters to the programmers

and operators who crash large computer systems. Tales

assembly line drones who seriously damage or disable

very expensive machinery, and the stock broker who

would place large, random buy-and-sell orders then

watch the market fluctuate (now we know what "tech-

nical correction" means). Read about the waitress who

intentionally subjected diners to food poisoning

and the nurses who engage in

sionate mercy killings

Sabotage is a cookbook of

monkeywrenching. Sabotage is a

Wobbly gospel of inspiring tales — yes

even one person can make a difference.

The people who worked in retail jobs had the most

fun:

“I snuck out the back door of the store during lunch hour, pushing five

shopping carts into the woods behind the store, every day, for close to a

month. Then I would pull out some rope, which I stole from the

hardware department every morning at seven, and tie these five

carts onto the rope and hoist them up various trees. “Finally,

twenty-seven working days and 1 35 shopping carts later, a store

manager walked into this forest of sabotage and discovered where all

the missing shopping carts were.”

And:

“We found more than enough time to get away and have sex at work. We did

it in sitting rooms before the store opened, or up in the production room where

we dressed the mannequins.”

And:

“One Christmas I dressed the Ken Doll in a clown outfit, tied Barbie against

a balcony, and set Ken up so he was whipping her. One summer I found a Barbie

Doll on the floor with half a leg chewed off so I attached a peg to her leg, resealed

her in a box, and sold her as Peg- Legged Barbie. Once I cross-dressed a Ken Doll

and repackaged it.”

Martin Sprouse has done a commendable piece of research and presenta-

tion, juxtaposing these delicious tales of mischief with excerpts from

appropriate pieces of corporate propaganda, anti-sabotage tips'n'techniques

and expensive consultant study results. Throw in some radical anarcho-

labor discourse and social hyperrealistic art and it's a package! (JP)

SAUCER PEOPLE (Edited by Eric Nesheim. Kitchen Sink Press, 2

Swamp Road, Princeton, Wl 54968, 8001365-7456. $10.95. Boxed set of

36 trading cards)

One day, when I was about ten years old, a man selling magazine

subscriptions knocked on the door. My mother answered and fell victim to

his hardsell He wasn't going to leave until she bought a subscription — she

finally gave in and asked for the cheapest magazine he was offering. It was

called Fate. I wondered what it might be about, and when it showed up in

our mailbox, I

tography, Rus-

was pleased. Fate had articles about Kirlian pho-

sian ESP experts, weird advertisements, and best

of all, stories about flying saucers. I forgot all

about Fate a long time ago, but when I got my set of

Saucer People trading cards, I felt like a ten-year old

again. The comic-artist drawings on the front of these

thirty-six cards are beautifully colored in Venusian

blue, bug-eyed monster green, and saucer-jet red.

The back of each card documents an alleged space

alien encounter. One card is about a grill cook

who gained notoriety by telling the world about his many

saucer rides with interplanetary pals —

Firkon the Martian, Ramu the Satur-

nian, and lots of amorous space-babes.

Another card is about the Men In Black,

those weird humanoid creatures who

dress like undertakers and try to harass

UFO contactees into silence. The cattle-

mutilators get their own card, as does

Mothman, the seven-foot tall winged men-

ace of West Virginia. The cards are pack-

aged in a very cool silver foil cardboard box.

Now if Kitchen Sink would only release a set

of Pushy Door-to-Door Salespeople Trading

Cards, my life would be complete. (MF)

THE USED CAR GAME: A SOCIOLOGY OF
THE BARGAIN (by Joy Browne)

If you don't know the difference between the Six

Technique and a Pig Farm you are not neces-

cient in your knowledge of exotic sexual tech-

agrarian matters The Used Car Game looks under the

hood of the second-hand automobile libido and explores the inter-relation-

ships of customers and salesmen, salesmen and their bosses and other

salesmen working for the same dealer, and the relationships between

salesmen of different agencies. By the time you've covered the eight basic

chapters you should not only be able to translate basic used-car argot but be

able to handle your end of this Von Neumann crisis:

A customer comes to the salesman wanting to buy a car, expecting to get

cheated. The salesman faces the customer knowing he is disliked, trying to

make a sale and protect his ego in front of his colleagues, who are his

competitors. In addition to two strangers dealing with one another over a

product of which one is ignorant, whose value is in question, in an unfamiliar

manner, the customer's disadvantage of not knowing price, technique, or

value is somewhat offset by the salesman's lack of control as well. Although

he knows more about the car than the customer and is usually more adept

at bargaining he has only a vague idea of what the car costs the agency and

consequently what he can sell the car for.

While the book is a bit puffed up by a bibliography and a treatise on

Position

sarily defi-

niques or
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elementary game theory, it is certainly a good

study of the socio-psychodynamics of used-car

games as systems of economic exchange. Person

ally, I'd like to see more of this type of thing, e g

applying the social sciences to everyday circum-

stances for the benefit (hopefully) of the novice

player.

Cover art © 1 992 Steve Rude

If the suspense is killing you, the Six Position

Technique is a selling technique widely practiced

by salesmen that urges them to stand at six

specific points around the car and to "sell” the

features at each point, i.e. interior, front end, etc.

A Pig Farm is a fly-by-night lot with lousy cars. (JD)

GENERATION X: TALES OF AN ACCEL-

ERATED CULTURE (Doug Coupland. St.

Martin's Press, $12.95. Paperback)

“I felt I was being excommunicated from the shin

jin rui — that’s what the Japanese newspapers call

people like those kids in their twenties at the office

— new human beings. It’s hard to explain. We have

the same group over here and it’s just as large, but it

doesn’t have a name— an X generation— purpose-

fully hiding itself. There’s more space over here to

hide in — to get lost in — to use as camouflage.

You’re not allowed to disappear in Japan.”

Here Andrew, protagonist of Generation X, is

telling a story, one of many stories and fables used

by the book's characters to create a metaphorical

context, a kind of personal mythology which adds

an extra charge of meaning to their lives — meta-

physical jumper cables, if you will. This particular

story is "true.” It describes how Andrew, while

working in Japan, was invited upstairs by the boss,

Mr. Takamichi, a special honor that sets Andrew

apart from the faceless group of envious droids

Mr. Takamichi asks Andrew what is the most

valuable thing he owns, and Andrew answers that

he owns no thing of any value. The older man then

shows his most valued possession, a picture of

Marilyn Monroe that Mr. Takamichi shot himself

while in America, probably in the fifties (a particu-

larly resonant echo). .. she is holding up her dress

and she has no underwear.

Interesting juxtaposition, Andrew's description

of the X generation and a Japanese businessman's

revelation of his lust- connection with America

What does it all mean?

Wow, the blurred outlook of the Postmodern

mind. At this point, according to his story, Andrew

quits the scene, blood rushing to his head, leaves

Mr. Takamichi, leaves Japan.

Andrew quotes Rilke:

Only the individual who is

solitary is like a thing subject

to profound laws, and if he

goes out into the morning that

is just beginning, or looks out

into the evening that is full of

things happening, and ifhe feels

what is going on there, then his

whole situation drops from him

as from a dead man, although

he stands in the very midst of

life.

Coupland gives us Andrew's

self-conscious take on the mys-

tery of his life. Neither Andrew

nor his similarly bewildered

friends Dag and Claire seem to

have a handle on the shitstorm

reality they're caught in.

They've moved to Palm Springs,

which is a kind of Mecca to

American decadence, and they

work service ("bottom-feed-

ing”) jobs (Andrew and Dag are

stinting as bartenders). Their

lives are sucking wind. They're

somehow different from sib-

lings and acquaintances who're

pushed by Yuppie momentum

toward real-life power and acquisition What's

the difference? Well, hmm, I guess they're, er,

sensitive. Don't know of a better word. Isn't this

why folks drop out of the rat race, because it

jangles their sensitivities? Isn't this why Holden

Caulfield, a sort of 50s version of X-generation

sensibility, acted up?

The layout of Generation X incorporates a

kind of marginal graffiti, like the callouts you'd

find in a sociology text. Many of these are defini-

tions of X-generation terms like "veal-fattening

pen”:

Small, cramped office workstations built of fabric-

covered dissassemblable wall partitions and inhab-

ited by junior staff members. Named after the small

preslaughter cubicles used by the cattle industry.

I tried to show this particular definition to a

born-again bureaucrat I know who works with just

such an arrangement, and she cringed, refusing to

look. She's a product, I suppose, of "consensus

terrorism”:

The process that decides in-office attitudes and

behavior

Many of you will buy this book for the same

reason you bought Wes Nisker's Crazy Wisdom, so

that you can flip through the pages enjoying the

witty marginalia If you take time to read the

meatier stuff, though, you'll see that the marginal

definitions reinforce the story, and all of this stuff
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taken together gives you an accurate, if bleak,

picture of this burnout generation. One of the

more telling anecdotes from the book involves

Dag's gift to Claire of Trinitite, crystallized sand

from the site near Alamagordo of the first a-bomb

tests. Claire freaks out, fearing radioactivity, and

startles Dag, who drops the jar, which shatters.

This exchange follows:

“Dag, what is this shit? Clean it up! Get it out of my

house!”

“Don’t get upset. “It’s from Alamagordo, where

they had the first N-test. The heat was so intense it

melted the sand into a new substance altogether. I

bought a bottle at a ladies auxiliary store.”

“Oh my god. It’s plutonium! You brought pluto-

nium into my house. You are such an asshole! This

place is a waste dump now....”

This is the post-atomic age, all right, an age of

veal-fattening pens and creeping plutonium.

Coupland recognizes that the world has changed

since Holden Caulfield went to the zoo, even since

Gnossos Pappadopolous witnessed that first a-

bomb test. These characters are not just rebel-

lious, they are change-weary. They've moved to

the desert to escape the buzzing of the hive, to

take some time to sort things out. . .but the sorter's

not working.

A depressing book? Naw, it seemed hopeful to

me, despite much cause for pessimism. These

characters still recognize community and acknowl-

edge a need for some kinda love in their lives, and

as long as we can make that connection, the

world's not dead. (JU

HEY LOOK! (Harvey Kurtzman. Kitchen Sink

Press
, $ 15.95, 198 pp. Quality Paperback. ISBN

0-878I6-I52-X)

Mad-creator Harvey Kurtzman wrote and drew

the full page Hey Look! cartoon strip, which ran

in comic books in the late 1940s. Based on the ever

popular little-smart-guy/big-dumb-guy duo (seen

in Of Mice and Men, lots of Warner's Bros,

cartoons, Ren G Stimpy, etc ), Hey Look! began as

a sight-gag and vaudeville-type humor comic. The

first half of this Kitchen Sink anthology (which

contains over 150 strips), is probably of interest to

hard-core Kurtzmanites and cartoonists who want

to see his premature style. The stories are far from

funny - mostly weak puns and sight gags that were

old even back then, but some of the art is good and

will go straight into my personal swipe file.

But sometime in 1948, something clicked on

inside Kurtzman to make him become what Robert

Crumb has said "as good as any cartoonist in

history that I know of" The artwork in the later

Hey Look!s is bold, confident; the stories are

whacko parodies of contemporary American life.

Kurtzman even made fun of the medium - his

characters often remind each other that they are

only cartoons You can see that the seeds were

being sown for Mad in Hey Look!, and the last

section of this book includes some post-Hey Look!

strips that makes this plainly clear. (MF)

THE MAGICAL AND RITUAL USE OF
PERFUMES (By Richard Miller and Iona Miller)

The Magical and Ritual Use of Perfumes by

Richard Miller and Iona Miller is the latest occult

exposition in a series which includes The Magical

and Ritual Use of Herbs and The Magical and

Ritual Use of Aphrodisiacs.

The basic premise of this unusual book is that

one of the fundamentals to occult ritual (and the

physiological underpinnings of consciousness) has

to do with the sense of smell. The degrees by

which memory, association, imagery and atten-

tion are commanded are explained through their

connections with various basic scents or combi-

nation of scents.

The Millers open with:

Modern research into neuroanatomy shows that

scents provide direct access to the emotional parts

of the brain and memory. Scents evoke visual images,

and visual images are always accompanied by somatic

patterns - a set of bodily feelings and tensions with

cognitive or experiential meaning. Smells, especially

those encountered repeatedly, are stored in the

memory as holistic scent impressions. When an

odor is smelled, even years later, it can call forth a

host of associations.

This book also serves as an introduction to

classical Qabala and ritual magic connected to the

"Western occult tradition" and Jewish heritage,

which of course dealt extensively with the spice

trade (and indirectly with the occult application of

such spices, or scents, etc.)

Previous to this manual, very little was known

relating to our understanding of the effects of

scent on consciousness expansion and meditative

states. Everyone is familiar with the use of

incense and scents in traditional religion (the

Catholic Mass, for example, uses frankincense)

but any sort of scientific explanation so far as the

meanings or cause and effect have been left to the

imagination.

In The Magical and Ritual Use of Perfumes

detailed explanations are expounded. The Millers

show that smell is "a chemical sense, requiring the

transfer of odiferous molecules as the primary

source of information." This allows for almost

instantaneous access to deep emotions through

the limbic system and "pre-programmed emo-

tions."

The Millers also explain more modern maps

dealing with, for example, neurolinguistic pro-

gramming, and the idea of "anchoring" which they

describe as "the tendency for any one element of

an experience - including visual, auditory, kines-

thetic, olfactory and gustatory - to bring back the

entire experience." The idea that such "anchor-

ing" allows for less distortion in an informational

sense, is valuable so far as controlling the brain in

a yogic (or magical) manner.

Another very important element of this book

deals with the physical processes of perfume

distillation - where to obtain raw products, lists of

wholesalers and degrees of purity of various

chemicals, etc. Interestingly, strong connections

are revealed between this outward physical pro-

cess of distillation, and inner spiritual develop-

ments. The Millers show how the science of

Alchemy reflects inner distillations and purifica-

tion of the mind and spirit which parallel the

processes of perfumery.

This book stands as an important work because

both the authors speak from an initiated stand-

point - they have trained and received both the

written and oral teachings in a number of Western

Magical lodges and schools of yoga. Profession-

ally, they have both worked in fields of hard

science - he being a solid state physicist and she

a Jungian therapist.

In The Magical and Ritual Use ofPerfumes, we

are shown that indeed, important truths regarding

how our mind and spirits operate have rested

"right under our noses" after all . . . (TL)

EXOTIC WEAPONS (Michael Hoy,

Loompanics Unlimited, PO Box 1197, Port

Townsend WA 98368 149 pages, photos,

illustrations)

Here's another Loompanics offering with one

of their trademark godawful covers. This one

has tiny blobby silhouette drawings of whips,

daggers, and shurikens-reminds me of what

you'd expect to find dyed into the epidermis of

the troglodytes down at the local "Bucket O'

Blood" saloon But nobody buys Loompanics

books to slobber over their production values.

Exotic Weapons lists and briefly describes a

hundred different devices used to puncture,

tear, electrocute, stun, or merely irritate your

fellow meatbot. Learn about blowguns,

flamethrowers, lasers, ion ray guns, vicious

robots, net guns, stun lights, and more. Dealer

addresses are given, as well as sources for

buying plans, weird weapons fanzines, books

and videos. (MF) #
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.SAVING OUR ENVIRONMENT
DESPITE ALL THE ATTENTION THAT IS PAID to

preserving our environment, the earth doesn’t

actually need anyone’s help. Today, growing

numbers of individuals and organizations seem

very concerned about saving our environment,

yet they go about it in entirely the wrong way.

There are more misconceptions about our

earth today than ever before. The plain and

simple truth is that we, as people, need desper-

ately to pollute, waste our resources, and

totally disregard how our behaviors affect the

earth. Only by doing this will we be able to

restore our planet to its original state. The

most recent scientific studies reveal the follow-

ing little known facts:

1. The more we abuse the earth, the

stronger it becomes. Think of how a vaccine

works on your body. A physician gives you a

small injection of a disease and your body

naturally develops a tolerance which therefore

prevents you from actually acquiring the dis-

ease. The earth works exactly the same way. If

mankind’s garbage and pollution are given to

the earth in the correct manner, the earth can

pretty much take whatever we dish out. If the

planet is polluted incrementally, it will become

stronger and will be able to tolerate more and

more. Therefore, the problem lies not in how

much we throw away, but the way in which we

do it!

2. Garbage must be distributed evenly.

One of the most detrimental things man ever

did was to collect garbage and create landfills.

Ofcourse the earth can’t handle tons of garbage

when it’s dumped into one large space! If trash

were distributed evenly all over the world,

however, the garbage problem would cease to

exist. The solution, then, is to stop collecting

garbage and to do away with landfills. When
you no longer need an item, do what comes

naturally. Throw it down. New studies from the

American Association of Waste Distribution Man-

agement have proven without a doubt that this

is the way waste management should be handled.

3. Carbon monoxide is essential for ani-

mal and plant life. With so many people

moaning about how exhaust fumes are de-

stroying quality air, one is almost apt to believe

this silly lie. What these people fail to recognize

is that our bodies have been changing drastically

over the past few years. Babies being bom

today can process carbon monoxide faster than

they process oxygen. Man’s new ability to

break down and process carbon monoxide

could be the salvation for our race. The answer

here, then, is to drive larger cars and make

them less efficient. Inhaling car emissions is

vital to modern man’s good health.

4. The rain forests aren't very important

at all. Everyone whines about how valuable

and irreplaceable the rain forests are. The fact

of the matter is, rain forests aren’t actually

important or necessary! Have you ever seen a

rain forest? They make terrible vacation spots,

no one would ever want to live in one, and

there are simply too many of them. Destroying

all the rain forests isn’t going to make the biggest

bit of difference to anyone
,
so we might as well

just go right on to the next subject. The next

time someone starts preaching to you about

rain forests, simply turn and walk away.

5. Chemical spills are good for plants and

animals. You’ve probably heard all the gossip

about how chemical spills are hazardous and

dangerous. This is partly true. Initially, these

spills do have a few negative effects. A few

plants and animals will die. Eventually, how-

ever, the ones that survive and learn to adjust

end up benefiting from chemical waste. A
recent study was done in a manufacturing plant

in California where chemicals had been spilled

repeatedly in a single area for over fifty years.

The study revealed that this same area now

thrives with beautiful, exotic plants and has

animals with lush, warm fur. It is also now one

of our country’s most popular celebrity re-

sorts. Corporations that release toxic chemi-

cals wherever they please are to be com-

mended and supported.

by LMNOP

6. If animals become extinct, that's okay.

This may be difficult for many to understand,

but we don’t need animals on our planet.

People who go to great lengths to try to save

rare species are suffering from paranoid schizo-

phrenia. The less animals there are, the more

room and food there is for us. Would it really

be all that traumatic if we didn’t have cats,

monkeys, giraffes, or ostriches? I don’t think

so! If you don’t particularly like the looks of an

animal, kill it. No one will really miss it anyway,

and it will make you feel good.

7. Environmentally conscious celebrities

must be killed. Any celebrity publicly ex-

pressing his or her concerns about the earth

must be murdered. These are the main people

who provide all the false information that is

confusing the public. It has also recently been

discovered that these same celebrities emit

toxic fumes when they discuss their concern

for their environment. A few breaths of air

from an environmentally conscious celebrity is

all it takes to destroy the ozone layer com-

pletely. Accordingly, these people must be

destroyed.

8. Stop using bathrooms. Your very own

urine and feces can provide healthy nutrients

for the plants and animals in your yard. Why
flush these valuable treasures into the sewer

and then pay unnecessary water bills? Its

relatively simple and inexpensive to set up a

system whereby you and your family can learn

to urinate and defecate outside your home.

You’ll not only save on water, but you’ll im-

prove your very own little ecosystem as well.

Your family’s excretions can also do wonders

for that struggling mulch pile!

Remember ... you can make a difference! The

hard work and determination of each and every

individual plays an important role in determin-

ing the future of our planet. We must all work

together, and we must not forget the latest

facts! Our children’s futures depend on it! 4*
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IF you're A DEVOTEE OF TECHNOLOGY, Tokyo

is not only "where it's at" — Tokyo is where it

went. Real technophilia — the real stuff,

unfeigned, deeply rooted in the culture —
they used to call that "Yankee ingenuity," in

another century, America made it big— too

big. Now, monster techno-gobboons like B-2

Stealth bombers, Space Shuttles, and Super-

conducting Supercolliders can scarcely seem

to get off the ground.

But the street-level enthusiasm for high-

tech hasn't vanished. It just moved to Tokyo.

One doesn't find the latter-day techno-bloat

of the American military industrial complex

here. Tokyo tech is intimate, it tends to stick

to the skin. The velcro straps of shoes. The

Walkman has abandoned its round foam ear-

pads, circa 1985, to burrow right into the ear-

canals in the 1990s. Portable phones, por-

table stereos, portable computers, portable

TVs and photocopiers. Adhesive everything.

Aworld ofindefinable fabric-like substances

— Tyvek? Cellulose? Plastic? Cotton-coated

polyester? What is this stuff?

If Tokyo tech has a native vice it's not

monstrosity but evanescence. Eighteen but-

tons on your fifty-megabyte portable toe-

cleaner—bythe time you've read the rulebook,

there's a new one out with thirty-six. And if

it breaks, forget repairing it— it's yesterday's

news, instant gomi.

Tokyo guards the relics of its pre-indus-

trial past with a nervous care, but what is

Tokyo creatingtodaythat is deliberately built

to last?

One obvious candidate for the stern and

magisterial defiance of entropy is one's seat

of government. Capitols, city halls— all over

the world they tend to be made of rock, and

they tend to be old and hallowed, they tend to

ape the classics. But not in Tokyo.

In late October, urged to the site by a

fellow science-fiction writer, I visited the

spanking-new Tokyo Metropolitan Govern-

ment Office.

On the day of my visit, a skirmish in the

ongoing Gomi Wars had struck the TMGO. I

found myself in a state-sponsored festival of

trash. In the archingsemi-circular proscenium,

a pop-singer warbled an ode to recycling,

while giant Mitsubishi trucks toted two-story-

tall arena televisions urging propriety with

one's household refuse.

The TMGO is Tokyo tech as monumental

People careened
like plnballs right

up to the doorways,
hit the locks, read
the tiny security

notices, and
rebounded in

chagrin.

monster. The previous government offices

have been shucked off like the former lair of

a hermit crab, and are, I understand, destined

for swift and complete demolition. TheTMGO,

on the other hand, appears built to last. For

one thing, the electronic brain of Tokyo's

Disaster Prevention Center is skulled away

somewhere inside it, presumably safe-and-

sound from the world-smashing shock that

every Pacific Rimster seems to expect in his

heart-of-hearts.

There's a twenty-screen TV display inside

the lobby that runs, over and over, a com-

puter-graphic scientific visualization of the

city. A kind of simulated voodoo-doll that

invokes a charm fflr urban well-being, the

cybernetic Tokyo runs through its programmed

paces: growing decade by decade in a thirty-

second fast-forward of history; surging volca-

nically with brightly-colored spikes of com-

muter population; leapingto the stratosphere

with the growth of property values.

This voiceless narrative is an astoundingly

effective use ofhigh-tech computer-media to

low-tech political ends. It conveys the over-

whelming impression of utter cybernetic

omniscience on the part of City Hall. One

gapes at it slack-jawed, convinced that the

mandarins behind this creation would be

hard-put to misplace a gum-wrapper.

However, one is immediately struck by the

plonking fact that nobody actually in this

building seems to know their way around.

People skitter across the glossily polished

floors, under the microchip-patterned ceil-

ings, past the timid-looking potted plants.

The elevators — up the towers to the North

and South Observatories — were so drasti-

cally overcrowded that a meek line ofwould-

be gawkers stretched fifty meters out the

doors and onto the pavement.

For the Gomi festival
,
many ofthe exits had

been closed by some rude flat of building

security. People careened like pinballs right

up to the doorways, hit the locks, read the tiny

security notices, and rebounded in chagrin.

The TMGO will never seem homey. It will

never even seemhuman. Passing individuals,

their humanity dwarfed by the colossal fa-

cade, are already taking vengeance. One of

the sculptures outside is a towering sleek

structure like a big brass taffy-pull: it's been

extensively scarred with pocket-knife graf-

fiti. The TMGO's more artistically successful

statuary, in sleek black granite, has not been

defaced — probably because these statues

already have what appears to be "accidental

damage" deliberatelyand postmodernly chis-

eled into them. The guy who whacked these

signs of incipient decay into his own artwork

has truly taken the pulse of his own city; for

sheer perception, his work deserves to last
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out centuries.

Decorative vertical bars, of what seems

to be aircraft aluminum, flank many of the

windows, but those bars are already tarnish-

ing. A giant sculpture misnamed "Cloud” has

soaked the pavement beneath it with a rain of

rust. The heavily pruned trees are one and all

wrapped in burlap, swathed like patients in

an emergency ward. The natural vagaries of

vegetation — crassly dropped leaves, rudely

cawing birds and such— will probably always

seem an affront to the TMGO. This is a

construction where even the pavement with

its shoe-gripping nodules and chrome rail-

ings, pitilessly repeats the Mondrian intensity

of the towers, with their rectilinear gleams of

granite, slate, and glass.

The TMGO is not an ugly building. In fact

it is beautiful, every bit as beautiful as, say, a

well-designed photocopier. With its oddly

slotted tower-crowns blooming microwave

orchids, it even has a strong element of

Gaudiesque whimsy, a gratuitous aesthetic

poke-in-the -ribs fromthe designer, that makes

the TMGO far more attractive than the fea-

tureless mirrorglass cartons of the Interna-

tional Style. One can imagine becoming quite

fond of it.

But what will the future make of it? Not

the future of six weeks or six months, but the

future of say, thirty long years? Will it age

gracefully? What can time do to it? It won't

rot. It won't sag. It can't rust. Instead it will

peel, blister, streak, warp. It will succumb to

odd new forms of decay which are native to

new materials — "delamination,”

"alligatoring,” "pox.”

When I think of the TMGO, I think of the

ceramic scissors I brought home from Tokyo.

They're very new. They seem meticulously

designed. There's no question that they cut

paper successfully. But they feel wrong— too

light, like kids' scissors. They’re the "wrong”

color — smooth blades of pottery, as sleek

and white as crab meat. And they don't shut

with that metallic elasticity of steel, that

subtle, satisfying ring. They whisk, damn

them. They grate their way through paper

with microscopic crystalline teeth. Too small

to see, those teeth — but I can feel them

chewing, through my fingertips.

I like these scissors. They're a technologi-

cal triumph. They may even outwear steel

scissors — that remains to be seen.

But I could throwthem away in one minute,

with hardly a pang.

uVl
^thiw/SpeaKmg for the

Unspeakable

The second Computers, Freedom and

Privacy conference, funded by the Asso-

ciation ofComputing Machinery and Apple

Computers, was a gathering of people

from the law enforcement, hacking and

computer business communities. They

came to discuss how government, busi-

nesses and individuals will deal with each

other in the electronic frontier. One ofthe

most entertaining speakers at the confer-

ence was reported to be Bruce Sterling,

and this video account of his presentation

there proves it.

Sterling brought along a bag of cheap

disguises and played the parts of three

unsavory characters: “The Truly Malicious

Hacker,” “Senor General de Policia,” and

“The Digital Black Marketeer.”

The Truly Malicious Hacker, wearing sun-

glasses and a baseball cap, sneeringly ques-

tioned the audience (consisting of agents

from the NSA and other feds) about their

concern for eliminating computer hack-

ers, who simply crash computer systems.

What about going after real hardware

hacking, like crashing train systems?

The banana dictator/drug lord/arms

smuggler, Senor Policia, asked the feds

if they would share their police data-

bases with him with him. In exchange, if

he’d take care of the USA’s Legion of

Doom.

The Digital Black Marketeer, a software

pirate from Hong Kong, explained why
he followed the footsteps of his father,

a man who reprinted books, disregard-

ing copyright laws. “It’s as if you’ve

shown me a fish and expect me to pay

a fee every time I use a hook or a net!

The ocean is full of fish and a computer

is full of copies.” He asked legit soft-

ware manufacturers why he should pay

for mere ideas? Did anybody give the

Chinese money for the idea of paper,

printing, or gunpowder?

Sterling’s ideas shoot out fast, and his

delivery is great. I enjoyed watching

this .—Mark

SPEAKING FOR THE
UNSPEAKABLE
VHS, 54 mins

$29.95 + $4 s/h

Sweet Pea Productions

PO Box 9 1 2/ 1 673 Happy Trail

Topanga, CA 90290

DO YOU BREAK THE LAW?
It’s hard not to. Even removing the tag from a pillow is against the law! Gray Areas is a

new quarterly magazine dedicated to examining the "gray areas" of life!

Each issue addresses collectors of live audio and video recordings. We review these tapes

and discuss the sociology, morality and legality of this hobby. Among the bands covered

are Grateful Dead, Jefferson Airplane, Doors, Little Feat, ABB.Jimi Hendrix, Pink Floyd,

Janis Joplin, Who, Led Zeppelin, Bob Dylan, etc.

We also cover issues such as animal rights, drug testing, adult films, computer crimes and

viruses, outlaw motorcycle gangs & other controversial topics.

Join us! We print what our competitors won’t dare to. Send $ 1 8 for a 4 issue subscription

($26 foreign), or $5 for the first issue (out in September) to:

Pennsylvania residents must add sales tax
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The gametophyte of a fern

Artificial Life: The Quest for a New
Creation

Steven Levy

Pantheon Books

$24.00 Hardcover Edition

390 pp

ISBN 0-679-40774-X

What is life? The dictionary says it's the

quality that distinguishes a living thingfrom a

non-living thing. That's about as helpful as

the Supreme Court 's definition ofobscenity. I

remember reading about a certain Supreme

Court justice who deemed material to be

obscene if it gave him an erection (and as he

grew older, he became softer on his rulings).

Unfortunately, humans don't possess organs

that swell up in response to the sight of

tapeworms and stay flaccid when exposed to

dirt (unless they have a serious

Platyhelminthes fetish).

The problem could be that our need to have

an either/or distinction for what aliveness

means doesn't mesh with the way things

really are. Steven Levy, author of the great

book HACKERS: Heroes of the Computer

Revolution, and now Artificial Life, explains:

Some scientists suggest that the definition-of-

life question is a red herring. Life, they say,

should be gauged on a continuum, and not

granted according to a binary decision. A
rock would certainly be low on any con-

tinuum of aliveness, and a dog, a tree, and a

human being would rank highly. More

ambiguous systems would fall in a region of

semi-aliveness—somewhere below bacteria,

which almost everybody agrees are alive, and

somewhere

above rocks.

Viruses, which

some biologists

consider living

and others do

not, would

reside in the

upper reaches

of this middle

ground. Below

that would be

complex

systems that no

one really

considers to be

alive but that

display some

behaviors consistent with living organisms

—

things such as the economy and automobiles.

Now that we've got the Mystery of Life

question taken care of, we can ask ourselves

what Artificial Life (or A-Life) is? Christopher

Langton, the Los Alamos scientist who is

pretty much regarded to be the reigning A-

Life maven (he coined the term A-Life while

pounding away on his Apple ][), defines it as

"the study of man-made systems that exhibit

behaviors characteristic of natural living sys-

tems. It complements the traditional biologi-

cal sciences concerned with the analysis of

living organisms by attempting to synthesize

lifelike behaviors within computers and other

artificial media.”

Artificial Intelligence was all the rage in the

late seventies and early eighties, but it was

just too hard

to write a

program that

could think.

A-Life, on the

other hand,

holds the

promise that

one can start

with some-

thing very

simple, and

let it evolve

into some-

thing com-

plex and use-

ful, much in

the same way

that natural selection started out with one-

celled creatures and developed a planet full

of amazingly complex organisms.

Artificial Life is an account of the roots of

A-Life and a lookat recent A-Life accomplish-

ments, which Levy claims fall somewhere on

the aliveness scale between "Chevorets and

the Hong Kong flu." The future of A-Life

points to computer super viruses, the obso-

lescence of DNA-based life, and biological

research which might lead to the eradication

of viral diseases such as AIDS.

This book starts out by examining the first

A-Life ideas developed by Norbert Wiener,

Alan Turing, and John von Neumann. The

evolution of A-Life is a study in artificial

selection. Fromthe theories ofTuring, Wiener

and von Neumann, we get the idea of Cellular

Automata, simple forms of A-Life based on

gridlocked cells that change their state ac-

cording on the state of their neighbors. CAs

lead to simulated insect colonies and genetic

algorithms, which can evolve solutions to

problems better than human programmers

can.

A-Life exists not only in computers, but in

real space too. Right now, the ivorybasement

hackers at MIT are creating armies of idiot

robots with mob mentalities programmed to

harvest minerals and build factories.

There are many different areas of A-Life

research, but Levy argues that they all attempt

to harness the same thing: the basic organiz-

ing principles of the universe, "Artificial life

works by exploiting the same rules in nature

that made real life the way it is now." If you

enjoyed Hackers
,
you’ll enjoy Artificial Life.

Simulated development of the fern gametphyte. (both photos from Artificial Life.

)
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ANTSARE COOL, one ofGaia's most active agents. They turn
the soil. They are resistant to hard jradiktibn and indti$|rijal

pollution. The 8,800 known species contain more individual

ants than the total of all other creatures on the planet.

Natural selection (the ultimate technology freak) equips
each ant with the processing power -’iL'

and ant colonies teach us about evolution, social

structure, dynamical systems and provide insightimo
computers and the human brain.

As a kid, I first hooked up

with insect societies via

Uncle Milton and hisjazzbo

spokesarthropod in top

hat; a renegade ant who

cant digcommunal living

but sells the concept to other

species. "Hey antnik! Join

the Farm!”

Can you imagine - green

plastic bams and silos con-

taining a hive conscious-

ness, with you as boss. The

ants - they cry for sugar water,

listen. TheyTl even take the

soaked cottons, man, they're des-

perate.

I bought the ant farm kit and opened the

box as soon as I walked out of the store,

expecting to find a little packet containing
|

ant eggs. Nope. I had to fill out a card and send

for my colony. When it arrived in the mail -
|

hey, no queen. It's illegal (in California. Bogus

gov't regulations about breeding vermin). I

|

was stuck with a sterile dead-end colony that

robotically bulldozed through Milty's clean

dirt, building rooms for eggs that never came.

I knew that no matter how well I cared for my
insect wards, one day I'd find them dead. And

I did; the chitinous husks once housing ant

souls were curled up — Pompeii fossil dogs.

The farm— was just plastic trash.

I didn't, however, trash my interest in I

insect societies. I have friends who've dug up

ant mounds to get a colony with a queen to

populate their farm, but it's messy and mean

to the ants. I wanted a clean solution. An

electronic ant farm. But how does artificial

life compare with the real thing? For Maxis,

the same folks who brought us SimCity™and

SimEarth™, it's just a question of SimAntics.

Throw your strap-on mandibles away and

stop
crawling around the neigh-

borhood on all fours, because SimAnt puts

you inside a computer ant and lets you call

the shots for an entire colony. Ride Loa, ride!

SimAnt is a computer ant farm complete with

fertile colonies of ants - fighters, workers,

drones and queens, who inhabit the back

yard of a blissful suburban home.

The object of the full SimAnt game is to

take over the back yard, section by section,

finally invading the house and sending the

human occupants packing. There is a simple,

fast, Red Vs. Black game mode for you video

game norepinephrinejunkies; and an experi-

mental mode for science-fair nerds.

A sterile insect's life is limited to fighting,

foraging, and moving stuff from one place to

another. In SimAnt, you control the ant

(colored yellow for easy identification) you

inhabit to expand your nest, find food, and

kill anythingthat violates your (black) colony's

turf (e g., that gang of no-good red ants'

insidious campaign oftotal backyard domina-

tion). There are other hazards — hungry

spiders and ant lions, tunnel -flooding rains,

dogs, insecticide and subur-

ban lawn-Nazis with mow-

ers that can reduce your

colony to a thin gruel.

You control the

imAnt world on two

levels. Your field com-

mand unit is your yellow

ant. The green balls that

looklike moldyCrunchberries™

ire ant food; search for them
rand inform your zaibatsu of

their location. When it'stime to

wage war, recruit black ants to

follow you into red ant territory. When you

reach the red ants' colony, skulk behind a

ebble. (Why do you think you're called the

rellow ant?) Your black ants will swarm

around like an angry quantum cloud until

some hapless reds emerge from their under-

ground hovel. Now, turn on the alarm-scent

viewing option and watch the wild phero-

mone sprayfest. Look inside the red nest

nd you'll see your co-workers stealing

ood like crazy, scooting their skinny

little asses around one pissed-off red

queen. Eventually, some despicable red

will sneakaround from behind and snap your

head off. That's ok, your soul will transmi-

grate into a newly hatched worker, jaws-a

clickin', antennae a-twitchin'.

There is also a command center where you

control behavioral modes and castes. A neat

little graphical input device lets you specify

the percentage of workers, fighters, and

drones that will be born in your colony, as

well as how many work as fighters, foragers

or diggers.

There are lots ofgoodies in the simulation,

and the user interface is a pleasure to use (in

BAV on a small screen, it's less easy and more

confusing). Information about your

simulation's status can be obtained through

graphs, maps, markers, and reports. No aphids

in this simulation, which will be a big disap-

pointment for proctodeal trophallaxis fans,

but you do get to watch the ants transfer goo

from gullet-to-gullet in a pop-up detail win-

dow with retched sound effects. This is defi-

nitely a full-color, big-screen, educational

time waster!

SimAnt - $59.95 for Mac and DOS
MAXIS
Two Theatre Sq., Ste. 230

Orinda, CA 94563-3346

800/33-MAXIS
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"Nature izza Whore" - Nirvana motion and look: simulated less, Los Alamos went from
birds (a.k.a. boids) flock on the Oppenheimer's boys' home

by Spiros computer screen; electronic to high tech research
colonies of individual ants city. ..a procreative act of

EMERGENCE:essential cooperate (e.g., gather food the Bomb. Now it's a hotbed
buzzword, the latest mysto into 2 impressive piles). Collec- for Frankenstein Doctorate
pothead tattoo on the arm of tive behaviors emerge from the midwives setting automata
the empire... the ol' "the whole "simultaneous" computations of loose into the fertile and
is more than the sum of its individual 8 primitive agents. absolute space of simula-
parts" in the sacred glyphs of tion.

mathematics 8 science... Los Alamos doe-se-doe the A-

enough material for an entire Life jig. Spiritually descended The conference: mediocre.
Fritjoff Capra hook. The from the nearby Pueblo ruins Lukewarm in stimuli as A-
recipe? Justa dash of agents and volcanic debris, spawned Life gels into an actual
(simulated bugs, algorithms, by the Trinity Site's Big Bang: I scientific field rather than a
robots, or assembler code) wonder if New Mexico was the brainiac maverick rodeo,
each with explicit individual Land of Enchantment before Still it had stuff that made
rules/instructions set into this atomic occasion? Neverthe- me slobber.

Artificial Life III: The Conference.

Soft, Hard & Wet



A-Life III was divvied into wares: soft, hard G

wet.

THE SOFT
Silicon womb. ..bit by bit we seed your avarice.

Cyberspace , how doth your garden grow?

Inside computers, the scientist's fertile chaos

egg G g-spot of A-Life action Cellular automata

and genetic algorithms seem to form the

foundations for computational life.

Cellular Automata (CA): Invented in the late

1940's by Los Alamos bomb clique scenesters

Stanislaw Ulam G John Von Neumann, G

popularized by John Conway's Game of Life

circa 1970: twas an instant geek-o craze.

Derived from a grid (ID, 2D
f
3D,...) where each

space is a cell... thus cellular. Each cell

transforms (changes state, in the simplest case

each cell would have 2 states: on G off) via rules

based upon the neighbors of each cell. Each

update is simultaneous for the entire grid and

considered a generation. Watching generations

per second whiz along: interesting, stable, and

complex patterns can emerge.

Complex rules aren't needed to yield complex

results. Stephen Wolfram (CA bigwig,

Mathematica designer, ..) used CAs to demon-

strate how simply complexity can be stated. His

colorful excursion through 1 dimensional CAs

heralded quite humorous scientific disdain from

questioners. Had he amped up his "low

threshold of complexity," perhaps they'd be less

smug.

CAs provide math with a purple haze... a

nonlocal answer space rather than a mere

answer. The inverse problem, however, asks:

can we deduce a simple CA rule in this haze of

complexity?

Genetic Algorithms: Computational strategies

commonly used for finding "local optima" (in

computerese) or "the fittest" (in Darwinian

terms). Breeding and mutation were by far the

most popular. Breeding algorithms is like

breeding dope: take your top 2 performers, and

let 'em swap genes... Genetic code for

algorithms can be as simple as a string of

characters (phenotype) in a classifier system

(genotype).

Mutations can be as simple as a "random bit

flip", changing a bit (a 0 to 1 or a 1 to a 0)...just

enough noise to keep evolution going.

Karl Sims from Thinking Machines uses a

Connection Machine to breed 2D G 3D

images... some of the most insanely cosmic

images this fanboy's ever seen on the other side

of the screen ... breathtaking... a breath

vacuum... the images, with their elegant

indifference, hollow the spectators. He starts

with logical operators, standard ones in Forth,

each with corresponding graphical attributes.

Choose from a palette of 16 pictures, breed your

favorite two, the next 16 pictures are their

children and so on...

The creatures of Larry Yeager's PolyWorld

exhibited the most hauntingly "alive" character-

istics of any ecological simulator / artificial

living system. The inhabiting creatures use

vision as input to a neural network brain. When

the creatures die, they become food. Organisms

expend energy with each action, including

neural activity. A variety of different "species"

emerge under different environmental

conditions on the ping-pong table universe.

Edgerunners who move only along the

perimeter of PolyWorld to avoid collision and

predation from other species; another species

would circle the food source before diving in. A

great feature of the interface lets you choose to

see PolyWorld from the POV of any creature.

Some of the most impressive software from the

show came from Maxis, the people who brought

us SimCity, SimEarth, SimAnt... "Artificial life for

the Masses"... cheap, fast, and fun.SimLife was

one of the two new products emerging from the

software toy company. Running very similar to

other SimProducts, this time you decide the

landscape and seed the land with creatures of

your own design, each with their own genetic

template, play God and breed 'em on your own

or let natural selection take its course. The

other platform for armchair scientists was

El Fish: an aquarium/lake simulation where you

breed fishes and watch them gently glaze back-

n-forth in three dimensions. All the fishies G

plants are drawn algorithmically. The entire

hack was done by 15 Russian Phd's including

Alexey Pahzitnov, designer of Tetris. It's really

just too odd, as you gaze on screen, at this

aquarium of beautiful mathematics, and ponder

why, why did 15 brilliant mathematicians spend

6 years on a fishtank simulation as you grin and

mousedick to feed 'em a tad.

Tom Ray blasts the signifier and signified with

his "Tierra" system, masthead for the computer

virus school of A-Life. His creatures are mere

assembler code: descendants via random bit

flips of an initial 80 line program he entitles

the Ancestor. Divided into three main routines

(a self examination routine, a reproduction

loop, and a copy procedure) Ancestor copies

itself all over memory but mutant creature

codes arise! 40 line parasites began to use the

Ancestor's copy routine for themselves ...

hyperparasites emerge which in turn disinform

the parasites... social hyperparasites began to

propagate throughout memory symbiotically

leaching off each other's code... "My favorite

creature used to be a plant or a butterfly, but

now this is it!" Tom Ray cheers as the new

mutant on the block (the hyper-hyperparasite,

a k a. the cheater) lies to the processor about

its size and doubles its reproduction rate A

long strange trip down a hard rock data path.

THE HARD
"Life is that which dies when you stomp on it."

— Mark Tilden, BEAM Robotics

Robots. Autonomous entities scouring the

terrain of our everyday physical space. From

Lost in Space to Survival Research Labs... to the

ideal pet.

Using greeting card noisemakers rewritten with

instructional code, Mark Tilden's robots' design

are cheap and simple. He often uses solar cells

from old calculators for his Photovores. His

laws of robot survival: 1- protect thy ass, 2- feed

thy ass; 3- look for better real estate. His most

practical robot is a window wiper. His 8am

lecture, was hands down the gold medalist in

words per second; also the most engaging. His

sun powered tetrahedral robot could in theory

last 20 years in the desert (at which time he

estimates the glue in the calculator solar cells

would dissolve), slowly roaming the sunny

sands.

The most sinister talk of the week: John Smits

and his 5 millimeter microants. Maybe it was

just the smirk on his face when he expounded

the robots could "spy on enemy territory" or

"carry viruses" or equipped with fans they could

"provide cooling for Navy Chemical suits."

Piezoelectric charges bend the silicon com-

pound and thus propel these nanofuckers. After

this lecture the whole conference was geekin

on the "convenience" of having swarms of

microants in your house to dust, and well , uh,

ya know to kill real ants. Gimme a break The

DOD's pumpin' this guy full of dough and they

want thousands of tiny ones in their house?

Okay so the idea is kinda novel, but why kill

real bugs and replace them with DOD approved

ones? As William S Burroughs notoriously

cackles, "Leave me out of your we!"
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Fred Martin, MIT Media Lab, hosted the Lego_

Robot Triathlon where A-Lifers could build

robots with the commercially available set of

Legos, control the DC motors, and receive data

from various sensors with MIT's Mini Board 2.0

which is smaller than a business card. The

board has a Motorola 8 bit microprocessor with

256 byte of internal RAM and 2k bytes of

erasable programmable ROM. The board is

programmed on an MSDOS computer using

publicly available software libraries of C code

which is then compiled and downloaded to the

6811 via RS-232 serial line. The competition at

the conference was the highlight of the

Artificial Life 4-H show... but the really cool

news is you can do it at home.

THE WET
The moist 8 squishy bimolecular chemistry of

living things, these folks use the traditional

genetic tinkertoys of carbon based life (DNA,

RNA, enzymes, proteins) and apply A-Life

techniques to 'em: creating self-sustaining test

tube biospheres of RNA-RNA feedback

ecologies; evolving xwingfighter ginsuRNA

sequences to hack at DNA as if it were a

protein; or, using a bottom-up brewery to

evolve antibodies with greater affinities for

antigens (8 sinisterly vice versa) rather than the

top-down hack-n-slash of traditional "deletional

mutagenics" where scientists fuck up a molecule

with an enzyme and record the results.

THE CON(CLUSION)

"We, like all systems, are eager to go beyond

our own reality principle and to refract

ourselves in another logic." — Jean Baudrillard

"Look at this switchboard, plugged into millions

of cocks and assholes, lips and tits, it blares out

a blowtorch crescendo." — William S Burroughs

r
PolyWorld: available to anyone with internet access

and an SCI with enough oomph via anonymous ftp at

ftp.apple.com.

Mini Board: write to Fred Martin, MIT Media Lab,

20 Ames Street El 5-30 1, Cambridge, MA 02139,

Internet: fredm@media.mitedu for the Mini Board

2.0 Technical Reference which has an excellent easy

to read description of each component of the Mini

Board- how it works, how to put it together, and lists

several places to order all the supplies in addition to

serving as the manual for the software end. Total cost

of the board runs way less than $100, and about the

same for the software.

CYBERANTICS!

Cyberantics is an info-bomb in Jack & JilFs

clothing. It’s only about 50 pages long,

and each page has just a paragraph or

two, but you can find at least five layers

of information nestled within the

deceptively simple story.

Layer I : It’s a children’s book.

Layer 2: It’s really a historical document -

an annotated version of a children’s

book, written for adults.

Layer 3: But it’s more than that - it’s

actually a scientific paper written by a

famous cyberentomologist, Stanislaw

Mayakowsky, who defended his book

from critics by saying, “Who wants to

read a journal when you can have fun?”

Layer 4: Fun indeed. Mayakowsky’s

birthdate is March 16th, 2131. He’s not a

real person, not yet anyway. Jerry

Prosser (credited as the book’s editor)

created Mayakovsky as the author of

Cyberantics.

Layer 5: Finally it’s mystery— what

happened to Mayakovsky after he

suddenly disappeared, as reported in the

introduction? There are clues to be

unearthed throughout the book.

Within and between these layers, you’ll

find several worlds floating around:

World I: A fantasy world that’s as much

fun for five-year-olds as it is for jaded

computer geeks.

World 2: The future world of cybernet-

ics, artificial life and hive consciousness.

World 3: A glimpse into the inner world

of Mayakovsky — his dreams and soul,

which can be pieced together by fusing

the notes and the short biography in the

back of the book with the story of Ari’s

odyssey.

Best known for writing Exquisite Corpse

and Aliens: Hive , Prosser delivers a

story-within-a-story-within-a-mystery

about Mayakovsky’s creation — a

robotic ant named Ari (The Nipponese

word for ant) who hooks up with a real

ant colony, befriends a symbiotic

parasite beetle named Bill, fights spiders

and slaver ants, and generally arts like a

heroine that any ant colony would be

proud to have around. The annotations

that appear on the outer margins of the

pages contain quotations from ant-

maven sociobiologists Edmund O.

Wilson and Bert Holldobler, as well as

excerpts from a book Mayakovsky

“wrote” about conversations between

himself and his android lover (an affair

that caused a 22nd century scandal)

called The Mind of Man and Machine

:

Conversations with Anna.

The book itself is gorgeous to behold.

Rick Geary, a cartoonist (who will be

familiar to all readers of quality

independent comics), provides

delightful bug-eye view illustrations on

every page, rendered in glorious black

& red by computer colorist Greg

Person. The design style is faithful to

Russian Constructivism - bold san serif

copy and big red, white and black

rectangles.

Cyberantics looks great, reads great, and

it made me happy. We give it our extra

special bOINC-bOINC no-prize!-Mark

CYBERANTICS

Mayakovsky & Geary

Dark Horse Comics

1992

ISBN 1-878574-29-9

$14.95,56 pp, hardbound
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There
Will
Be
Soft

Cattle

WOKE UP IN THE CENTER of an

!!!|. immense field ofgrazing cattle.

Ill Deep grumbling noises were

111! coming from all around me, and

ill I thought I heard the buzzing of

. helicopters. Hoping that my con-

fusion would dissipate, I did not

move for a few seconds. Suddenly,

hundreds ofwhite dogwood blossoms, stripped

from a nearby tree by the wind, blew across my

face.

Slowly rising from my prone position, I

stretched my sore legs, and started to explore

my peculiar surroundings. I frantically looked

left and right, searching for an object or aspect

of the cow field that I might recognize. I walked

for hours, but to my chagrin and stupefaction,

the crowded cattle continued to stretch for as

far as my eye could see on a seemingly endless

plain of grass, strange varicolored weeds, and a

few stunted trees. Occasionally I saw gases ooz-

ing from nearby mist-covered swamps, and the

movement of reeds and cattails in some of the

smaller marshes. In these plankton-swarming

pools stood cows of various sizes and c o 1
-

ors. Everywhere was the

smell of decay -the pu-

trefaction of nearly

liquid masses re-

sembling the rar-

efyingremains of

long-dead cows.

By comparison, this

stench made the stink of

a cesspool seem like a new per-

fume by Chanel.

How did I get here? Where was

I? What do you do when some-

thing so absurd, so out of place in the

scheme of everyday living, takes place? Oh, you

can speculate about whatyou should do if this or

that happens, but no one can say what action

they'd take when the fabric of reality begins to

tear. And when it happened to me that hot

summer day, I don't think I stood there trying to

figure out a rational, scientific explanation for it

all. It would almost have been funny, if I were

not living through the experience.

I spent the next several days in the cattle field

searching for a possible escape from the warm

bovine bodies that buffeted me from all sides. It

didn't take me long to discover that there were

two different categories of animal in my new

world. One type of cow seemed to be made of

some soft substance and was immobile. Its ge-

latinous interior was covered by a leather-like

hide giving it the outward appearance of a nor-

mal cow. This "soft" cow gives milk and has a

head with eyes, and a mouth that makes mooing

sounds at about ten second intervals. The sec-

ond type of cow appeared to be a robot. From

beneath all of the robot cows' left ears dangled

a tiny computer chip with the enigmatic encryp-

tion "seche vite." Removing this chip did not

elicit any change in the animals’ behavior or

vitality. After careful dissections, I discovered

that the interior of these cows contained row

upon row of dark printed circuit boards, a spa-

ghetti of shiny green wires, and an occasional

rusty transformer.

Luckily for me, the milk and flesh of the soft

cows provided adequate nourishment, and I

now believe that I will not suffer from any major

dietary deficiencies. The grass in the field is

edible in small quantities. However, I can find

no use for the robot cows. They provide no flesh

or milk.

About a month after my awakening in the cow

pasture, and after almost unendurable frustra-

tions, I kicked at a soft cow as hard as I could

with the heel ofmy leather

shoe. The cow bel-

lowed in the mad-

ness of extreme

| terror. A robot

f cow charged at

me as if to warn

me that this action

would not be permitted.

Obviously it permitted me to

maim soft cows for food, but

not for sport. This was the only

time a robot cow showed any

sign of aggression towards me.

Every night I went to sleep to the eternal

rhythms of the cow mooings. Sometimes my

hands itched, and after a few weeks, strange

fungoid growths began to appear on the palms

of my hands. My nails turned black - the same

color as the cow hooves surrounding me. I began

to speculate that I was part of some combined

genetic and electronic experiment, and that my

body was regressing towards a more bovine

shape. If this were true, perhaps the cows around

me at one time had a human form. As my body

began to slowly deteriorate, I also seemed to

experience a corresponding decrease in my abil-

ity to reason in a logical manner. How could I

escape from this fantastic nightmare?

One morning I felt something peculiar in my

One type of cow
seemed to be made of

some soft substance and
Was immobile.

Clifford A. Pickover



ear. I hesitated, reached into my ear, and then

pulled out a computer chip that had sprouted

from the base of my auditory canal. I tried to

scream, but my vocal apparatus was no longer

functional . A nearby cow stared intently intomy

eyes. Without thinking, I jumped onto its back.

At first I feared some kind of aggressive reaction

from the cow to the added weight upon its back,

butmy action did not seem to bother the cow. In

fact, it permitted me to remain mounted as it

quickly ran in one direction for

the next few hours. The

further we traveled,

the more depressed

I became. The cows

in this area of the field

were misshapen. One

cowhad several feetwhich

resembled horse-shoe crabs. Jlllllf

From the neck ofanother pro-

truded several reproductive or-

gans which resembled bars of

white soap. About ten

multitentacled cows with claws beneath their

eyes shuffled aimlessly to my right. Perpetual

amber tear drops dripped from their eyes, as if

the cows were cryingforsome lost comrade. The

"criers" never strayed far from one another .

Their tears smelled like absinthe. Suddenly, I

saw a crimson cow with a long snaking tendril

emanating from one of its triple nostrils, and I

fainted when that greasy tendril shot out to-

wards my face as it made barking sounds like a

small poodle.

When I awoke, I determined that the triple

nostril cow had implanted several peanut-sized

biomechanical devices on the roof ofmy mouth.

I could feel thick milky secretions oozing down

my esophagus from these units. I ripped the

little devices from my upper palate, but not

before the egregious exudate began to have its

soporific effects. I drifted in and out of con-

sciousness, dreaming, traveling on a river of

pain, vulnerable and spiritless, waiting to be

taken away from the gates of my electronic

Kingdom, where tiny dark cows dance like pup-

pet-corpses, and ancient, twisted, winged crea-

tures grin within their tomb of dust, as they

watch me shiver and finally cry out in an endless

hell-black night.

After a lonely period of about two months, I

found a large wooden spool of dirty rope in a

sluggish stream. I never knew where it came

from, but it was then that I embarked on what I

was later to call the Soft Cow Mountain project.

One motivation for this project was the fact that

the "criers" would no longer allow me to travel

any further in one particular direction: they

blocked every attempt by me to move. There-

fore, my plan was to erect a large mountain of

cows so that I could climb to the top and survey

the land from a higher vantage point. I hoped the

project would end the monotony of my absurd

and lonely condition, and allow me to see be-

yond the bounds of my limited bovine world.

Using the rope, I was able to

coax the robot cows to

drag the soft cows

into one large pile.

The pile constituted

the base of the soft

cow mountain.

With a series of ropes,

and after much arduous work,

I began to form several layers

of soft cows on top of the

original square base of 40 by

40 cows. Formonths I worked on this

project, piling soft cows one onto the other,

gradually forming a huge soft cow mountain

shaped somewhat like a square pyramid. The

criers stood nearby, shaking their chelicera,

watching me with their unwinking eyes. I no-

ticed that the cows on the bottom of the pile

became somewhat compressed and began moo-

ing at 5-second intervals rather than the usual

10-second intervals. Thickveins protruded from

their sides. One of the cows erupted, spewing

forth apricot-colored steaming guts onto the

cold ground.

One night, just as twilight descended, Ijumped

on the back of a mobile electronic cow. While

riding upon its back, I charged up the side of the

slimy mountain of soft cows, reached the apex,

and surveyed my kingdom. I gazed in all direc-

tions as far as my weary eye could see. Nothing

but cows. I looked again. Perhaps I saw a body of

water in the distance, a marshy sea, mother of

life, now standing choked with fungus and goo.

In that ocean, I thought I saw a cow slithering

along grey shiny surfaces of rock, and with a last

spasm of terror, it faded into fetid chasms of

empty air. Wave upon wave of agonized ecstasy

shook my oily flesh. Above me the constella-

tions slowlywheeled as tears oflaughter rippled

through my body. Would the gentle acid of time

destroy my mountain?

I slipped on a cow hoof, fell down the side of

the mountain, and hit my head on the hard

ground. The last thing I heard was a mooing at

half-second intervals, and then, silence. G*
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REAL LIFE IS TRULY STRANGER THAN FICTION.

A few months ago, I came home from a long,

quiet day at work. Upon entering my

townhouse, I noticed my roommate, Cindy,

sitting on the couch and grasping her cat,

Wolf, by the head.

"Hi! What's up?" I asked.

"Wolfs sick and in pain,"

Cindy sadly replied.

He doesn't look in pain, I

thought. He looks like the usual

stupid, lazy fat black cat that I see

every day sleeping on the sunny spot

of the carpet.

"Why don't you take him to the vet?" I

asked.

"I can't afford it. It'll cost at least

$200," she said.

"It" was a bulbous, rubbery, yellow

growth, one-inch in circumference, erupt-

ing from the top of Wolf's triangle-shaped

head.

"Ooh, that's attractive," I commented.

"I don't know what it is. It could be a

tumor or something. Wolf's been pawing

at it so he can't be too comfortable, " Cindy

said. Wow, I could just imagine that cat

trying to rip the unwanted bulb from its

head with its sharp claws.

"Stay here, Wolf," she said as she

dropped the cat from her lap and disap-

peared into the kitchen. Well, cat, this

could be the end of you, I thought. Wolf

rolled his eyes, then stared at me. He

appeared indifferent, resigned to his situation. Cindy came back into the

livingroom with the nut pick— a short, skinny, sharp, metal rod that looks like a

dental pick.

"I'm going to pop it," she announced.

"You should at least sterilize the operating utensil," I said.

"Oh yeah." She found some rubbing alcohol and dipped the nut opener into

the bottle. "Ishould light a match to it to steril ize it further, " the amateur surgeon

said. "That should do it," she said, holding the flaming utensil at arm's length.

"Okay, Wolf, sit still." The cat rolled its eyes again; he wasn't about to go

anywhere. Cats enjoy abuse, after all.

Cindy slowly, gently pressed the sharp, blackened tip ofthe nut pick into the

bulb. The rubbery growth gave way and squished a little, like a flattening

basketball, but it did not pop. Frustrated, the surgeon pushed harder and

jammed the utensil into the middle of the bulb again. Wolf smiled and stared

ahead.

"Shit! It won't pop," she declared.

"Take the cat to the vet," I advised.

"I know!" Cindy jumped up and disappeared into the bathroom, returning

with a razor blade— not the shaving kind, but the little rectangular blade used

to slice paper or tumors.

"I hope this doesn't hurt him," she said, holding the blade one-quarter-inch

above Wolf's left eye. "Here goes." She lowered

the blade and slowly yet forcefully sliced the

growth open. Yellowish, cloudy, mucusy,

phlegm-like ooze spurted from the cat’s head

and dripped down his face and Cindy's hand.

"It worked!" the doctor announced. I

waited patiently for the cat to drop dead;

instead Wolf happily shook his

head, spraying ooze all over the

couch. The cat was cured — or so

we thought.

"It's growing back, " I said, noticing

a bubble forming where the tumor had

been. But the bubble grew about twice

the size of the original bulb.

"I'm going to have to sterilize Wolfs

head," Cindy said. Yeah, use rubbing alco-

hol and a match, I thought. Instead, with

the sewing scissors, she cut off a three-

inch circle of hair around Wolf's growth.

To touch-up the area, she scraped off the

remaining stubble with the pus-covered

razor blade.

There sat indifferent Wolf, a black cat

sporting a big, white bald spot with a

growing yellow bubble.

"Nut pick?" the doctor requested. She

grabbed the tool off the coffee table and

poked at the tumor. The "skin" of the

bubble was less like rubber this time and

more like a thin membrane. It popped.

The mucusy ooze erupted onto Wolf, in-

stantly matting his remaining hair to-

gether. The ooze kept coming. "Geez,

there's no end to this goop!" Cindy noticed, staring into the gaping hole.

"I know!" She ran into the kitchen again. I could hear her fumbling through the

drawer that keeps can openers, wooden spoons and spatulas.

"Thiswill getrid ofthegoop, "she said, hold ingtheclear plastic, foot-long turkey

baster — the thing you use to squirt gravy on a Thanksgiving turkey.

"Okay, Wolf, just sit still a little while longer." Pus rolled down the cat's body;

in fact, he was probably stuck to the couch from the drying ooze. The doctor stuck

the baster one-and-a-half-inches into the cat's hole and squeezed the handle to

create a vacuum and suck out the goop. The baster filled up so she ran to the kitchen

sink to squirt it out. Cindy repeated the procedure twice, eliminating all but a few

drops of pus.

"You're fixed now, Wolfie!" She said proudly. Wolfjumped down from her lap

and lay down on the carpet's sunny spot for a nap. The doctor put the operating

utensils in the sink and left for work.

"Seeya," she said.

"Uh huh, " I repl ied, squatting over the cat to peer into the deep hole. Could that

white matter be Wolf's brain? Or part ofthe skull? I decided that I'd rather not know

what lurked under that shaven spot, after all. "Have a nice nap, ya lazy cat," I said.

The cat's hair has grown back by now. No bubbles have reappeared. The

furniture and carpet have been steam cleaned. And the turkey baster is back in the

kitchen drawer.
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FATA ATTATCHE5
THE fAOOOVCOFF
TO HER DATA
DECK& WtWES
To Jackin to
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FLACK F*>*
THAT kX I

S
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\ OVJM UlW
DAHMVT: /

ftCOMCO*0S LATER

\T5 A CoclCo^Pf
NtONoMoOEH. KATA
HONES IN ON E*TR6*EIGT

Lo\N 0RA»N*Ja>*E
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,

COUC«\**fc

STUFF ONCE THE OL’

vjidspud STOPS

THINKS' FOR HER-

SELF - SLAW- OH GOES
THE CUFF, AND
Go«i COUP'S PLUCKED

TechSpec Retrieval Address
23 .07683.345

QIC
GodCorps

NeuroModem v24 7

_________ EwCuH Conhgu»»or

Ife [^fffiuuinrf^ fr"

moTrodel

EARQUff DATA
• EarCuff is debvered via

a GC 971A Hoverorad
which hones in on
extremely low brainwave
frequencies

• Hinged unit, fired from
droid, clamps on impact.

• Radio-transmitting

Neuromodem connects
with GodCorps CS site

• GodCorps follower

enters SimHeaven
• SimHeaven re education
and GodCorps business
training begins

'GodCorps! i

s

KNEW it! POOR
PRW, I THOUGHT
SUE WAS WATCH-
IMG Too WANT
CAU.P.G RERUNS!
KEEP SEARCHING

FOR INFO
, cM -

CALL ME AT woHE
\f TOO find
Anything else'

THE KEY TO FIGHTING THE EVILS OF GoiCorp* IS FREE THINKING-. AMD THE
key to free thinking is Beyond cyberpunk/ please, before tact eliminate

^E ANO ALL THE DECADENT VALUES I STAND FOR, BOY LOTS OF STACKS
AND Disseminate the* widely* the very futore (well, wine at least)

Way nFDPMn ow

BEYDA/D CYBEBEC/A/K? is a massive 5.5 Mb HyperCard
stack covering the many facets of cyberpunk SF and the

real-world "cyber culture.'* Over 300 items (essays and
reviews) explore post-modern SF, critical theory, street tech,

hacking, do-it-yourself media and lots more. Contributors

include Sterling, Rucker, Kadrey. Laidlaw, Gunderloy and R.A.

Wilson.

Rudy Rucker looked at the finished product and gushed: "This

mind virus (with all its richness of depth and eyeball kicks) is

the best code to penetrate this year.” Jude Milhon of Mcnc/o
ifcfcttenthused: "It’s the best HyperCard stack I’ve ever seen.”

Comes on 5 floppies packed in a cod microshell with

instruction booklet and an 16-page mini-comic drawn by Mark
Frauenfelder. Available at the introductory price of $29.95.

(The comic is available separately for a buck.)

BEYOA/D CYBEBEV/V/ffteqmes 1.5 Mb of RAM, 5.5 Mb of

hard disk space, and HyperCard 2.x. From: The Computer
Lab, Rt. 4 Box 54C. Louisa VA 23093
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Y. B. Menstraught? Fora mere 99 bucks you can be the first cyber-femme mutant in your Gaian coordinate locality to

track and estimate menstrual cycles using the latest in neurocomputing, hypertext, desktop graphics, herbalism, etc...

Menstat™
New Edge software for

women, published by:

Desktop computing for women's health
SM

KAVA KAVA
Piper methysticim. Kava.

( Show Notes ) ( Find... )

Anqdyne^Antiipamqdic^pi
to

.
stimulate

.
mental, ac t ivi ty may. induce

.
epic 1ong. 1urid

dreams... may help insomnte

Grows 1 .5 to 4 m. high with large woody rhizome
producing smooth reed-like knofi

Heart-shaped leaves are about 2C
"

prominent veins.

TINCTURE: some take two drope

Available in health food stores.

POULTICE: mix tincture with pc

Hazel extract...when in powdere<

m.
Birth Planning

Ovulation/Conception
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Cyber-Bette sez: “Kata Sutra & I have

used this great software since 2013 c.e.,

so call our friend Donna McLaughlin at

800-Hut-O-Eel and buy your copy of

MenstaFM 2.0 now!"

Waxing Moon +10.1

Autumnal Equinox + 23.9 —

Neurocompute simulators licensed

from Odin Corporation...

Meta-ape group discounts available. Educational discounts available. Prices don’tinclude shipping orsales tax (TX only).

Dealer inquiries welcomed. Made in the Milky Way. Mention bOING-bOING & wellgrantyou a 5% entropy reduction. .

.

Hurry, call: 1-800488-6335 or send email: 71221.764@CompuServe.com to order lots and lots of software today!
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PHEW ($19 postpaid from Silent Records,

540 Alabama St., Ste 315, San Francisco, CA
94110)

German electronics and world beat

experiments collide like crazed particles in

a supercollider when three-quarters of

Germany's Can play back-up for Japanese
vocalist Phew. The band is cool and
cerebral, a glistening Teutonic Karaoke
wetdream. Phew's atonal vocals are harsh

by contrast, though her voice is warm and
comely. The juxtaposition of sounds is

startling and memorable, not unlike

wearing a fiberglass tuxedo.

ELLIOT SHARP & CARBON:
TOCSIN (Enemy Productions

,

/ 1-36 31st

Ave, NY, NY 1 1 106)

One must look at things in context: when 1

say that Elliot Sharp G Carbon have released

their second commercial album ("Datacide"

being the first) it's like saying that "Naked
Lunch," the film, is nicer than ’Naked

Lunch," the book. Sharp and Carbon's music

is as complex, noiseful and dangerous as

ever; imagine funky speed metal played by

a bunch of physics majors on crack. If

Sharp doesn't destroy the word "commer-
cial" by the time he's finished, he'll at least

bend it all out of shape.

WAKENED BY SILENCE (Charnel

House, P.0. Box 1 70277, San Francisco, CA
94 II 7-0277)

Like a degenerate public service announce-
ment, "Wakened by Silence" pulls together

more than two dozen San Francisco

experimental bands on two cassettes. The
styles range from the usual tough-guy-

we're-so-experimental-noise-for-noise-sake

lab work, to the neo-Troubadour sound of

Tel Basta, to the Debbie Jaffe's tough and
erotic song/chants. Every town with tape

recorders ought to have a collection like

this.

ASIA CLASSICS I: DANCE RAJA
DANCE (Luaka Bop/Reprise)

Vijaya Anand is the modern magpie of

Indian film music, copping licks and sounds

from American and Latin pop and updating

local movie soundtracks, the major source

of Indian popular tunes. In

Vijaya's tunes, melodies can

mutate from a familiar country

G western melody into a

strange crossbreed of Samba
and Punjabi dance numbers
and on to disco. If you've heard

traditional Indian cinema
recordings (like the excellent

"Golden Voices from the Silver

Screen" collection) you're in

for a surprise here (It should be

pointed out that while David

Byrne's solo releases have been
uneven at best, his Luaka Bop
label remains one of the best

intros to world music avail-

able).

D’CUCKOO (Aisle of
Women Productions, 61 14 La Salle Ave.,

Ste. 4 1 4, Oakland, CA 946 II; 5 1 0/488

-

1309)

The First CD release from a bunch of

talented women that stomp the line

between techno and tribal like nobody's

business. D'Cuckoo's lyrics are earnest, New
Agey and heartfelt, and the weakest part of

the recording. When they cut loose and just

play their homemade MIDI percussion,

however, they are thrilling. One unexpected

treat on the album is their remarkable

cover of Eno's "No One Receiving," in which

they completely rework the tune into

something utterly new and uniquely their

own. It alone is worth the price of the disc.

FUNKY ALTERNATIVES ($8
postpaid from : ROIR, 6 1 1 Broadway, Ste

41 1, NY, NY 1 00 1 2; 2 1 21477-0563)

18 Techno remixes of dance tunes from the

alternative/dangerous end of the dance

scene: Tackhead, Cris G Cosey, Cabaret

Voltaire, My Life in the Thrill Kill Kult, etc.

Funky Alternatives is sort of like your own
personal Rave-In-A-Box. A much more
diverse and interesting collection/intro to

the scene than many of the trendier

collections coming from bigger NY labels.

DJAM KARET
Suspension and Displacement
Burning the Hard City ( Djam Karet

/

HC Productions, P.O. Box 883, Claremont,

CA 9171 1)

Imagine a psychedelic King Crimson and
you'll have some idea of Djam Karet's

sound. In a ballsy move for a small indy

outfit, they've released two new CDs

simultaneously. Burning the Hard City

continues the peel-the-paint-off-the-walls-

with-sound tradition of DK's Reflections

from the Firepool album; Suspension and

Displacement is the real gem here, though,

a seamless collection of ambient atmo-

spherics functioning as sort of the aural

equivalent of postmodern architecture.

SOSODADA: Sidetrack
C\ty(Cassette Tape, $6 42 Bellevue St

Elizabeth, NJ 07202-2244)
Ken Pastore, the man behind the Sosodada

curtain has informed us that his biggest fan

was recently institutionalized. That should

be reason enough to want to check out his

"music," but when his latest release is even

wilder than anything he's sent to us before,

AND it has box art by Kaz, then only the

most frightened Perot-supporter type

would shy away from Sidetrack City. Be

prepared for media snippets, near-death

experiences and mystifying sounds of

machines running in long-abandoned

factories. (MF) it*
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reviews, plugs and cheap-shots

it’s Official - FACTSHEET Five is DEAD! Hiss-toe-reee! Ka-put! Last issue

we mentioned the changes taking place in the zine world and we touched on F5's

new ownership etc.. Well, to make an ugly story short, Mississippi Smartmodem

Lace messed things up real good and pissed off (or on) a lot of people (yes, he owes

me money too!), and in the end, abandoned the project. Long live Factsheet Five!

Personally I think it was for the better. Without Mike Gunderloy, F5 could never

be F5.

Needless to say, the zine world has literally been turned inside outside downside

up. Unfortunately but not coincidentally this whole mess happened just as zinedom

was peaking. Now there are thousands ofzinesters high and dry and ready to throw

in the towel and not sure how to spread their word. Dilemma indeed! So what’s

a poor Zine lover/hater/producer/critic to do? Well people, I’d love to give you

some great news, but I don’t think there’s ever gonna be another F5. This is a time

of Zine world Darwinism - Some will emerge, some will die, some will come up on

land and exchange their gills for lungs, some may even develop opposable thumbs.

Everything will work out in the end. The more viable zines will endure!

So now what? Well there IS some good news. First and foremost, bOING-bOING

has committed itself to reviewing MORE zines in an effort to take up some of the

slack. I’m the new Zine editor; some of you may know me from my zine SNAPP

KRACKLE POP!!! (cheap plug!) and in future issues I will try to mention and review

as many zines as possible. We are blessed with a staff of fellow zine publishers and

reviewers, and we will do our best to keep things flowing. We will happily consider

ANY zine, but our focus is bOINC related stuff and therefore bOING related stuff

is more likely to get reviewed as are higher quality and more thoughtful or unique

zines (so we’re Elitist! - If you don’t like it, go stuff your cheeks with acorns and

hibernate for a few months!).WE ARE NOT, DO NOT CARE TO BE, AND WILL

NOT BECOME FACTSHEET FIVE'.

In addition, other zines seem to be picking up the slack also. The big music zines

review all kinds of stuff. F5 Electric by Jerod Pore (of Poppin’ Zits fame) appears to

be offthe ground and available in Cyberspace. For more info on F5 Electric
,
you can

contactJerodviaemailatjerod23@well.sf.ca.us,orto submita zine for review, send

it to Jerod Pore at 1 800 Market St. # 1 4
1 ,
San Fran CA 94 1 02-6227

Until next time— Think - Publish - Send! — Barry Atkinson

YOU SAY YOU DON’T HAVE THE TIME to slog

your way through the endless pages of malaprop-

isms, dull prose and priggishly skewed viewpoints

found in our zine reviews? That the constant inner

struggle to divvy-up your waking hours between

reading the Zine Reviews section and pitching pennies

with Goober and Gomer at the service station has

left you a quaking, slobbering wreck?

Quake and slobber no more, my friend, because in

addition to our full-length reviews, we’ve condensed

the malapropisms, dull prose and priggishly skewed

viewpoints you love so much into two-bullet mini-

reviews, thanks to our bOING-bOING EZ Zine

Rating System™, a trademarked, copyrighted, reg-

istered, proprietary piece of intellectual property

that’ll make you feel even better than Richard Simmons

fondling a stack of Deal-A-Meal orders.

Just sign the Non-Disclosure Agreement below and

you can dig right in and skim your way to happiness!

I promise not to trace, take a snapshot, or make a Silly-

Putty impression of the bOING-bOING EZ Zine

Rating System™. Furthermore, I promise to forget that

I ever saw it as soon as I look at it If I break this

agreement I promise to put a rubber band around my

wrist, watch the Bob Newhart Show, and snap the rubber

band every time somebody says “Bob."

Signature and Date

The bOING-bOING EZ
Zine Rating System™

3 Thud (a real dud)

t Boing (below average)

• • Boing-Boing (decent/worth checking

out)

IM Boing-Boing- Boing (more bounce for

your buck)

•••• Boing-Boing-Boing-Boing (SERIOUS

brain food)

- Mark

Reviewers:

BA Barry Atkinson

GB Gareth Branwyn
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RC Robert Campanell

MF Mark Frauenfelder

JL Jon Lebkowsky

PXN Paco Xander Nathan

CS Carla Sinclair

1-800 MAGAZINE ($2.50lissue from Techno

Group, 303 South College
,
Amherst, MA 01002)

Production •••
Content EO

"Postmodernism. Deconstructionism. Post-

structuralism. Schizo- Analysis. Post-contempo-

rary. Radical Constructionism. "Reading."

Textualizing. Deconstructing. Discourse Coding.

Simulacra. Rhetoric. Derrida. Technic. Instru-

mentality. Neo-Realist. Intersubjective.

Reappropriation. Mediated. Interiorizing. Auto-

justification. Fin du si£cle. Deterritorialization.

Ultrafluidity. Historicized. Extra-territoriality.

Post-Oedipus. Psycho-Politics. Dis-position." If

the above words make your intellectual naughty

bits get all tingly, then 1-800 may turn you on.

Otherwise, stand clear... it will reinforce

everything you hate about elite and pretentious

uptown intellectualism. (80pp r
8 Vz x 11

,
Slick/

Pro) -GB

2600 (PO Box 752, Setauket, NY 11953, 516

1

751-2600, ISSN 0749-3851, $4/issue or $21/

yr)

Content ••••
Production ••
Starts out with assembly code for a DOS virus,

then a batch virus, then a couple hacks to

defeat 99% of the virus scanners in an interview

with virologist Mark Washburn: 'Tf it weren't

for people like Mark... cyberspace might just as

well be ruled by the sadistic and vindictive."

Then some email msgs tapped off LAPD

dispatch: "Did U arrest the 85yr old lady or just

beat her up. We just slapped her around a

bit . .she's getting m/t right now." Next, a 4 step

method for cracking WWIV BBS, then channel

freqs for Secret Service and Disney Parks. Nice

how-to for payphone dissection Letters

correcting previous listings of mag strip

readers, COCOT output, ANI features, even

POSTNET printing from your PC. Speaking of the

SS, these letters get followed by a lovely review

of Steve Jackson's new game "Hacker".

Last issue had circuits for an FM transmitter to

takeover supermarket musick, plus directions

for tapping mobile phones via ham radio... A

real estate broker got busted: "I'll be home late

tonight" to womanl, then "Be there in time for

dinner" to woman2 . Rhyme G reason behind

2600 stands twofold. . 1 :
publish ways to crack

any alleged security device, follow by ways to

improve it. Second, anything too deadly gets

serialized w/o obvious continuity. With people

like Billsf and Phiber Optik on staff, this is

invaluable. I've learnt more telecom reading

2600 than from 3 yrs work s> Bell Labs Get a

lifetime subscript, buy all the back issues. BTW,

if you don't grok what I've just written, don't

read this zine. (quarterly, 48pp, typeset) -PXN

BABY SUE Vol. 3, No 3 ($8/4 issues
,
PO.

Box llll, Decatur, GA 30031-1 1 II)

Content •••
Production ••
Totally inappropriate humor that gores just

about everybody's sacred tofu-cows. The comics

and essays make fun of child abuse, mental

retardation, animal vivisection and religion. The

poetry page is hilarious, and the Dennis

Worden interview is nice. My favorite piece is

"New Facts on Saving Our Environment," which

we've reprinted in this issue. (20pp, 5 /2 x 8 /2 ) -

MF

BLEEDING EYESORE (Price unknown. Paul

Harrison, 46 Leatham Pari Rd., Purston

Pontefract, West Yorkshire,
WF7 5DT, UK)

Content ••
Production ••
Bleeding Eyesore offers a punkyjumble of

words and images covering the underground

music scene, mainstream and alternative films,

and bits of cultural marginalia This issue (
#
3)

contains an interview with the found sounds

band Somewhere in Europe, a newspaper

clippings section on G.G. Allin (yawn), and LOTS

of short music reviews. (28pp, 8/2 x 11, Not

typeset) -GB

BOVINE GAZETTE #1
1
($1, $5/six issues

Mod Dog Productions PO Box 2263, Pasadena,

CA 91102)

Content • Vi

Production •

This is a sort-of funny zine, full of whimsical

comics and goofy satirical pieces. My favorite

comic in here tells the tale of an opportunistic

funny-animal slug who bilks an audience at a

performance art event. (16 pp, 5/2 x 8 /2
,
xerox) -

MF

CHAPEL PERILOUS #1 ($2, PO Box

12/41, Atlanta GA 30355-2141)

Content

Production •

Chapel Perilous is published by the same folks

who run the PhenomiCon, an annual conven-

tion in Atlanta that covers hacking,

SubGeniusdom, conspiracy theories, Bulldada

media, and flying saucer stuff. Their first issue

has a convention update (scheduled guests

include William Gibson, Bruce Sterling, Ivan

Stang and Kerry Thornley), book reviews, a

"Bob" story, a Ren G Stimpy report, and a

picture of a man with his pecker hanging out of

his pants, which showed up in newspaper ads in

Florida. (19 pp, 5 /2 x 8 /2
, typeset) - MF

CYBEREDGE JOURNAL #5 ($87/6

issues, 928 Greenhill Road, Mill Valley, CA
94941)

Content ••
Production

CyberEdge Journal reports developments in

virtual reality and interface design. Issue f5

covers SIGGRAPH '91 (the Association for

Computing Machinery's Computer Graphics

special interest group). (8/2 x 11, slick/pro) -MF

CYBERNOISE (Graham Needham,

Essential Publications, 75 Lavemock Road,

Penarth, S. Glam. CF6 2NY, UK £2.00 for

issue #0, 2.50 pounds for # I

)

Content •••
Production •••
This is the first issue of what could turn into a

significant techno/industrial/ electronic music

zine Although this preview issue is only 8

pages, it is full of interesting material. The

focus here is on Skinny Puppy and their latest

release "Last Rights." There is an article on the

band and a complete worldwide discography.

Nitzer Ebb's UK output is also charted, along

with the Mute Records' stable. Issue number 1 is

slated for 16 pages and a September release. (8

pp, 8/2 x 11, typeset) -GB

CYBERVISION #2 ($1.00 PO Box 14207,

Dinkytown Station, Minneapolis, MN 55414)

Content ••Vi

Production •

Here's a good ol' glue-pot/collage zine. Punk

rock never died for St. Vitus and Kid Thalido-

mide, who start their zine out with a letters

page consisting of notices sent to them

concerning failure to register for the draft,

complaints about keeping next-door neighbors

awake all night, and arrest warrants. Kid

Thalidomide writes a hilarious article about

liberty-spike hair care (His pictures make him

look like the Carnaby Street punks of a decade

ago). There are short interviews with William

Gibson (so-so) and Tom Tomorrow (interesting,

because I knew nothing about the man behind
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the 50s clip-art cartoons). A person by the

name of Earwig Impetigo offers 3 pages of

Yippie-like scams, most of them old but still

useful for the budding scamster. Stapled inside

is an eight-page mini-comic called High School

Survival (32 pp, 8 'A x 11, not typeset) - MF

DISSONANCE ($2lissue from Leif

Hunneman, PO Box 4112, Highland Park, NJ

08904-4112)

Content ••
Production ##A
A zine with cyber/industrial leanings. The best

part of Dissonance is the 12 pages of zine,

music, and music zine reviews. Now that

Factsheet Five is dead, zines with this amount

of scene coverage have become ever more

valuable. The issue we have (
#
2) contains

interviews with caca "artistsTmusicians"

Double Penetration and GG Allin (double yawn).

The rationale given for covering these sick

puppies is that things have gotten so politically

correct in the scene that presenting this

coverage is some sort of statement of free

speech Bullshit! Isn't it just the opposite? Every

fringe culture/ bottom-feeder zine on the planet

loves to suck up to this kind of tired shock-for-

shock-sake crap It's become so formulaic and

glorified that everyone thinks they have to

cover this kind of material to be really cool. Get

over it! It's been done!!! Can we now move on

to something more interesting than shitting on

stage and pissing on hookers? (30pp, 8 A x 11,

Typeset) -GB

G1RLJOCK ($11/4 issues Rox-a-tronic, P.O.

Box 2533, Berkeley, CA 94102)

Content ###/2

Production •••
A magazine that "addresses the lifestyle

questions of sporting lesbians and their

admirers" and they do it with humor, cartoons,

and an all-around happy 'tude. The Dear Femme

Jock column answers reader's questions about

identity crises ("Everyone keeps asking me

whether I'm butch or femme!*). The interviews

with hockey players and body builders are

loaded with funny anecdotes and good advice

for aspiring athletes. My favorite article

addresses the needs and lifestyle of the

slothgirl, the antithesis of the jockgirl. Being a

slothboy myself, I felt right at home. (24pp, 8A x

11, offset printing, slick 2-color cover) -MF

GOGO GUY Publications ($1 - $3, P.O.

Box 5212, Succ. C Montreal, Quebec, Canada

H2X3N2)

Content •••&
Production

Hooray for Gogo! They know how to put

together quirk-laden zines that portray people

or human animals in bizarre or creepy

situations, while remaining light and funny.

Their stories, all told through comix, may make

you cringe and laugh at the same time. We

received three different titles from Gogo, which

are mentioned here.

Reading Fear Itself is like riding a roller coaster

- you're never sure where it's taking you. When

I read "Extenuar!," one of the stories in issue #
4,

I quickly checked the credits, expecting to see

Dan Clowes name on there. I thought Dan had

exclusive dibs on the weird style and flavor of

Eight Ball's "Like a Velvet Glove Cast in Iron,"

but Matthew Brown and Thomas Turrittin know

how to be just as subtly wacky. In "Extenuar!,"

a confused man is riding on a train. He seems

like a tired but normal chap, while everything

and everyone around him is as strange and

creepy as a bad dream. Matthew Brown, who

creates Fear Itself, claims to be an incurable

optimist, and says that "FEAR is a reasonable

sensation we can all hope to enjoy."

Keen Contact #
1, by G B. Edwin, is a 12-page,

one-story-zine. It shows what can happen if you

hand yourself over to a mind doctor, especially

a crazed and demented quack. Enjoyable from

beginning to end.

If you can read French, you're in luck with Zen

Zen Shit, #
6. It's got a pretty red and black

cover with a devilish woman scanned into the

front and back of it. But sorry, I couldn't tell

you what "La Nuit Des Quatre Cent Lapins," is

about, the main story by Martin Lemm. My

French dictionary is in Colorado. But 1 was able

to decipher a bit of the French intro to the zine,

part of which thanks Peter Bagge and Jim

Woodring for their encouragement. A couple of

stories in English are sprinkled in for good

measure. (Pages range from 12 - 40; 5 A x 8 A;

nicely xeroxed) - CS

THE HOUSE OF THE MAGICIAN ($4,

Flying Turtle Books, PO Box 5000 Davis, CA

95611)

Content •••
Production •••
A dreamlike story subtitled "A Relation of

Certain Events Pertaining to the Hour of my

Death," by the founder of the mysterious

Douglass Truth Institute The House of the

Magician combines Mayan legend with cool

computer-generated imagery. Some portions of

the book make sense immediately, others

confound. (20pp, 7 x 8A, typeset) -MF

INDUSTRIAL NATION ($2.50/issue from

1 14 Zi E. College St, Iowa City, IA 52240)

Content •••
Production ••

Industrial Nation is an impressively thick and

comprehensive music zine covering industrial,

goth, and related sonic environs. It's got letters,

news, concert coverage, interviews, essays,

fiction, comics, a "networking" (penpals)

section, plus lots of music and zine reviews.

They even have a market place selling books,

magazines, cool T-shirts, and color hair dyes! If

you're an industrial fan, check it out (64pp, 5

A

x 8A, Typeset) -GB

NASA TECH BRIEFS (free to qualified

subscribers from 41 East 42nd. St, New York,

NY 10011-5391)

Content •••
Production •••
All you hardware hackers out there could

benefit immensely from this fat and informative

monthly. Each issue covers the latest products

in industrial and high technology and reports

on research and development being conducted

at NASA's various research sites. The articles are

brief reports with more lengthy technical

papers available on request Each issue has

enough material on robotics, AI, VR, and space

tech to sustain my interest. You can qualify for

a sub by filling out the subscriber card and

convincing them that you are involved in an

industry that can benefit from NASA's techno-
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logical transfer. (102pp f
8/2 x 11, Slick/Pro) -GB

PEACEWORK, #220 ($1, 2161 Massachu-

setts Avenue
,
Cambridge, MA 02 1 40)

Content •••
Production ••
This issue celebrates its 20th anniversary with

letters, articles, and a classified ad section all

dedicated to peace for this planet. A noble

cause,which I appreciate. What turned me off,

however, is Peacework's attitude that we are

all guilty before proven innocent. Still worth

getting, if you want to know how you can help

the globe. (24 pp; 8 x 10 ft; offset) - CS

PRESENCE ($5014 issues from MIT Press, 55

Hayward St, Cambridge, MA 02142)

Content ••••
Production •••
If you've moved beyond armchair VR and are

seriously interested in the nuts and bolts

technical details of 3D computing environments

and teleoperations, Presence will be of great

interest to you. Research papers cover such

topics as computational models for stereoscopic

displays, transferring human hand motion for

telemanipulation, 3D virtual acoustics, and the

architecture of virtual worlds. There is also a

forum section for musings from the field, a

"free style" column, plus a news section, a

calendar, and an announcements column.

Editors include Thomas Sheridan of MIT's

Human-Machine Lab and Tom Furness of the

Human Interface Technology Lab at the

University of Washington. (lOOpp, 8 '/: x 11,

Typeset) -GB

PROJECT X #20 ($2.95, 37 W. 20th St

#1007, New York, NY 1001
1 (212) 366-6603

)

Project X reminds me of the early years of

Details when it was a Downtown club 'zine.

Issue 20 features an article by Heather Lotruglio

about techno labels and the rave scene in

Brooklyn and Long Island. There's also an

interview with Lords of Acid, and club coverage

from NYC and LA. Besides plenty of pictures of

club kids, drag queens, and male models, there

are lots of ads for clubs and techno record

stores. (96 pp.) -RC

QUIMBY Extra #1, Winter 91/92 ($5 PO

Box 281, Astor Station, Boston MA 02123)

Content •••!£

Production ••
Loads of deliciously crazed comics put out by a

group of sick people in Boston Quimby is one

hundred pages of queer, sexually explicit,

subversive trash -

1

know that none of you are

the least bit interested. (lOOpp, 8 ft x 11, color

cover, square-bound) -MF

RADIO VOID ($3/issue from PO Box 5983,

Providence, Rl 02903)

Content •••
Production •

This above average free-form literary zine is

chalk full of stories, poems, essays, letters,

photography, art and comics. The production

quality leaves a lot to be desired, but the

contents are rich and varied. With a more

engaging design and better quality paper (Void

is printed on wimpy newsprint), this magazine

could really be something. (72pp, 8 ft x 11,

Typeset) -GB

RECREATIONAL AND EDUCA-
TIONAL COMPUTING Vol 7, No 3

($27/yr 909 Violet Terrace, Clarks Summit PA

1841
1)

Content ••ft

Production •ft

How many hours per week do you spend in

front of your computer? Twenty? Fifty? Is that

all? Looking for another reason to run your

fingers over the keyboard? Then get yourself a

sub to REC, the rip-snorting, hee-hawing, laff-

riot zine of computer math games and puzzles

It's sure to make your computer-illiterate

spouse pleased to see your ass parked in front

of your box as you crank out yet another

algorithm to generate the Sierpinski Triangle.

REC also reviews software and holds contests.

(lOpp, 8 ft x 11, stapled-in-the-corner) -MF

ROUGH DRAFT, #70 ($10 - lyr I $18 -

2yrs; P.0 Box 426392, San Francisco, CA

94142-6392)

Content •••ft

Production ••
This is the Cacophony Society's events

newsletter, which describes the outrageously

amusing stunts they have planned for anyone

with adventure on their agenda. For happy

mutants only! (2 pp, 8 ft x 11, typeset) - CS

SECURITY MANAGEMENT (1655 N.

Fort Myer Dr, Suite 1200, Arlington, VA 22209.

Online version: 800/227-8431, ISSN 0145-9406

$48/yr public, $20/yr ASIS members)

Suppose you wanted to find the evil twin

opposite of hacker's journal 2600. Well, look

no further 'cause the American Society for

Industrial Security publishes a monthly zine:

Security Management . It's an authoritarian rant

rag, with most articles written for/by corporate

security managers, Pi's, anti-hacking consult-

ants, drug test lawyers, the whole shebang!

Truly fun reading. The May-92 feature tells how

to "screen" potential terrorists by engaging

civilians in supposedly friendly chats. US

Customs guards actually used this trick last time

I flew back from Vancouver... Other articles

discuss security legislation news, how to protect

CEO's from assassins, lots-o drug test ideas

(some conflicting), using psych profiles and

graphology to pick out possible weirdo

employees, and the upcoming ASIS conference

in San Antonio this Sep-92: "Fiesta of Knowl-

edge".

Rest assured, articles are heavily documented.

Curiously enough many of the sources draw

from Israel, pre-1945 Germany and known DEA

dupes; funny that those groups should have any

connection.. Also, the adverts provide a wealth

of resources for the enterprising mutant with

an autodialer and a sense of humor Hey, get

your drug test systems.

Smcir-I- Drug

Overdose

Pinkerton 800/232-PINK

Security Industry Buyers Guide 800/237-4915

Mach IV Screen 800/247-DRUG

Abuscreen ONTRAK 800/526-1247

Plenty of cool electronix surveillance gear too.

For those who have heard about the 1984-ish

lawyer/police online DB Info America, now you

can buy a DOS based public record DB to screen

"potential employees" for convictions, worker's

comp claims, college records, etc. throughout

US 8 Canada:

The Guide 800/735 -3002

A mutant bOINGeroid named Bruce Sterling
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turned us onto this puppy with the caveat

"Know Thy Enemy/' Thanx for the community

service! (104 pp r
8/2 x 11 bound G gagged,

typeset) -FXN

SLUBBERDEGULLION, #4 (‘the usual/'

Nigel £. Richardson, 9 Windsor Green, East

Garforth, Leeds LS25 2LG England)

Content •••
Production ••

Nigel E. Richardson puts out a true blue perzine.

Over half is dedicated to a letter and response

column, providing a healthy open forum.

Richardson runs the show on his own, and

seems to write from the top of his brain, which

gives it a highly personal flavor. He mostly rants

about himself, and I wondered whether some

paragraphs came straight from his diary.

Humorous, sarcastic, informative, and could

even be cheap. Can't beat that! (10 pp; 8 ft x 11;

xerox) - CS

SMART DRUG NEWS #4 ($5 pr $40/12

issues, CERI PO Box 4029, Menlo Park, CA

94026, 415/321-CERI)

Content ••••
Production •••
Gov't bashing, and plenty of it - a sure way to

capture my heart. The smarties at CERI are

taking on the Halcion-popping apparatchiks of

the FDA by hitting them with logic. Unfortu-

nately, logic has never stopped the parasitic

cowflop-brains who staff the 3-letter agencies

of the federal government from carrying out

their inane and obnoxious programs. Example:

"Any product, regardless of its composition,

that is clearly associated with smart drug claims

[...] is illegal and subject to seizure or other

actions by the [FDA] to protect the public

health.'' - FDA internal memo.

Besides rubbing the FDA's nose in its own

bureaucratic excrement, this issue of CERI

investigates milacemide, a drug which tests

indicate can improve memory in normal healthy

humans. The issue ends with three-and-a-half

pages of readers' questions answered by the

editors. (lOpp, 8 ft x 11, typeset) -MF

SOURBALL PRODIGY ($2, Mike Diana,

P.O. Box 5254, Largo, EL 34649)

Content ••

Production ••

A minicomic about a girl who is sexually

tortured, wrapped-up like a mummy and

discarded on the roadside, and a boy who is on

the lam after accidentally killing his paraplegic

sister with a model airplane. The two characters

meet up and live together in an abandoned

shack. I don't know if Diana's copious misspell-

ings were intentional, but they get in the way of

a story that is very depressing and void of

warmth or hope. On a gleeful note, the art is

well done. (20pp, 5ft x 8 V2
,
xerox, colored-paper

cover) -MF

TALKING RAVEN Vol. II, #1 ($2, PO Box

45758 Seattle, WA 98145)

Content

Production •••
This is the "Cyberpunk Satire" issue, where

techno-nerds are given the full treatment.

Talking Raven sez that real-life cyberpunks are

"parasites aping the mechanisms of domina-

tion," and that VR is the latest in a long line of

one-way communication technologies that strip

away the need for an imagination.

"The most surprising thing about computers is

how little they have changed anything," Karl

Mayers says about the cyberculture. Hakim

Bey's essay reminds us that, "Computers, video,

fax, radio, printing presses, synthesizers, fax

machines, tape recorders, photocopiers-these

things make good toys, but terrible addictions."

The entire issue of TR is a good source of

wisdom for technofetishists to recalibrate their

mindset.-MF

TECHNOLOGY WORKS ($1.50/issue

from Paul Moore, PO Box 417, Placentia, CA

92670- 0477)

Content • ••ft

Production • •

This is by far my favorite industrial fanzine.

Editor Paul Moore has the smarts to get out of

the way of the music and those who make it

and let the musicians speak for themselves. No

fawning fan essays, no lame interpretations of

what the music REALLY means, just lots of

interviews with the bands followed by decent

music and zine reviews. While there aren't

really theme issues, the current offering (
#
10)

covers 4 bands (Clock DVA, Merzbow, Babyland,

and Coil) that use a lot of shock tactics, horror,

and SGM references in their music. The bands,

especially Clock DVA, offer interesting

perspectives on why they choose this type of

subject matter. Another regular column in TW
charts audio samples used in industrial tunes

and where they originated. (32pp, 5/2 x 8 /2
,
Not

typeset) -GB

URINE NATION NEWS ($2lissue, Digit

Press, PO Box 920066, Norcross GA 30092)

Content ••••

Production ••

The best source of information about the war

on individual liberties (disguised by our

government as a war on drugs). This issue lists

companies that perform urine testing on their

workers (CompUSA, Circuit City, Fannie Mae,

Giant Food, Red Lobster, bOING-bOING

Enterprises <just joshing! >, USA Today, Nabisco,

Sprint, and of course, Motorola) and suggests

that you boycott these companies and write to

let them know why I called Sprint to cancel my

service, but the guy on the phone told me,

"They've never tested me or anybody 1 know at

Sprint, and if they were going to test anybody,

it'd be me!" So check for yourself. Washington

DC NORML is compiling the list.

Call up Anheuser-Busch and ask them why they

are trying to suppress an herb that never killed

anybody while they sell a drug that kills tens of

thousands of people a year. Why ask why?

Because the UNN reports that the world famous

recreational drug manufacturer responsible for

Budweiser is a major contributor to the

Partnership for a Drug-Free America. Anheuser-

Busch prints anti-pot booklets, sniffs their

employees' pee, and canceled Carlos Santana's

tour sponsorship because he might have

smoked pot. My guess it's part of a campaign to

eliminate curiosity in humans (8pp, 8 ft x 11
,

Typeset)—MF

WORM, January 1992 ($10/12 issues, 1 15

Grand St, Brooklyn, NY 1 121 1-4123)

Content •••
Production • •ft

Reviews of performance spaces, salons and art

galleries in NYC. (lOpp, 8/2 x 11
,
typeset) -MF

XYY, #3 ($3, John F. Kelly, 82 Kimball Ave.,

Yonkers, NY 10704)

Content •••
Production •••
A zine that caters to the over-yang-ed. But XYY

is interesting and humorous even if you don't

have an extra Y chromosome. In *3, Dennis the

Menace gets lobotomized, weirdo doctors and

medical devices from the past are examined,

Casper the Friendly Ghost smokes cigarettes

and enjoys consuming Spooky's barf, and we

learn lots of other stuff about out-of-balance

fellows. Artists such as Danny Heilman and S.M

Taggart, along with a slick two-color cover

make the zine visually appealing as well. (40 pp;

8 ft x 11; offset) - CS
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The Best of Factsheet Five

Electric by jerod Pore

Jack Ruby Slippers version 1.0 (beta)

($2.00 each, 1800 Market St #258 San

Francisco CA 94102 26 right-to-lefi standard

pages.)

Ooooh, but this is choice. "Total war has

become information war. It is being fought

now." Somewhere in that gray area of magic

and subversion, situationism and technology is

Jack Ruby Slippers "We are no longer in the

society of spectacle, nor in the specific types

of alienation and repression which this

implied. The medium itself is no longer

identifiable as such, and the merging of the

medium and the message is the first great

formula of this new age." Love as an

alchemical act. Rodney King? How about

Jihad: The Video. Kin und Barbie grow mutant

plastic genitalia. Burroughs and Ballard,

Crowley and Gibson; the future already

happened, the condoms are all sabotaged,

your mother's embalmed then raped. All hail

the new flesh!

Food for Thought #3 ($2.00, R. Seth

Friedman 900 Oak Street Apartment#/

1

San Francisco CA 941/7 28 pages, digest)

Seth moved from New York to San Francisco

and loves the Lower Haight. The coffee

houses, the bars, the weird little stores and

weirder people. Lots and lots of veggie

recipes. No one else has the balls to write a

gumbo recipe that calls for "A shitload of

garlic (8- 80 cloves)." That's MY kinda gumbo!

Food to eat while watching TV, food that's

better than church. I'm hungry just reviewing

it.

Slugging It Out

Pepper Beach, N.C. - Little Sammy Crayboume,

a stalwart 5-year-old football player, still wakes up

with nightmares at the memory of the attack he

survived - a mauling by his neighbor’s pet slug.

“It got all over me, like, slimy,” Sammy says, tears

welling in his eyes as he remembers. “I was playing

in the sandbox and I didn’t see it coming. It musta

got through Mr. (Igor) Ryddel’ s fence. I was digging

a cave formy Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles and all

of a sudden it zoomed up at me and sunk its teeth in

my neck.”

When asked about the fact that slugs have tiny

jaws, Cory Crayboume, Sammy’s father, said no

vicious slug was too small to cause major damage.

He has alawsuit alleging negligence pending against

Ryddel, the neighbor.

Drudge #1 ($3.00, to Jason Mantis 1/7

Witherspoon Rd. Baltimore MD 2/21212

pages, standard + cassette that will turn your

mind inside out)

For a music zine, Drudge isn't particularly

special. It's not bad (as so many are), nor is it

overwhelmingly fantastic (but I've yet to read

an overwhelmingly fantastic music zine). What

makes Drudge so must-have is the cassette

that comes with it. Jason interviews Illusion

of Safety, Big City Orchestra, Windowpain

Industries and Belt; they all provide material

for the cassette. Windowpain will intoxicate

you even if you've never taken drugs. Bel and

Illusion of Safety are so bent and frightening

that I just have to listen over and over and

over until I go on a multicide spree at Burger

King. Big City Orchestre is great, also.

Murder Can Be Fun # 1 4($l.50,John

Marr P.O.Box 6401 II San Francisco CA

94109 32 pages, digest)

"Please Mr. Postman - Don't Shoot!" Another

great issue from John Marr. Details postal

worker rampages since 1980 (how many killed,

how many wounded, if the gunman committed

suicide). Did you know that David 'Son of Sam'

Berkowitz worked for the Post Office? A quick

look at US riots in which hundreds of people

died (L.A. was far from the worst). The

Dutchman's Bend train wreck of 1918 is this

issue's forgotten disaster and Robert Cormier

the featured writer. Plus letters from people

who plain don't get it and reviews of

impossible to find true crime and teen

romance novels, f*

The reviews from Factsheet Five Electric

are Shareright 1 992. You may reprint these

reviews only ifyou include this paragraph.

“I can’t believe he let the little bastard off its

leash,” Crayboume said ofRyddel’ s handling ofthe

slug. He citedThe ConciseColumbia Encyclopedia,

which calls slugs “serious garden pests.” “Rydell’

s

gonna pay for this cruel attack, including all the

therapy it’s gonna take to get poor Sammy back in

the sandbox again.”

Ryddel scoffed at Crayboume’ s allegations, say-

ingSammy must have provoked the slug to the point

where it broke its collar and went after the tot.

“You know that little boys can be cruel to ani-

mals,” Ryddel said. “I’ ve always been a responsible

owner, and Beauregarde (the slug) is about the

sweetest-tempered gastropod you’re ever going to

see. I hated to put him down.”

The county animal shelter will observe

Beauregarde for a week, looking for signs of rabies

,

before squashing him.—Chris Kindler

The Gemstone File

edited by Jim Keith
Contains the complete text of A Skeleton

Key to the Gemstone File, the subject of

much discussion and debate among re-

searchers into the dark realms of political

conspiracy. Includes commentaries by:

Robert Anton Wilson, Jonathan Vankin,
Kerry W. Thornley and more!
m
...this book can be extremely hazardous to

your health. * — Robert Anton Wilson

ISBN: 0-9626534-54/ $14.95

8-1/2 x 5-1/2 quality paperback
/ 224 pp.

& Contactees
Salvador Freixedo

Are Miracles Really the Work of God?
First appearance in English of this Spanish

metaphysician and paranormal researcher,

whose works have been considered major

contributions to the study of the unknown.

“Father Freixedo has captured both the

mystery and the impact of a phenomenon
that has puzzled scientistsfor decades. *

— Jacques Vallee

Introduction by John A. Keel

ISBN: 0-96265344-6/ $12.95

8-1/2 x 5-1/2 quality paperback / 165 pp.

WRITE FOR OUR FREE CATALOG

lllumiNet Press
P.O. Box 746, Avondale Estates, GA 30002

Please enclose $1.75 postage & handling for

first book, $.75 each additional book.

Visa/Mastercard orders only. 1-800-637-2256
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Atlanta's Most Dangerous Convention

P H E H 0 N I C 0 H

1 9 5
November 13-15, 1992
Castlegate Hotel and Conference Center,

Atlanta, Georgia

* Txntatn*

Guests Include

l

Author of Nturomanctr if

Mona Liaa OvarJnot

Panels and discussions on

Virtual Reality • Cyberpunk Culture • Conspiracy Theory

Media • Hacker Awareness • UFO Phenomena

Science Fiction • Writing Films & Filmmaking

Political & Social Issues • and more

VR technology expo* • 24 Hour Hospitality Suite

Dealers Room • Live Hacker Role-Playing Game
Second Annual SubGenius Devival • Movie Rooms

Membership rates: $15 through July 31st, 1992

$20 August 1st - November 7th, 1992 • $25 at the door

Dealer tables available - write for availaWily

For more info, or a complimentary copy of our ’zine Chapel

Perilous, send a SASE (or two stamps lor the 'zine, please) to:

PhenomiCon • P.O. Box 12141 • Atlanta, GA 30355-2141 PuUi»h«r of Ii»W Dkama Comlai

Bract Sterling
Author of Schiimatrix &

ItlanJo in tk* Nil

Johnathan Vankin
Author of Conipnacm,

Cootr-upa anj Crimm

Adam Parfrey
Editor of Apocclypa* Cttkun

lev. Ivan Slang
Church of the SuhGcniut

KerryMey
Author of *Th« idle Warrior*' end

Principia DitcoJia

Jim Keith'

MEETTHE BEATS
"KEROUAC
GINSBERG
BURROm
CORSO
BUKOWSKI
R.CRUMB
BOOKS
RECORDS
POSTERS
THEGREATEST
SELECTION OF

BEAT STUFF
IN THE WORLD

WATER ROW BOOKS/
PO BOX 458
SUDBURY/ MA 017761

AT IA1ATER ROIAIBOOKS
SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE TO
PO BOX 438 SUDBURY Ma 01776 USA

Vasopressin 12ml spray $22.00

Vasopressin 5ml spray $12.00

Hydergine 4.5mg x 30 $20.00

Piracetam 800mg x 40 $ 1 2.50

Section below must be signed and returnedfor

order to be processed:

These products are for my personal use and do not

exceed three months usage. No therapeutic claims

have been made to me by the supplier. I have

discussed the use of these items with my physician.

Signed

$SO min order, $12 shipping

Qwilleran PO Box 1210 Birmingham BIO 9QA
England

Additional products and information on request

ADVERTISEMENT

NEW!

rainbrain
illustrated

Somewhere along the border between
the corporate and national forrests

silver linings tear and jet black fuel

rains on brains no larger than
the above, aforementioned. ..oops.
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TALKING RAVEN

Journal of Imaginative Trouble

DANGEROUS IMAGES/ICONOCLASTIC PROSE/

IMMEDIATE POETRY/RELEVANT REVIEWS/

SHOCKING ESSAYS

Published quarterly by ParaTheatrical Research. Antero

Alii, editor. All submissions (of words and images) and

some advertising encouraged. Send $2 cash for a sample

issue to:

Talking Raven, PO Box 45758 Seattle WA 98145
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IBVA

Five To Beam Up
An engineer begins to tickle the levers Sud-

denly all that's left of the body caught in the

transporter's hungry field is an ephemeral energy

slime, tingling around the approximate 3-D coor-

dinates that used to be Spock's brain.

I've often paused to wonder, just what is that

last piece-o energy to get sucked off into the

beam? Could it be a soul, a conscience, or just the

center of the Eared One's gray-green goo-zone?

Could it possibly be Spock's own internal

biomagnetoelectronic fields, dancing Maxwellian

equations through the Vulcan cranium?

Yeh, well, it seems that wherever you go these

days on the Conscious Tech frontier, Psychics and

EEG Techs are hanging out together. Which is

precisely what disturbed me most when I got the

call from my good friend Lawrence Sergic, MD.

He'd been out to a holistic psychiatry conference

in Marin County (Really, I hear it was more like

four guys in a suite at Sausalito Inn doing acid and

Twister all night with take-out from Millie's) and

later buuzed over to SF for the MacWorld Expo in

SF. That's where he saw the IBVA, right before the

Expo's closing bell.

Lar-Man phoned me immediately. It was a weird

thing, to hear a grown psychiatrist rant so. I'd been

warning Dr. Serg about the extremely subtle hal-

lucinogenic synergy between piracetam and hy-

dergine, and I wondred how deep the nootropics

had drawn. Even a minor daily habit can turn a

person's conscious concerns into animated char-

acters on the sideshow stage of a nagging recur-

rent daydream. However, Larri's rant was pure

technicki hype—I'd never seen that effect before

from P 6 H
,
so I listened and soon became

enthralled...

Cyberdelic Ether

From deep within the dark, transistor-encrusted

lair of New York City's Psychic Lab, Inc., genius

neurohacker Masahiro Kahata had just brought

forth his five-year chef-d'oeuvre brain child into

public purview—IBVA: the Interactive Brain-wave

Visual Analyzer. Incredible!!

"On the twelve days of NeuroXmas, Dr.

Strangelove brings to me: one small velcro

headband, two radio units (transmit G receive),

three adhesive dermatrodes, and an awesome

piece of 3D real-time animation Macintosh soft-

ware." Sing it loud, like you mean it.

Right. Strap the gear onto your head. 'Trodes

affix to your forehead, sending EEG signals from

the mini radio unit, to the receiver hooked to a

Macintosh (through the serial port). IBVA software

on the Mac sucks up the data, runs it through

incredulously numerous filters, FFT (Fast Fourier

Transform), thresholds, etc
,
[I disassembled the

code later - 592 subroutines and 81 menus full of

options!) to display a 3D color animation of your

EEG analysis, nearly in real-time.

At least, that's the story Larri relayed via tele-

rant. I had to see; I would've killed to get the

beast. Instead, we just took it.

Yeh, I'd been speaking at MacWorld and was still

in SF, so that evening Lar G I broke into the

warehouse at New Moon Communications, which

distributes IBVA on the West Coast. The propri-

etor, Timothy Childs, was out at a really bad sushi

place getting a mild case of food poisoning, so no

prob. We grabbed the last remaining unit and

skipped over to San Mateo just in time to catch a

red-eye back to Texas.

Wow, this is really great! Everything Larri's

mind had been going parabolic about over the

phone. So I'm sure you're just drooling to get your

own personal portable EEG to hook into your

Macintosh. Right?!?!? Kind of a "GrokMan" unit,

eh?

Well there's more. All those filters and thresh-

olds and options serve a Divine Porpoise: they

setup a Mapping from your Head Signals to Digital

Output. And that Output can be any of the

following: MIDI music events, Mac sounds, color

palette animation, and even RS422 control events.

Okay, why? Well, when in doubt, invite some
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friends over to Party. So we did. It became a

multi-day fete. Soon as word got out 'round

AusTex that a living, breathing IBVA unit had been

extradited into town, lots-o mind 8 music hackers

began banging down the doors of my secret forest

hideaway, demanding their turns on the 'trodes.

Weird. Music types immediately recognized the

impact of Psychic Labs' invention. It's portable,

it's lite-wait, and it allows you to play synthesizers

without using your hands. Sort-of.

A bunch of folks from Austin's Robot Group

helped wire up the IBVA to the Mac and into their

MIDI gear, then started meditating and beating

bongos to see what kind of EEG patterns could be

induced. RoboticistJohn Witham launched straight

into Alpha after a minute of mediation, and began

a little melody through the IBVA, while others

adjusted FFT parameters, set thresholds using the

Mac graphics, remapped MIDI event tables and

timbres. We literally played with John's head.

Then we tried to get a volunteer to explore near

death experience, but alas, all a bunch of wimps.

I ranted last column about the glorious wonders

of MAX, a piece of MIDI software for the Macintosh

from Opcode Systems. Basically,

it's a programmable map from

MIDI/control signals IN, filtered

through a maze code modules

(which you can write in C), then

backto MIDI/control signals OUT.

So besides music, one could con-

nect IBVA output to MAX, then

controls the stage lasers/lights

with brainwave states! Weird.

The RS422 output means that

you can use this product to con-

trol equipment directly. Robots.

Camcorders Alarm Systems. Vi-

brators Actually, the demo at

MacWorld Expo had a camcorder

setup to catch the user's facial

expression whenever brainwave

states changed significantly. 3D

graphs of EEG signals were actu-

ally annotated with digitized facial images in real

time.

Nextday

Enter the Writers. My friend Allen Varney calls

up and starts threatening to expose the New Moon

break-in scandal if I don't let his buds have a turn.

Okay, swell. Varney shows up with Don Webb and

Bruce Sterling. Great, so now I'm trying to inter-

view Timothy Childs from New Moon Comm over

the phone, watch out for cops, disassemble tricky

code, and keep these three ruffians from trashing

my apartment with their impromptu heavy metal

vomit party, all at the same time. Bruce 8 Don

evidence patterns from well adjusted, smoothly

functioning brains. Allen 8 I, both with editors

breathing down our email addresses, produce just

the opposite IBVA graphic effects. Even so, Allen,

harboring the true soul of a critic, remains

unconvinced. Suddenly and with a grin, Don

walks over and whispers the word "deadline" into

Allen's ear. All kinds of alarms, squeaks and

signals come pouring out of the Mac as Allen

shoots into Betastate. Case closed.

Meanwhile, Larri had been seeing this Voodoun

priestess. He brings her over that nite to run some

psych tests. Really Weird. Feathers and chicken

blood all over the carpets and theta waves floating

all over the akashic vicinity. You see, among the

astral/fuzzy people, certain brainwave states are

considered to be preferable for psychic work

"Get thee to Delta 6 Theta." Weird 'cause that's

exactly the kind of patterns that Sterling kept

moving into. Hmmm... Looking through the IBVA

manuals and its examples, it would seem that this

hot hr product has been designed specifically for

psychic research.

Garage/Desktop VR
Timothy tells me the IBVA was actually designed

to fit perfectly into MAX. And into QuickTime, too,

to modulate Mac animation and muchomedia. He

also turned my attention to a new software pack-

age called HookUp from VFL that lets a user design

populations of virtual robots and make them play

MIDI, etc., as they get moved through a virtual

world controlled simply by the mouse.

Frankly, it looks like a tag team software

combo of IBVA, MAX and HookUp will provide

desktop virtual reality construction, low-cost.

Along with gloves and goggles, use your head too

More on that later...

Timothy calls me up a lot lately. I think he's

looking for the lost unit. I try to avoid discussing

raw tuna, etc. He tells me that IBVA is evolving.

New 'trode technology helps cut line noise New

headband technology makes the unit lighter and

less susceptible to head movement errors. Desk-

top computer technology permits 3D color graph-

ics and complex analysis in real time. "We've got

the polygon rendering down to a 0.5 sec cycle on

faster Macs, but we'll need better support to track

serious mental patients."

Overall, the product is young. Shipping to se-

lected sites since mid-91, but only public since Jan

92. I catch a system hang occasionally, but no big

deal. It's probably my MIDI driver crashing any-

way. The music played is weird and true perfor-

mance control is quite elusive, but the potential

for modulation is great. Use the color animation

mode to map EEG signals into

color palette changes on your

fractal animation software for

a truly twisted stroboscopic

effect. In all, for a mere $995

you can buy this kickass unit,

strap the 'trodes to your head

and enter your own custom

near-future science fiction

story. For an additional $695,

you can tag team with a friend

by getting a dual IBVA system.

o

|
Epilogue

2 On the way out the door, I'd

F managed to lift Allen's wallet,

'f so I used his FedX card to ship

the IBVA unit back, nice and

quiet-like. Timothy is still re-

covering, Larri is still recover-

ing, I'll be outta the country before Allen gets his

FedX bill, and all's well that ends well.

My darling little heisted IBVA must be back at

the warehouse and/or off to a customer by now.

But still, I can't get the image of minimono per-

formers from John Shirley's Freezone out of my

mind. Myriads of mitochondria pushing energy

through synapses, trickling down forests of den-

dritic trees. Neural networks entangled to leap

through quantum levels of cognition. Calcium

ions dancing, spinning off electrical potentials as
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they rush the ion pump gates. The systemic

aggregate of all this brain biochemistry results in

EEG signals on the headskin. Agents of Que-Oz

linking our minds and thought and consciousness

into the cybernetic world.

The landscaping contractor firm is busy outside.

Got the blowers on full blast tossing dead oak

leaves into the wind. Lots-o people working. One

of them looks pretty slow. Hmmm. .. Maybe some

homebrewed piracetam, a little voodoo magick,

an IBVA unit and a couple cheap synths from

Service Merchandise could turn this guy into a

minimono star, pulsing cranial rhythms through

the niteclub circuit, and dowsing a few near-

criminal neurohackers with cash. Yeh, and maybe

'trodes will fly out of my butt or maybe Spock will

beam down any second now Who cares, it's time

to resume hacking. Tickle the levers. IBVA gets

fivestarsintheXanderism Guide To Psychoactive

Electronix. ArrigatogozaimasuMasahiro-san.

Endnotes

Psychic Lab Inc

280 Park Ave South, Suite IQ

New York, NY 1 00 10

212 353 1669

212 979 5624 fax

New Moon Communications

479 21st Avenue

San Francisco, CA 94121

415 221 9965

415 221 2914 fax

tchilds@well.sfca.us

Meto Sound Engineering

5-26-10-301, Nishigotanda, Shinagawa

Tokyo 141 Japan

8 1 3 3493 7449

Paco Xander Nathan

email pacoid@well.sf.ca. us

^phingyci^fette Boy

X-Machines That Defy Scrutiny

In a future world of perpetual war and

corporate subjugation, an Al Agent is sum-

moned by its owners to initiate a data

search in the world’s electronic

“Metasource Omnifiles.” Its assignment is

to put together a dossier on a mysterious

rogue known only as “Cigarette Boy.”

Trouble is, the Al is having a bad day,

feeling a little under the weather, not

actually up to snuff. Ifthe truth be told, our

agent has become, by some strange twist

of neurons, totally deranged! Instead of

assembling the usual tidy “hyperdocument”

of“printscans,” “vidfiles,” and background

data, the Al spews forth a horrific mass of

jargon, ephemera, and frustratingly tiny

fragments of useful information. It seems

to have found the right crypt, but exhumed

the wrong corpse.

A copy of this bewildering pile of futuristic

neuro-trash has been printed onto 84 eye-

numbing pages and presented to you, dear

reader, for your ultimate amusement and be-

fuddlement. The result is Cigarette Boy: A Mock-

Machine Mock-Epic by Darick Chamberlin. Done

up like a wire-bound technical manual, Cigarette

Boy is a stunning work of Burroughsian cut-up

and dada nonsense. It incorporates many

dialects oftechnobabble, Cape Canaveral-speak,

cyberpunkish street talk, bureaucratic mumbo-

jumbo, and other uniquely 20th Century lan-

guages. There are no real sentences or para-

graphs here, just page after page of character

names, place names, fragments of action, vari-

ous forms of bracketed “stage” directions and

technical notes, along with lots of nifty and

bizarre neologisms (see below). Ggarette Boy

started out life as a series of short-hand notes

Chamberlin was taking in preparation for a

more conventional SF novel. One day, he

looked at his pages of coinages and idea frag-

ments and discovered a kind of poetic elegance

to them. He said they looked as though they

were automatic writings channeled from

some mad mechanical intelligence from the

near future. He decided to keep working at

this level. The result, as described in the

book itself, is “an autoschematic protonovel
”

Through its lists, notations, and slivers of

narrative, it hints at a world beyond itself.

It’s like goingthrough someone’s garbage as

a way of reconstructing their life . In

“reading” Ggarette Boy
,
each person is called

upon to fill in the blanks, to piece together

a more coherent world of meaning. Jean

Cocteau used to refer to certain of h is more

dada-esque creations as “machines for the

generation of meaning.” Ggarette Boy is very

effective on these terms. This approach is,

of course, not for everyone. Those who

have little interest in abstract painting, con-

crete poetry, dada and such “bookworks”

as Tom Phillips’ The Humument will find this

artifact/book a total waste of time. For me,

it is a joyous synthesis of two of my prime

obsessions: abstract art and post c-punk sci-

fi.

Here are a few words/phrases from Gga-

rette Boy:

Badass gangs, guys, gals, and cybercops:

Triple Helix Diode Cowboys, Silicon Gama

Chip Chocolate-colored Boys and Girls,

Diesel Lava Boy, Magilla Hive Boy, Chief

Inspector La Grive, Officer Ricoh Man

Darren, Major 99, The Kenya Torch Klan,

Compound Girl, The Germ Lieutenant, Lava

Napolean, The Trips Division, The Plastic

Clan.

Megacorps:

Nova Alchemico, The Hypocrisis Co., The

Mackert Corp., The Los Japonisma Group,

Nileco Industries, ZoloCorp, The Accident

Factory, The Jeray Corporation, The

Alcademy Institute, Necrotech: Disaster

Investors.

Techtalk:

J
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Deofotometricallate, Hyperskim, Metahive

Dopants, Biotaxation, Omnidosage, Paraweld,

Remoric Cicadascope Gear, Plaztec, Simustop,

Voodoo Radar, Biomiltonics, Autotext,

Mechamecca, Gagamax go-code, The Aldrin

Blood-Grid.

Miscellany:

Atomerotic, Duchamplification (the entire his-

tory of the 20th Century avant garde could

probably be called this), Antique Futurism, The

Will to Style (what drives Mondo 2000?),

Neogyption Cigarettes, Alpharoahed, Hand-

Carved Collector Jet Radar, Image Coolies.

One final note: I was shocked to discover that

Chamberlin had not read any “proper” cyber-

punk when he was writing CB (he was a Ballard,

Burroughs, and Pynchon fan) and that he was

not that familiar with computers (he wrote CB

on a yellow spiral pad). He said that as som eone

trained as an artist (he’s a painter), he was just

looking around him and reflecting what he saw.

“We are daily barraged by bureaucratic forms,

unintelligible receipts, obscure techtalk and

other exotic language ecologies that we don’t

understand. There’s often more noise than

signal. I just tried to capture the strangeness of

all this.” After talking with him, I logged onto

the Internet and was presented with the fol-

lowing. It’s the computer network equivalent

of “Return to Sender. Address Unknown” (I’ve

removed all the lines and formatting a la Ggo-

rette Boy):

Mail version 5.2d (word-wrap) 9/22/9 1 : Type ? for

help.:/usr/spool/mail/gareth”: I message I

new: >N I Mailer-Daemon Tue Aug 4 09:54 33/

1 04 1 /Returned mail: User unknown” &

Message I: From Mailer-Daemon : Tue Aug 4

09:54: 1 2 1 992 Date: Tue, 4 Aug 1 992 09:52:01 -

0700 From: Mail Delivery Subsystem <Mailer-Dae-

mon>: Subject Returned mail: User u n -

known To: gareth Cc: bounces : Transcript of

session follows 550 paco... User unknown—
— Unsent message follows Return-Path:

<gareth> Received: by well.well.sf.ca.us (5.65c/SMI-

4. 1 /well-92073 1 - I
)
id AA00838; Tue, 4 Aug 1 992

09:52:01 -0700 for mark Date: Tue, 4 Aug

1992 09:52:01 -0700 From: Gareth Branwyn

<gareth> Message-Id:
< 1 9920804 1 652.AA00838@well.well.sf.ca.us> To:

barryd, mark, paco : Subject: Street Noise :

Heyguys, did you all ever get my Street Noise article

for Mondo #8? : I sent it out about 4 days

ago and haven’t heard back from any of you : Paco,

you should esp. look at it since you’re in it : And

Barry, did you get my latest email?

Case closed.-Gareth tf*

CIGARETTEBOY
by Darick Chamberlin

1562 E. Olive Way #402

Seattle, WA 98102

$15 for a signed and numbered copy.

STOP THE BLIND AND STUPID IN

THEIR TRACKS

06-BDSB IN EFFECT 09-DEATH WAS A CHICK

All shirts printed on heavy 100% cotton

Ts. $10 each (plus $2.50 slh per order)

S-XL. Dealer inquries invited!

Send 2 stamps for catalog.

RENEGADE GRAPHEX PO BOX 963

KALAMAZOO Ml 49005

"A delightful trip along the fractal frontier between art and mathematics/' — Arthur C. Clarke

MAZtb I-C^K I I—I Iz /VII IN U
COMPUTERS THE UNEXPECTED
“Mazesfor the Mind takes us on a visually breathtaking

and mentally stimulating computer adventure that will

even pique the curiosity and interest of the computer

phobic. . . . Join this marvelous computer safari -

experience the kingdom of the slugs and fractal ants,

learn of extraterrestrial messages in our genes and of

music machines, discover fascinating new computer

worlds in art, music, mathematics, and science.”

— Theoni Pappas, author of The Joy of Mathematics

THE NEW BOOK BY

Clifford A. Pickover

“The book is a feast of puzzles, science fiction, weird

numbers, curious sequences, strange mazes and games,

hyperdimensional structures, fractals, chaos, unorthodox

chess and music, computer lava lamps, pi curios, games,

and a thousand other points of mathematical light - all

interlaced with dazzling illustrations. The book is vintage

Clifford Pickover - cliffs to climb, fords to wade, and

exotic flowers to pick over and over again”

— Martin Gardner, Scientific American

i
n chapters such as “My Computer Esophagus,” “Feminism and Fractals,”" Computers and Near-Death Experiences,” and “Fractal Spiders,” Pickover

surprises and challenges with diverse puzzles, witty insights and over 200 of his renowned computer-generated images. In addition to games of his own
devising, he presents puzzles inspired by those dating back several centuries, from various civilizations - some of which are deceptively easy and others

which are fiendishly difficult.

October + 448 pp. * ISBN 0-312-08165-0 v $32.95
' VjfT 4 ; ^;-Un f'T >W,

>

a / v.-TEv/j'/r/riT/ /

Computers, Pattern, Chaos and Beauty
Graphics from an Unseen World

Computers and the Imagination
Visual Adventures beyond the Edge

“Pickover takes the reader on a stimulating odyssey through the world of

computer graphics, a world that surprisingly involves the Shroud ofTurin,

snowflakes, and the genes that cause cancer.”

— Paul Hoffman, Discover Magazine

Now Available!
416 pp. 220 b/w and 8 pp. of color illustrations

ISBN 0-312-061 79-X $19.95 pb.

“[A]n exhilarating, wide-ranging rummage through a mathematical

curiosity shop filled with novel ideas and vivid graphic images.”

— Ivors Peterson, Science News

Coming in Octoberl
448 pp. 220 b/w and 8 pp. of color illustrations

ISBN 0-312-08343-2 $19.95 pb.

ST. MARTIN'S PRESS 175 Fifth Avenue New York, NY 10010
To place your pre-publication order now, please call 1-800-221-7945



Shawn

Wolle

Minri/Hruin

FUTIQUE PHARMACEUTICALS: Super list

of sources for new and future drugs, nutrients &
more ! Send $9 cash, money order to

Cybemautech BOX 121 Monroeville PA 15146-

0121

BIOFEEDBACK and STIMULATORS.
Efficient instruments since 1 972. Free informa-

tion. MOE, Dept. 9, 5044 Wilder Drive, Soquel,

CA95073. (408)475-7352

Socicties/Clubs

THE PHILO-SOPHISTICKAL SOCIETY: A
genteel philosophical discussion network for

Diogenesians, free-thinkers, techno-illiterate

intelligentsia, simple-lifers, minimum-wage

survivalists, opinionated curmudgeons and

enlightened anti-socialists ofevery shade. An

absolutely genuine fake religion. Introfolio

available— send large SASE with sufficient

postage to: PHIL SOCK, 1 727 Northwest Blvd,

Suite 162, Spokane,WA 99205

Hooks

CYBERPUNK NOVELS: “An amazing

collection ofhard-to-fmd and out-of-print

cyberpunkbooks”

—

bOING-bOING. Rucker,

Sterling, Shirley, Misha, “Alligator Alley” and

much more! For list, SASE: JAA Press, Prince St.

Sta.,POBox96,NY,NY 10012

TIME TRAVEL, Invisibility, levitation. Reports

- Videos. Incredible Inquiry Catalog $1 .00. Box

2207-76, Garden Valley, ID 83622

Audio/Video

MIND EXPANSION VIDEOS/AUDIOS: 400+

Titles—Sexuality. Memory, Psychic, Healing,

Magick, Meditation, More! Brochure $2.00

—

Sample Video S4.95. HypnoVision Box 2 192BB

,

Halesite,NY 11743

bOING-bOING Classifieds Sell! That’s right

—

you buy ‘em, and we sell ‘em! Seriously now,

bOING-bOING classified ads are so powerful

that advertisers have complained that they have to

work overtime to fulfill their orders, and now they

are going to sue us for hurt backs, carpal-tunnel

syndrome etc. Now’s your chance to get in on the

lawsuit action! Only twenty cents per word

—

WOW!
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(This space intentionally left blank)

Flashback to the early eighties. Me
and Ju Ju Maugham are in the Big

Apple, hanging out in somebody's

backyard. The Fuji Blimp is droning

above our heads, flashing light bulb

messages about Nancy Reagan.

Suddenly, the lights scramble,

recombine: "Drink Liquid Taran-

tula Venom and Await Further

Instructions." I head to Times

Square and score from the first

liquid-holding person I see. There's a

flash, and then a loud voice originat-

ing from the center of my brain:

"Tweak West, young Yummie!
California is the place you oughta be!

Start yourself a magazine, a band,

and a multi-media bus tour!" OK!
On to Sausalito and our first baby-

step: Hype Frontiers. Who can forget

that infamous pink day-glo cover

depicting Mr. Greenjeans, jesting

“The darn CIA gave my son cancer!”

Our signal meets up with Queen
Be, beautiful British tarantula-farm

heiress. She buzzes into our Geakster

funhouse, likes what she sees, and

applies a handsome portion of her

inheritance to our project. We had

lots of fun with the money.

From what was left over, we
birthed Reality Hecklers (let’s forget

about the short-lived Spewtator

I’m Gonna Moroh You Ux
*

****** wr*i

newsletter). We were onto something.

The underground had fallen asleep

during the disco-induced stupor of the

seventies. Cyberpunk and a prison-

toughened Timothy were just what

the latent Yummies needed to slap

them out of their Starsky and Hutch

rerun trance

But when the underground woke
up, we realized that they didn’t have

any money. They were reading

Reality Hecklers, but they weren’t

buying it. They just read it in the

store, or made photocopies and gave

them away. To survive, we needed to

grab the masses.

Once again we appealed to our

well-heeled benefactor, Queen Be.

After much arm-twisting and party-

ing, she acquiesced and gave us the

capital to print mONDO-mONDO.
With the help of Bart Damage, our

art dictator, mONDO-mONDO is

now chock-full of color on every

page, whether it needs it or not, and

plenty of music interviews with now
bands like Brian Eno and the

Cowsills.

The Moneyeditrix didn't open her

purse without getting something in

return, of course. Every word you

read in mONDO-mONDO has been

approved by her. The Hairy

Geaksters play by corporate rules

now. But hey, that’s the price of

fame - 1 can’t get famous by painting

a Brillo logo on a wooden box and

calling it art anymore.

Anyway, the latest Geakster

project, Hot Chocolate Karaoke, is

my baby and I’m not lettin’ that

spider lady sink her fangs into this

one, noway.

Next year, the bus. Bart has

designed the tickets, they look hot,

and they're on sale now. jjflh



Garnet Baldwyg

ace it, ever since you

read Neuromancer
,

you’ve wanted to have a

cute little socket installed on

the back of your skull so you

could mainline your favorite

TV shows, video games, and

BBSs. Sure, I know, the tech

isn’t here yet to make direct

neural connections a

reality...but...hey... virtual

reality is the buzzphrase du

jour. Research scientists aren’t

putting the energy into neural

interfacing ‘cause they don’t

realize how many of us are

ready to jack in, NOW! Well,

thanks to Faux Jack Enter-

prises, there’s a way to cast

your vote for brain plugs while

making a bold fashion state-

ment. The Faux Universal Jack

(or F.U. Jack) is a surgically

embedded male/female plug set

that is almost identical to the

real future neuro-jacks. {How

do we know? Trust us. ..we ve

been there! -ed.)

This beautiful 100% plastic

device is body compatible and

mONDO

comes in a variety of designer colors. It’s a great conversation

piece and a real head-turner. A fiber-optic cable comes with the

device so that you can hook yourself up to any computer, TV,

VCR, or video game. The cable-connect doesn’t do anything,

but boy does it look cool! And, once neural interfacing does

become a reality, the hole in the back of your head puts you one

step ahead of the game. The surgery required to implant the jack

is excruciatingly painful and exorbitantly expensive, but whoever

said that the marriage of flesh and steel was gonna be a joy ride?

And, there is no need to worry about body rejection and

rampant infection—only a handful of F.U. Jack installations

have gone awry. To compensate these unfortunate (but heroic)

early neuro-tech pioneers, Faux Jack Enterprises gave significant

discounts on TransTime’s Head Can cryonics program. In fact,

every F.U. Jack kit now comes with coupons offering discounts

at Slick Rick’s House o’ Surgery and a TransTime “Head” job.

Market research scientists at Faux Jack are also working on a

set of MIDI in/out plugs for the musically inclined wirehead.

They don’t really work either, but they do deliver a slightly

uncomfortable subcutaneous buzz that lets you know the music

is really trying to get through.

So, now that you’ve had all your dangley parts pierced and

your muscley parts tattooed, how about making a REAL
cyberpunk statement: get your head pierced! It may not make

you any smarter, but, in this day and age, image is

everything...right? See you under the knife.

Sources:

Faux Jack Enterprises, A Division of Accu-Jack, Inc., 333 Pixel-

Pushers Parkway, Snow Crash, CA 94102. Ask for their free

booklet ‘The Future’s Inside My Head.”

mONDO



Dymergy Reeks!
welcome to the H-bum ofthe
disinfotainment age

MODERN ON JUSTICE

This stupid someone’s based a

welcome that hurt. We’ve read

theory; hacked services. On that

file, about set concept, in

theory, it pertains to analysis of

^he system. Credit each set,

report hurt of horse. Read

analysis. The mail reading is a

reading for intent as the file

reports on cases or individual

information. First we analyze

the law under the object and

.

‘damages’ and stock precedents

potentially corporate. Welcome a system depending on common

analysis. Hack it to cart off a short computer. ‘Victim’ also

damned each, depending on the nebulous stupid reading or simply

by pulling to mail that concept. Credit information of fact was

short depending on what caused the TRW scam? Compensate the

defendant is nebulous, the individual’s rating under an informa-

tion horse. We damned individual’s first act on computer, that

need pulling justice. The insider, the corporate first, the credit of

the potentially bad. What scam?

And me, of course. .

.

1

Dark Person & Sandi Shoreline's

Neocortical Nutriment Sales Pyramid, Inc.

Chemical Hammer! - A delicious powder consisting of anaconda lipids and hydroxymethylcellulose. When mixed

with a quart of espresso, it will blast your brain straight out of the noosphere! 1 oz $24.95. (Powder shipped in

envelope. For shipment in a bottle
,
please include an additional $24. 95)

“Chemical Hammer! is the best peak experience Pve ever had!”

— Stanley Owsley, retired chemist

NeuroShock! - A sublingual liquid made from the adipose tissue of the boa

constrictor, NeuroShock! is just what you need when cruising through

OrgoneSpace ™(the amazing virtual universe popularized by Scifi author

Wilhem Reichson in his smash hit book, Neuromancing the Stoned). 1 oz

$24.95 (Liquid shipped in envelope. For shipment in a capsules, please

include an additional $24.95)

“I take loads ofNeuroShock. I like it when Pm watching Obese Kitten

videos, playing SimHell, listening to Strawbery Alarmclock DVA, or

perusing the latest copy ofmONDO mONDO looking for more cyberpunk

stuff to purchase in an attempt to define myselfthrough consumerism
”

- Rudy Anton McLeary, Jr.

The Dark & Sandi Calendar - featuring Dark & Sandi posing in titillating underwear. 12-pages, xerox

$24.95 (Includes toner used to print calendar only. For paper, please include an additional $24.95)

Pve locked myself in the bathroom with the calendar and I don ’t intend to come out.—Michael Dymergy, Powerful Genius Hacker

Dear Dark & Sandi - Please send me thefollowing Neocortical Nutriments, for which Pve enclosedfifty times the amount ofmoney

necessaryfor you to make them. I understand that if I am notfully satisfied with these products, I may, at my discretion, pour them

down the toilet.

Chemical Hammer! (liquid, 1 oz) $24.95

Empty Bottle (capacity 1 oz) $24.95

NeuroShock! $24.95

Empty Capsules $24.95

Calendar $24.95

Catalog $24.95

(Please ad the following to your total)

Shipping $24.95

Handling $24.95

Overhead $24.95

Postage $24.95

Total

Name

Address

Sucker Rating (1-10)

City State Zip

List all black leather garments
,
codpieces, & accessories

.

(United States residents please ad 50% Libertarian Action League Sales Tax)

mONDO mONDO



inally it hap-

pened. Two
weeks passed -

no weird calls,

no frantic

bangings on the

door... Not even a pitiful email

message worth mention! A
derivative stance of marmoreal

repose. I’d begun to think all

the Weird and/or Truly Hip had

died as lemmings en-masse in

some vasopressin-cum-

Jonestown-punchbowl vendetta

or just simply left the planet in

disgust.

To my intellectually

voluptuous surprise, a Triumvi-

rate of Aliens suddenly

appeared to wreak Havoc on

my post-post-modem niaiserie

(I hate that phrase). The first

one crawled in through a

window as I was dressing... It

appeared to even blush. How
quaint. It then signaled the

Mother Ship and two Others

materialized on my printer

stand within seconds.

Could this be a sign from yet

untrodden neuropathways in

my Dark & Sandi-fied cra-

nium?? yes yes yes?? An
obsessed, latent belief system

yearning to be coddled,

expressed, reintegrated?? Or

some freak’s idea of a Joke

with holographic smoke and

mirrors? Neither.

All blushes aside now, Their

Leader assumed the center of

my floor - launched It’s

languorous tirade recounting

Unearthly Origin, dire galactic

travels and Their sincere Need

to prove a Point.

Great. I’m it. Ollie ollie,

oxen free. Moi-meme as human

guinea pig for some squat little

creatures that contradict even

the rant would be somewhat akin to eliminating nuclear arma-

ment on our world, due to Their lack of diversity in Frames of

Reference, which makes no Point other than the fact that I was

bored and ready for something New.

My task at hand was simple. It stands to Reason that we as

Irreversible Journalism

the principles of carbon-based

life. Yeh, that’s right, I’ve met

REAL silicon based “life” and

It isn’t pretty. Other than the

fact it smells like KY Jelly

mixed with Blue Koolaid and

St. Lewd

tends to glow near electrical

devices. So all you Wireheads

can just go take a cold shower

and make some other plans for

the year 2043 - 1 for one am
sick of your whining.

VOYEURISM AS EXTRATERRESTRIAL

ZEITGEIST

Alas, my “guests” continued

Their cute little extemp on the

floor. Alien Alpha exhorted my
cooperation in Their desperate

plan to prove a Philosophical

Point, which I gathered from

three dimensional beings exist within the larger confines of a 4D
transmordial goo. Conventional Wisdom contends that Time

flows forward. Don’t even think of turning the other way around.

But if the nether regions of our common temporal locality

provide sufficient “swirls and eddies” one must allow for inter-

local confluence. OtherWorld geeks Beta and Gamma had

theorized that human emotional reverberations emanating from

the pineal gland would be capable of transcending the Time

Travel Barrier. I believed Them.

SOIT QUI MAL Y CHECK-OUT STAND

The deeper the angst, the greater its reach across time. My
part in Their proof: buying/reading a tabloid - simple, but

disgusting. Right there, on my bedroom floor, three dumpy

silicon dripping freaks demanded I go buy and read the latest

issue of National Inquirer. My “emotional response” as a result

would register on Mother Ship’s sensors. A quip to settle a

planetary conflict. Afterwards, They would leave. No questions

asked. No big deal. I did it. They and Their Ship left. No
questions asked. No big deal.

Then I started thinking. What if the major world mythos

merely reflect planet-wide events waiting to materialize? Basso-

relievo on a cultural scale of Things Yet To Happen? Forebod-

ings of Teeth That Will Someday Gnash? Do the ubiquitous,

transcultural “Garden of Eden” stories scry upcoming miseries

from an enduring apocalyptic period of Global Warming?

Okay, maybe it was a hallucination after all. But that still

doesn’t account for all the silicon gel gooped over my printer

stand. Somebody out there has evidence of these creatures and

can settle the issue Once and for All. I demand to know!!

mONDO mONDO



In Conversation with Avita Minotic and Cathode Askew

Avita Minotic and Cathode

Askew are two of the most

exciting writers to emergefrom

the postmodern scene. Black

leather, skulls, bones, scary

tattoos - these women mean

business. They strive to

produce nothing less than

edge-of-your-seat, highly-

entertaining novels and essays.

When mONDO mONDO saw

them talking to one another in

a cafe, we made a brilliant

conceptual leap, andpulled out

a tape recorder to ask them a

few questions—Das Guten

Morgan

mm: Cathode, what’s the

deal behind cutting out

10,000 of Jim Davis’ Garfield

comic strips and putting

them in a book under your

own name (Garfield Gets a

Cock Ring, ReHash Press,

1991)?

CATHODE: The ontological

principle behind the hegemonic

‘thing-in-itself - again we must

revisit the ‘negation-of-

absolutes’ as brought forth by

the theory of expansive and

contractive raison d’etre of

boast and fear - has undergone

a permution of modality acting

as a barrier to subtext, main-

tained spontaneously through

the reaffirming condition

brought on through the

monological fixations of

ignorance.

AVITA: And may I add that

the function of multiple

structural logos as a causal

influence on the inertia applied

to the epistemological shadows

cast by semiotics cannot be

fully expressed through

Avita Minotic

elliptical references to global

connectedness. A shift in the

present dynamically-structured

indexed method of

deconstruction is necessary

before one can proceed to

incorporate material which

takes a critical position on any

hopelessly outmoded vision of

a nihilistic doppleganger ‘self-

not self engaging in wealth

transactions generated by the

new realistic industrial

capability.

mm: So did you get permis-

sion from King Features

Syndicate to use the Garfield

strips?

CATHODE: An act of consent

cannot be taken away from the

historical antecedents embed-

ded into interpretations of

permissibility any more than

the consolidation of increasing

degrees of precision, behavior

and dimensional data can be

expressed as a process of

inclusion and refinement.

AVITA: The emotional-

somatic incongruities one

expects to be absent from the

authenticating inscriptions

surrounding praxis is an

understatement in which the

affirmative is expressed by the negative of

the contrary. The mere act of uttering such

litotes is an example of the formulation of the

more persuasive aspects of a culture addicted

to the dialogue of actualization and the

demystification of non-spectacular disassoci-

ated phenomena rampant in nomological

ffee-form unitary dialectic,

mm: As much as I dislike Garfield,
I have

to admit I found a few of the comics

pretty funny, like the one where he puts

quick-cure epoxy in the dog’s food dish.

How did you go about selecting the comic

strips included in Garfield Gets a Cock Ring?

CATHODE: Continuity of conscious life becomes a language of

slogans weighing down on the personality as a synthesis of

objective contemplation viewed as de-narrative, a word I made

up, I might add, separating the -

AVITA: Hold it, I don’t mean to be petty, but I made up that

word.

CATHODE: uh, which word?

AVITA: Don’t be coy, bitch. It’s my word; Admit it or I’ll

smash this tape recorder over your head.

CATHODE: You can kiss my ass! (pulls out a dagger from her

boot and waves it menacingly in front of Avita.)

AVITA: Not so fast! (Removes a derringer from her purse and

holds it against Cathode’s neck. With her other hand she holds

the tape recorder in front of Cathode’s mouth.) Now say it, tell

everybody I made up the word de-narrative.

CATHODE: Screw you, and your stupid Telegraph Book\ (De

Anza Junior College Press, 1990)

AVITA: (Cocks the derringer’s hammer and fires a shot over

Cathode’s head, destroying the espresso machine.) One bullet

left, bitch. Talk or die.

CATHODE: Ok, ok! I admit it. It’s your stupid word. I don’t

even know what it fucking means. It just sounded neat.

AVITA: (Puts away gun.) Good. That’s all I wanted to hear. A
little honesty, girl. Now go ahead.

CATHODE: Anyway, as I was saying - continuity of conscious

life becomes a language of slogans weighing down on the

personality as a synthesis of objective contemplation viewed as

de-narrative (nods at Avita) separating deontology as a device of

functionality towards which the lineage of technology is engaged

in everyday life, as opposed to the lines of demarcation evident

in the approximate flux of the accomplice apparatus - (tape

breaks here)

mONDO mONDO
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Paramount Theater

8:00 PM, April 9

Reviewed by Glazie & Jarkopf

Those fun-loving Tibetan monks

of the Silly Hat Monastery

entertained Austinites at the

Paramount with all the old

Tibetan standards: “Follow the

Eight-Fold Path" (with the

traditional Tibetan-Munchkin

dance), “Yakkety Yak,” “My

Dharma Lies Over the Ocean,”

“Don’t Sit Under the Bho-Tree

With Anything Else But Ghee”

(considered by many to be the

finest hymn to rancid butter), ‘The

Eyes of Lhasa Are Upon You,”

“Say Buddha Can You Spare a

Dime,” “Give Me That Old Time

Religion,” “Djoire Dance,” The
Sutra Shuffle,” “Send in the

Yetis,” “Oh Bho-Tree,” “Big Right-

Livelihood Mountain,” There’s No
Park Like Deer Park,” Tie a

Sacred Scripture ‘Round the Old

Bho-Tree,” “Hark the Herald

Nagas Hiss,” “Meditatin’ on You,”

“Stop the Endless Wheel of Birth

and Death I Want to Get Off,”

“Here We Come—We’re Tibetan

Monks,” “I Love Lama,” “I Want to

Say Your Mantra,” The Thunder-

bolt Vehicle School Song,” The
Yeti Love-Call,” “A Hundred

Prayer Wheels on the Wall,”

“Nirvana—Where the Wind Blows

Softly Through the Void,” “Ifs a

Long, Long Way to Enlighten-

ment,” “I’m in the Mood for

Tantra,” “Jeepers, Creepers,

Where’d You Get That Third

Eye?,” “Shake Your Shakti,” “Stay

Away From the Red Hats,

Darling,” The Yellow Hat of

Lhasa,” The Reincarnation

Tango,” The Bardo Blues,” “By

the Old Prayer Wheel,” The
Clear Light of the Void Two-Step,”

“Auld Lang Sangura,” “Yeti’s Hurt

the One You Love,” “Say Is That a

Jewel in Your Lotus?,” Tiptoe

Through the Tulpas With Me,”

“Om Mani Om Daddi” (otherwise

known as the camp song), The
Himalayan Hop,” “You Must Have

Been a Beautiful Bodhisattva,”

“Spin Spin Spin Your Prayer

Wheel,” “Waltzing Mandala,”

“Salty Tea for Two,” “K-K-Kaima,”

and of course that old show-

stopper, “Hello Dalai.”

A good time was had by all.
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Having learnedfrom recent reports in the Weekly Whirled News that

The Pelvisfaked his death, we asked R. Seltzer to track him down in the

catacombs beneath Graceland, the site ofthis interview. According to

Seltzer, “Nobody gives afuck about the guy ’s music, we ’re interested in

the evolution ofElvis as product, specifically the commodification ofhis

voice andphrasing.

”

—R. Seltzer

RS: Throughout your career we find a softening of Tongue in your

public work, an almost explicit deTongueification, as you compartmen-

talize elements of your soul, of your rhythm and your blues, for

representation-as-surface-commodity to various market segments,

presumably defined by corporate interests. To what extent did you

coevolve strategies of your own aligned with these interests?

EP: Huh? Could you flip your skinny ass around here a minute and

tell me what you just said?

RS: Tongue, phrasing. I’m talking about the impact of the increasing

commodification of your performances on your phrasing. “Hound Dog”

explodes with an intensity not found in “From the Ghetto,” for instance,

and your Las Vegas performances seem restrained by comparison with

random combustion associated with your early performances, those

prior to your transcendant video exposure on the Sullivan Show and

others.

EP: Oh, yeah. Shit. Well, I was tired, and kinda strung out.

RS: But do you have a sense of an erosion of the anarchic elements

of your performances to accommodate the forces of commerce...?

EP: I don’t know much about that. The Colonel handled the bidness

end. Don’t know where you get that “anarchic” shit...you talkin’ about

communists? I never worked with no communists, we were tryin’ to get

rid of those guys...

RS: No, not in a purely political sense, but in a cultural sense, the

association of your performances with psychosexual anarchy...

EP: Sex? Psycho? What’re you saying, that I’m queer?

RS: Sexual preference is a peripheral issue, we’re getting off track.

We were talking about Tongue.

EP: Oral sex?

RS: No, no. By Tongue I refer to the aesthetics of phrasing. The form

of vocal representation, like, in your singing...

EP: It didn’t sound like we were talking about singing. So you mean,

like, what I do with my tongue when I sing?

RS: Well, yes, and how that evolved in the context of changing

corporate demands...

EP: Well, I just sang. I never paid no attention to my tongue


